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Introduetion 

In this graduation project citizen participation with the help of Virtual Reality is the central theme. The gain is to develop a 

prototype of a Virtual Reality tooi in which people can make their ideas visible. With this project I will graduate in Design and 

Decision Support Systems and in Architecture . Two different study areas, combined in one project. This makes the interchange 

point between using the tooi and using the results an important subject. On the one hand there is the tooi , which has to be 

user friendly fortheuser (inhabitants of Doornakkers in this specific case) and which has to work properly. On the other hand 

there is the architect who has to deal with the results. What do results mean , what did the user of the tooi really mean to say? 

As an architect one has to deal with all the different wishes and ideas and combine or use these to make one satisfying design 

in which the participants can recognize themselves. In this report this whole process is described and several questions are 

answered. Questions dealing with the tooi , like ; how user friendly is the tooi and which irnprovernents can or have to be made 

for further use? Does the tooi meet the object in view or not? And questions dealing with usability of results. Are results usabie 

for architects/ urbanists? How should problerns be presented to users? Etcetera. 

The first part of the report w illlay the foundations of this graduation project, it explains the background. research question and 

objectives. After that a theoretica! part on Doornakkers and the state of the art of citizen partic i pation follows . the main part of 

this report handles the developrnent and put on of the tooi, and the design process of Turkish senior housing with the help of 

the results corning frorn the tooi. The report ends with an overall conclusion and answer to the research question. 
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Summary 

In this project the usability of a virtual reality sketch tooi in communication and part1c1pation processes is researched . A 

prototypefora new tooi in virtual reality communication and participation means has been developed and tested . Questioned 

was whether a virtual reality sketch tooi is a suitable mean to improve citizen's participation in design processes and if such 

tooi gives people enough possibilities to clearly express and communicate their ideas. Many cities' governments think 

good communication and participation with its citizens is important. With a view to the future interest in digital and virtual 

communication grows. In communication and participation projects it is of mayor importance to stimulate people and keep 

them interested and willing to participate. When people understand given information they are more likely to be willing to give 

a well substantiated opinion and/or new ideas on the subject, while when people have difficulties understanding information 

that governments try to communicate , their reaction is most likely to be negative. According to research , when information 

is communicated through complete 3D virtual reality models, people understand the information more easily than when 

information is communicated on a more traditional way, like with 2D drawings and accompanying texts. 

The prototype of the sketch tooi that is made combines communicating information and letting people participate. All 

information about the project can be made visible in the 3D model. Users can navigate through this model themselves. Several 

questions about the project can be asked through this tooi and users can answer these questions by drawing their ideas in the 

model. Th is way they can see the impact of their own idea right away. I.e. when a user draws a high rise tower in a low rise 

neighborhood he or she immediately notices how this tower fits in its surroundings and he or she might change thoughts about 

the idea to add a tower on the location . 

The prototype has been tested twice. In the first test people worked individual with the tooi while the interviewer was sitting 

next to the user. watching how the tooi was used and where people experienced difficulties. For this test a project location 

is the neighborhood Doornakkers was used: the St. Franciscus location. Drawings that respondents made were actually used 

later on when makinga design for this location . This was also usability of results could be tested. 

In the second test people worked with the tooi in duo's while the interviewers walked around, answering questions when 

needed. 

Based on all the results that were collected throughout this project it turned out to be hard to answer the question that was 

asked at the beginning. lt can be said that this sketch tooi is successful in rasing interest among residents. In general people liked 

working with the tooi and would use it too in a real situation if the government would ask them to. Th is is the most important 

step to take in communication and participation processes. 

lt also appeared that the tooi did in deed help to give people more insight in their own ideas and the intluence of their ideas on 

the surroundings. People changed their mind based on what they saw after drawing their first idea on the project in the tooi. 

On the other hand it also appeared to be hard to get really useful information from this tooi and too ask people the right 

questions. Also the tooi (seems) is restricted to spatial issues like building height, roof type, style, location and size. lt is 

questionable in how many situations it is interesting to get this kind of information from citizens. 

In the second test case however, the tooi was used on a totally different manner. Here people worked in smal! groups in one 

tooi. The tooi was used as a mean to explain and show others ideas. Oral explanation and discussion were just as important. 

This appeared to work very wel I. Based on the two test cases it can be said that this tooi seems mainly appropriate to use as a 

supporting mean in participation processes. As a tooi on itself, that can be used by citizens at home from their own computer, 

it seems less appropriate. 
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Chapter 1 Determination of the subject 

1.1 . Problem definition 

In order to inform citizens and obtain support for their plans, municipalities organise concertation evenings. On these 

sessions only a limited group of people gets the opportunity to speak. lt is likely that no unbiased image can be obtained 

this way. Practise shows that one small group will always attend the sessions and do all the talking, while other, less 

extrovert people, do not get a chance to give their opinion. Next to that there are also people that just do not speak 

in public, which obviously should not mean that their opinion is of less importance. Best would be to be able to carry 

away all ideas and opinions. A problem of another kind is the time and place restrainedness of the meetings. In our busy 

society, this can be seen as a growing problem. 

The government of the municipality of Eindhoven sees the importance of invalving citizens actively considering all kind 

of matters. 1 A functional manner to improve citizen's participation considering changes in neighborhoods is therefore 

interesting for Eindhoven. 

When a concertation evening is organized, the aim is to reach as many people as possible. This means people of different 

target groups will be approached. When developing a solution to make these evenings more appealing, more clear and 

more accessible, differences between these groups are a point of interest. I.e. do people have to work with the virtual 

model themselves? In that case most elderly will not be able to use the tooi. In case the sessions keep their current 

form, but with virtual reality instead of 20 drawings, busy thirtiers will still not be reached suftkientand time and place 

restrainedness keeps a problem. This needs a solutions. 

This project will take a closer look at participation in the curetage of Doomakkers. At the moment the government 

of Eindhoven is, together with some other organizations (such as housing corporatien Woonbedrijf), working on a 

conception for Doomakkers's future. Citizen's participation by the use of modern ways of joint decision making, easy 

accessible is wished for. Therefore Doornakkers is an interesting case for this project. 

Considering specifically this neighborhood of Eindhoven a number of other factors that will play a role in the development 

of the tooi can be noticed. In this neighborhood we can speak of a low average educational level and an above average 

percentage of allochthonous people. Thus, when developing the tooi the cushiness is of importance. Making the tooi to 

difficult to use will not motivate people to use it. 

1. 2. Research question 

The research question that comes with this project is: 

'Is a virtual reality sketching tooi a suitable mean to improve citizen's participation in design processes, giving citizens suflident 

possibilities to clearly communicate their ideas?' 

I. Maak het mee! jaarverslag burgerparticipatie 2008, gemeente Eindhoven 17 
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1 .3. Objective 

The objective of this project is to develop a prototype of a tool which makes it possible for citizens of Doornakkers to 

participate in the curetage process with the help of virtual reality. This tool should be an extension to already existing 

participation possibilities. The visual side of the design process will playa major role. People will sketch their own ideas instead 

of commenting existing plans or designs. This way aspects which are important for people living near a new-to-be-build building 

are made clear on forehand and the architect can take these aspects in account while making a design. 

This project contains two aspects. Firstly the prototype of the tool that has to be made and second the design for a partly new 

building in the neighborhood. This design case w ill be the mayor test case for the prototype as well. 

1.4. Assignment 

1.4.1. Prototype of a sketching tool 

The first part of the assignment covers the design and decision support systems part of this graduation proJect. As already 

mentioned a prototype of a sketching tool has to be developed . The goal is to develop this prototype and test it w ith a 

small group of people. Testing the tool will give feedback considering how the tool works (like necessary improvements) 

and feedback that deals with the next step in the design process; outcome for the architect to work on with . In the latter 

part of this thesis the sketching tool will be discussed more thoroughly, for now a short description of this part of the 

assignment will do. Below the steps and products are shown. 

unctions people use 

nput for final 

~esign 

It will not be possible to put on the tool broadly because it is only a prototype, it will need further work before it will 

be good enough to do so. Though, it is possible to do a test with a small group of people. Beside the tests as descibed 

above another test will be done. While the first tests will be one on one, this test will be in a group of between eight and 

twelve people. This test won't deal with the 5t. Franciscuslocation. In this testcase the green structure and public space in 

Doornakkers will be dealt with. 

ult on how the 



1.4.2. A design for Turkish senior housing 

The second part of the assignment covers the architectural design part of this graduation project. One of the important 

projects that wil i be worked on the next years in Doornakkers is the redevelopment of the old school buildings of the 

St. Franciscusschool. This will probably become property of Woonbedrijf and be used for senior housing for the first 

generation immigrated Turkish people who now come to a senior age. In this project this situation is supposed to be 

factual, soa design for Turkish senior housing will be made for this location. In the design process results coming from the 

first and second test of the tooi will be used. As mentioned will the third test deal with another subject. Depending on 

the results of this tests it will or will not be possible to take results into acount. 
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Chapter 2 Planning area: Doornakkers 

Doomakkers is a quarter in Eindhoven. lt is situated in the district Tongelre, in the east of the city. In the picture below, 

Doomakkers is indicated in red. The area is surrounded by the railway, the canaJ and 'de rondweg' (important raad through 

Eindhoven). Doomakkers exists of three neighborhoods, namely: Doomakkers West, Doomakkers Oost and Tongelresche 

Akkers (Berckelbosch). The lastoneis still under construction and differs a lot from the rest of Doornakkers, as well in urban 

sense as in what kind of people live there. 

Image 2.1 .: Situation of Doomakkers in Eindhoven 

At the moment the govemment of Eindhoven works on a vision for the future of Doomakkers. The new neighborhood, 

Berckelbosch, also plays a role in the vision for Doornakkers future. Although there are people who do nat want Berekeibosch 

to be a part of the project, the team that works on the vision (at the govemment of Eindhoven) decided it is of importance 

to take Berekeibosch also into account. The gain is to mix people from bath parts. There should nat be a clear distinction 

between old (general speaking: rich in problems and paar) and new ('perfect' and prosperous). In this chapter a closer look is 

taken at the history of the neighborhood, it's statistics, appearance and inhabitants. 

21 
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2. 1. A short history 

2 .1.1. Important moments in the history of Doornakkers 

Doomakkers is a part of Tongelre. The municipality of Tongelre came into existence in 1810. By that time, it was probably 

about 600 years old already, since the first notion of Tongelre comes from the year 1241 . In 1920, Tongel re was no longer 

a municipality, it became, together with Gestel, Stratum, Strijp, Woensel and Eindhoven, part of the municipality of Groot

Eindhoven. 

Just one year after this agglomeration, the number of houses in Tongelre increased which caused the agrarian character to 

disappear. In 1929 a caravan camp came to Doornakkers. Before this camp was accommodated in the center of Eindhoven, 

but they moved to a location next to the canal, near the zwaaikom in the farrest end of the area. 

After world war 11 in 1946 rebuilding started. The Philips factories grew and Philips built houses in the neighborhood 

Doomakkers in 1949. These were the Austrian houses. In the same year DAF setlied in Tongelre, near Doomakkers. Just 

as Philips an important employer. Ten years later, in 1959, the caravan camp moved to a place nearer to the houses of 

Doomakkers which made the presence of caravan lessees more important. 

From 1960 on Turkish guest workers came to the neighborhood. In that same year also the fast secularization started. Catholic 

clubs disappeared. A lossof mayor importance forthis neighborhood, also because ofthe secularization, was the demolishment 

of the St. Joseph church in 1990. The church used to be important for the identiity of the neighborhood. Four years earlier the 

religious fundion of the monastery had disappeared already. The monastery is in use forstudent accommodation ever since. 

Currently new important changes are taking place, namely the construction of 'Spilcentrum De Toeloop' with an extension 

to the home for the elderly and the construction of Berckelbosch, with a new shopping centre. The architectural design 

assignment later on in this report alsodeals with a part of this new change in the neighborhood. 

Image 2.2.: St. joseph church (date unknown) and Austrian houses at the Cellierslaan ( 1952) 

The neighborhood Doomakkers is surrounded by barriers, but this has not always been so. The oldest barrier that separates 

Doomakkers from other areas is the Eindhovensch canal, which was constructed between 1843 and 1846. The rails on the 

northem side of Doomakkers were put into use in 1913. The road on the western side became slowly more crowded and 

more important. 



2 .1. 2. Problem area 

Since a long time Doomakkers has been a problem area and it still is. In 1997 Doomakkers was indicated as proteetion area, 

which is the first official name that reflects the problems ofthe neighborhood, but also before 1997 there was special attention 

for Doornakkers (intense control). In 2006 the neighborhood was taken up in the governments initiative 'social recovery' 

(sociale herovering). Most recent mark they became is 'Krachtwijk', which was introduced by minister Vogelaar in 2007. 

One of the most important problems in Doornakkers deals with the bad imago. Through time several things happened that 

had a bad influence on this imago. 

For example the immigration of Turkish people to the neighborhood since the sixties. Though Turkish immigrants in itself of 

course cannot be seen as a problem, though the presence of a high percentage foreign people can. This i.e. because of the 

average level of education of these people and their problems with the Dutch language. 

Second, as mentioned in the former paragraph section, the presence of a caravan camp. Whether the camp people cause 

problems, are crimina! or not, the presence of such camps always have a bad influence on the image of a neighborhood. 

Another important reason can be the demolishment of certain buildings (i.e. because of the function the building used to 

accommodate). Most important on this part is the demolishment of the St. Joseph church as al ready mentioned before. lt should 

be mentioned that the building that was built after the demolishment of this church is probably one of the ugliest buildings in 

the whole of Doomakkers, as well in the perception of many inhabitants as in the perceptions of several proffessionals. 

And finally the mark 'Krachtwijk' and all the accompanying negative media that comes with it. All these things tagether make 

inhabitants think more and more negative of their own neighborhood. lt is a negative spiral, which is hard to get out. 

2. 2. The present and the future 

2. 2 .1. Current situation 

There now are many problems on several areas. Roughly these can be divided into three divisions: social. fysica/ and 

economical. Social problems cover for example health. Compared to all other neighborhoods in Eindhoven, inhabitants of 

Doomakkers are least healthy. The GGD is working on health problems in neighborhoods like Doomakkers with so called 

health programs, i.e. 'Doornakkers gezond!' (Doomakkers healthy!). Also the level of unemployment is higher than in other 

neighborhoods in Eindhoven. A lot of families have problems and the level of criminality is high. 

Over the last years a lot of things have been done in Doomakkers and achievements have been made, but there is need for an 

integral area aimed procedure with perspective for the future. This procedure is now being worked on. Merall the paperwork 

had been done, on July 20th 20 I 0 this project in which the neighborhood will participate started officially. 

2. 2. 2. Looking forward 

In the process the come to a vision for the future of Doornakkers, Dutch Govemment Architect (Liesbeth van der Pol) 

participated too, she appointed three offices that analysed the neighborhood. These offices were SF I 0 (landschapsarchitectuur 

en stedenbouw (Landscape architecture and Urbanism)), Wijkswiskunde (a multidisciplinary office for advise and design) and 

Stadsherstel Amsterdam. The main physical projects in the old part of Doornakkers (thus west and east) deal with green 

structure, the St. Francisicus school location and 'the Tongelaar' (see image 1.4.2.1 on page eighteen.). The three offices 

all viewed Doomakkers from their own profession and knowledge, In this paragraph only their results considering the St. 

Franciscus location will be described. Eventually this project willlead toa vision for the next 20 years that will be approved by 
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the govemment of Eindhoven as new policy for the neighborhood. This is the first time participation projectsin Doomakkers 

will actually lead to policy. 

2.2.2.1. Wijkwiskunde 

Wijkwiskunde is an multidisciplinary office that uses creativity to find both social and spatial solutions. ldentity and image of 

a neighborhood are important for Wijkwiskunde. In Doomakkers they researched what different inhabitants thought about 

certain places and about each other. Considering the St. Fransiscus location they noticed people complained a lot about the 

(empty) shops and supposed criminality in houses above those shops and around the building. They also found out there's a 

separation between the inhabitants of the Austrian houses and the rest of Doomakkers. They feellike their 'little neighborhood' 

is to good to be part of the probtem area Doornakkers. The other way around, inhabitants of the rest of Doomakkers feellike 

those inhabitants of the Austrian houses don't want to be part of their neighborhood. Wrth the senior housing complex around, 

also elderly were an important group in Wijkwiskunde's research. Elderly complained about Turkish inhabitants making to much 

noise and whistling to women on the streets. Wijkwiskunde analyzed all these remarks that people made in terms of feelings 

and emotions and translated this to a desired atmosphere. They considered of importance: coming out, relaxing, being open 

for new contacts, seeing and being seen. 

Image 2.3: (Empty) shops with houses above them 

Their results for this location can be described as follows: mixed culture and religion, normal daily use of the pubtic space, 

attention for affixation (inhabitants Austrian houses vs other inhabitants, young vs old, local inhabitants vs passants etc.). 

As desired fundions on this location they mention shops and terraces, business and internet. place to meet people. Desired 

ambiance would be 'fast' SO's-70's. 

2.2.2.2. SF10 

SF I 0 works on urban design and landscape architecture. They analyzed the neighborhood looking at urban structure, style, 

green structure and urban units. 

Looking at the urban structure of Doomakkers different kind of Garden Cities can be distinguished. The largest part of 

Doomakkers West and East can be noticed as Garden City, Delftse School. In the picture below this part is shown in black (A). 

The red parts (B) are described as modem Garden Cities. Yellow is the Toeloop,which is mainly a new autonomous building. 

Berekeibosch is shown in grey (C) and can be described as contemporary Garden City. The blue part in this image (E) is a 

special area in the neighborhood. At this location we find the old monastery and a hidden interior space. The St. Fransiscus 

location lays at the edge of three different kind of Garden Cities. Just like Wijkwiskunde, SF I 0 also seen problems around the 

St. Fransiscus location. They mention they traffic situation at the end of the Jan van Riebeecklaan, bad appearance of some 



buildings (like the shops), dominanee of parking lots, messy public space. In general they describe the St. Franciscus location as 

a weakarea. 

Image 2.4: Urban Structure in Doomakkers 

2.2.2.3. Stadsherstel Amsterdam 

Stadsherstel Amsterdam deals with old buildings that are of importance for the townscape of a city. In Doomakkers they 

researched the buildings at Tongelaar and St. Franciscus. They mention the buildings at St.Franciscus location as suitable for use 

for housing. They also mention the possibility for small business at this location. Acces to houses on the Austrian houses si de of 

the plot would also help to reconnect this area to the neighborhood. 

Image 2.5: St.Franciscus school (largest building front and back) 

All three offices are actually very much agreeing with each other. They point and the same locations speaking of weak or 

problem areas and mention the same buildings as interesting objects for future developments. Combining the offices' results 

looking at the St. Franciscus location it can be said that a mayor thing that has to be solved is the traffic situation, together with 

the public green space around it. The situation now is unclear and its appearance is messy. A second thing of importance is the 

conneetion between the Austrian houses and the rest of the neighborhood. And finally the existing school buildings, especially 

the largest one of the two, should be examined for new kinds on use, like housing or small business (ZZP (Self employed 

without employees)). 

25 
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2. 3 Turkish seniors in Doornakkers 

2.3.1. A short history on Iabour migration 

Shortly after world war IJ, between 1945 and 1965, about 300.000 Dutchmen, indo's and Molukkers left farmer Dutch-lndië 

to go to the Netherlands. This happened in fiVe waves, of which the biggest one around 1949 (sovereignty hand-over to 

lndonesia). Despite the fact that the major of these people had not been in the Netherlands before, them coming over was 

seen as repatriation. At that moment unemployment in the Netherlands was high and there was a housing shortage. Therefore, 

Dutch people were not happy with these repats. A part of them, mainly Molukkers, were housed in farmer concentratien 

camps like Westerlx>rck. 

Beside the coming over of all these people from Dutch-lndië, after WW 11 there also was a birth wave and a fear for 

overpopulation arised. Caused by this, the Dutch govemment started to promate emigration. During the fifties, around 

500.000 Dutchmen left to other countries. Not only stimulated by Willem Drees' policy ("Een deel van ons volk moet het 
aandurven zoals in vroeger eeuwen zijn toekomst te zoeken in grotere gebieden dan in het eigen land"~. but also because of 

the poverty that was about and the threat of an upcoming world war 111. 

Eventually, Dutch rebuilding went faster and better than expected, and because of the huge emigration during the fifties there 

now was a shortage of working people. Now the Netherlands started to reeruit workers from other countries. First mainly 

from Spain and ltaly, but later on, in the sixties, also from Turkey and Morocco. These were mainly low skilied labourers. These 

migrant workers (also known as guest workers) got temporary contracts and an also temporary residence permit. The idea was 

that these people would returntotheir home countries aftersome years. Therefore nothing was done in order to integrate 

these foreigners. Guest workers had to keep their own identity in order to make rehabilitation in their own countries easier. 

In 1973 the oil crisis caused an economical dip. Because of this crisis unemployment increases and the immigration policy 

was putto a stop. Mass dischargements followed, of which mainly low educated people were the victim. A major part of the 

migrant workers belonged to this group. People who did nothave a job anymore had to appeal to social securities. Now it 

came clear that a big part of the migrants had not returned to their home countries. In 1975 there was decided on one sole 

regularization, which made it possible for fifteen-thousand illigal people to record themselves. 

From that moment on the number of allochtonous people in the Netherlands chiefly grew because of family reunion. Many · 

of the (farmer) guest workers let their families come over to the Netherlands. just as family reunion this is one of the rights 

written in the EVRM (Europees verdrag van de rechten van de mens). 
And beside that, many Surinamese people came to the Netherlands just befare they lost Dutch citizenship (five years after 

Surinamese independency). This subject wiJl no be gone into further in this work. 

During the seventies integration still was of no importance. Despite the fact that many immigrant workers had let their families 

come over, the Dutch govemment still had hope that these people would return to their home countries. Most of the guest 

workers did want to return, but for most of them this was financially impossible. In the end, people thus did not return. 

2.3.2. The guest workers in the year 2010 

By now, in 20 I 0, guest workers that came here during the sixties have come to an age between 60 and 75 years old. As 

explained in the farmer part, these are mainly low educated people who did not have to integrate when they came to the 

• ':0. part of us Dutch has to dare to find their future in bigger areas then our own country." 27 
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Netherlands. lt was just in the mid-eighties, when some of them had been in the Netherlands for over 20 years al ready, that 

allochtonous people had to integrate. Before that time, allochtonous chikJren were teached in their own language and their 

own culture was of huge importance. There were many problems considering non-westem allochtonous people and the 

integration policy was therefore a policy of arrears. lts gain was to help allochtonous people in education and on the labor 

market The tirst generation non-western allochtonous people had to learn the Dutch language on a relative old age, which 

was, after such a long time in which speaking their own language was (almost) obliged, a difficult thing to do. 

In the remainder of this chapter the Turkish people in specific will be discussed, since the design case (Turkish seniors housing) 

relates to them. 

The tirst generation Turkish immigrants now come to an age on which care more and more plays an important role. lt used 

to be common for Turl<ish seniors to live tagether with their children, so their children could take care for them. This trend is 

changing. The elderly do not want to be a burden on their children, and on the other hand, the children want to have more 

freedom to live their life intheir own way. So that is where care homes come in. Due to language and culture differences, 

most Turkish seniors do not tind it pleasant to live in a Dutch care home. These important differences in culture relate to i.e. 

nutrition, habits like the washing ritual and prayer, but also to family. Turl<ish seniors prefer to live closely to their children and 

grandchildren and tind it important to have place forthem in their homes. 

Many of these seniors do not speak the Dutch language properly and see this as a problem considering living tagether with 

Dutch elderly. They prefer speaking their own language, but this is not appreciated by most Dutch people, and they notice 

this. 

Statistics show that relatively many Turl<ish people live in Doomakkers. Doomakkers east. and west tagether house 6506 

people (0 1-0 1-2009), of which 1879 non-westem allochtonous. The number of Turl<ish people lays just above I 000. This 

means that about 16% of all inhabitants of Doornakkers is Turl<ish. This is quite a lot, compared to less that 5% in Eindhoven. 

Walking through Doornakkers, Turl<ish presence cannot be missed. Turkish children are playing on the streets, while adult Turks 

can be found chatting in front of the Turl<ish tea house. At the moment the amount of Turkish people older than 55 is not very 

high yet (72 in Doomakkers), but prognoses show that this number will increase dramatically (Palet). This justifies the choice 

to develop Turkish senior housing in this neighborhood. Further on, in chapter 6, wishes and demands of this target group are 

looked at more closely. 

Image 2.7: Mevtana Moskee and neightxn chatling 
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Chapter 3 Citizen 's Participation 

3 .1 Wh at is citizen' s participation 

3 .1.1 planning law 

Policy for spatial planning is regukated by the planning law 0Net ruimtelijke ordening). The most important power of the 

govemment is that they can assign functions to areas, and set conditions on the use of ground space. During the past years 

believe in a engineered society (centrally regulated technica! spatial planning) has decreased and citizens ask for a more 

equitable balance of interests. Because of this govemments policies' changed. Now the govemment creates conditions for 

a more autonomous spatial planning on local level. Establishing a decent spatial policy can be seen as the resutt of a as broad 

and complete as possible balance of interests. Here fore good communication and infonmation supply is of mayor importance. 

Stakeholders need to be able to achieve a clear image of the plans and need to be able to express there objections and 

thoughts. Practise asks for means that make early communication with interested people possible.1 

3.1.2 'Having a voice' versus citizen participation 

In processes where there is no citizen participation (participatie) but 'having voice' (inspraak), citizens (residents) are only just 

involved in a later stage of the process. By the time they will be involved decisions have been made al ready, citizens are only 

asked about their opinion on that decision (also known as obliged time for reactions of people involved afterwards). After 

citizens have expressed their comments, plans or designs can and might be changed slightly. In case of participation , people 

get involved in a much earlierstate of the process. In any case before decîsions have been made. Still participation is a hard to 

define concept. tt is possible to split up the tenm in 'active citizenship' and 'interactive policy', where interactive policy would 

mean that citizens will be invited tothink along on a certain question in an early stage.2 

3.1.3 Participation in Eindhoven 

Citizen participation is considered more and more important by a lot of cities govemments. A single search on the internet 

shows numerous resutts like documents and notes in which plans and evaluations regarding citizen participation are described. 

And so is Eindhoven. In 2007, the govemment of Eindhoven mapped wishes, requirements and recommendations on the 

field of participation. Research and meetings were organized in order to generate ideas on the subject. This resutted in the 

'lmplementation citizen participation 2008-20 I 0' (Uitvoeringsprogramma burgerparticipatie).3 

This way the govemment of Eindhoven wants to intensify active citizenship and give citizens the feeling to be listened to 

better. lnvolvement and self-organizing capabilities of citizens should increase this way. There are lots of different ways to 

involve people in projects. Between different projects the most appropriate approach can differ. Virtual Reality as a mean of 

communication and participation is one of the means that can be used. This is a modern mean with lotsof possibilities that 

I. M. Obbens (2009), Van virtuele plan110rming tot effectieve besluitvorming, TU/e 

2. Uitvoeringsprogramma Burgerparticipatie Dienst Algemene en Publiekszaken, Sector Communiartie, afd. Beleidscommunicatie, 18 September 2007 
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at this moment are not sufficiently taken advantage of yet. More about this will be discussed later on in this report. Of course 

there are also more traditional means like surveys and meetings. Though, no matter which means of communication is used, 

the interest and involvement of the stakeholders themselves is actually most important. A lot of people are little or not at 

all interested in what is going on in their neighborhood and therefore hard to involve. Making citizen participation fun can 

therefore be considered to be an important part of citizen participation processes. 

3.2 Participation in the past (60 's and 70 's) 

3. 2.1 Housing shortage 

During the 60's and 70's there were not enough houses available, due to the WI/V 11 and the babyboom that came afterwards. 

In just a short time there was a need to build lots of houses and things like school and grocery stores. Although between the 

end of the war and the 60's houses were build constantly, by 1962 housing shortage was still a huge problem. There was a 

need for building fast and cheap and the architects role was very small. The ministry of housing granted priority to companies 

that were able to reduce cast and time the most. Reconstruction architecture was more quantity than quality. Reconstruction 

architecture embodies a big step towards industrialization of the building process. 4 These days a lot of the buildings built during 

that period are demolished or will be demolished. 

3.2.2 Habraken; alternatives to mass housing 

Mass housing is a working method, is it regulated centrally and the individual (future resident) does not play a part in this 

process: "Oe mens huisvest niet, hij' wordt gehuisvest." (The human does not house, he is housed.) (Habraken, De dragers 

en de mensen p 17) Th is does not fit one of the strongest incentives of hu man beings: their will for possession. (Habraken, de 

dragers en de mensen p21) Basically, that is Habraken's problem with mass housing. 

In a mass housing city, people cannot own their house. Buildings are big and impersonal. The only change the resident can 

establish is demolishment. Looking at older houses, like the ones built in the 30's, peoples will to make it something of their 

own is clearly visible. Rebuilds, extensions etcetera: every resident added something personal. 

Mass housing states that a home is a thing. lt already is a home befare the residents are known. This is in contradiction to 

what the concept actually means. A home comes into existence at the moment someone, or a family, decides to move in 

somewhere. When people decide to live in stable, that stabie will betheir home. lf a family moves in toa granary, that granary 

becomes a home. (Habraken, de dragers en de mensen p26) The statement of mass housing that a home is a thing makes it 

hardtodefine a home. What exactly is a home in that case? This question is unanswerable, while mass housing tries to answer 

it anyway, seeing the resident does nottake any place in the process. 

According to Habraken, mass housingis nota problem on itself, but is becomes a problem when it is used as a general mean 

for housing the society. "Mass housing becomes unacceptable if we can speak of massive housing." (Habraken, de dragers en 

de mensen p36) Originally, mass housing was not meant to house the entire society. lt was an emergency solution, to be used 

only when normal housing processes could nothandle the demand. lt kept people away from homelessness. Though, mass 

housing became the standard. 

In mass housing statistics are important. People are divided into groups, having certain needs in which the house should foresee. 

3 2 3. WNW.eindhoven.nl (speerpunten gemeente Eindhoven! 

4. WNW.zoetermeer.nl, document Massawoningbouw 



This way buildings appear for young families, for singles, buildings for seniors, etcetera. This is unnatural; people do not live in 

separated groups, they live in a mixed society. 

Especially the uniformity of mass housing cal Is up resistance. Actually a solution has to be found that preserves the efficiency of 

the method, but on the other hand lowers the uniformity. 

"Om tot een betere huisvesting te komen moeten we beginnen met te weigeren om bevolking en stad van 

elkaar te scheiden, want de vorm van de een wordt bepaald door de ander; en dientengevolge kan de vorm 

van de een niet ontstaan vóór die van de ander. Een stad is niet een ding zonder bevolking; een stad is mens en 

materie tezamen. • * (Habraken, de dragers en de mensen p41) 

Despite the fact that mass housing wants to frt in a time of industrialization and machine-production by which hu man becomes 

subordinate, it actually runs behind time. In order to manufacture parts in a factory by using machines, a large run is needed. 

However, every mass housing project needs its own parts. To come to a big enough number of the same parts, even a higher 

uniformity is needed. That way uniformity would reach a for probably everyone unacceptable level. Mass housing and the 

machine are therefore anti poles. (Habraken, de dragers en de mensen p69) This is logica! owing to the fact that mass housing 

existed al ready before these technica! possibilities came into existence and did not change with it. 

An important difference between a house and a factory product is that in case of the house, the product (house) stands still 

while production device moves and in case of the factory product it is the other way around; the product moves through the 

factory and in the end leaves it. No complete house can leave the factory, just parts of it can. How these parts will be used does 

not matter, only the number is of importance. A to small number of products cannot be machine produced and bigger runs 

are financially more attractive. In smaller runs people play a role again. With this we getto the essence of Habaraken's idea: 

"De machine is in staat uniforme onderdelen te maken die, mits in een coherent systeem passend, een oneindige variatie van 

vormen toestaan." (Habraken, de dragers en de mensen p69) Meaning: Machines can make uniform building parts, which, on 

condition that they fit in a coherent system, can make a never ending number of different forms. Think about they way kitchens 

can be compiled. Different parts such as cabinets, work sheets and appliances, can be combinedas desired to one piece. In the 

same manner different factory made building parts should in different combinations deliver different houses. 

Mass housing did not mind the natura! relation between human being and house. In order to take care with this relationship the 

house should posses an amount of independence; it should be possible to change, rebuild, demolish or build it. (Habraken, de 

dragers en de mensen p.76) This does not mean that per definition every house has to be a free-standing one. There is a need 

to build houses on top of each other, so a solution has to be found to make it possible to build independent houses on top of 

each other. 

In fact, mass housing affected the structure of the city. The small-scaled structure of the small, old cities changed into a rough 

structure, which much bigger cells, while the cells should be small in order to fit the relation hu man versus house. 

In order to be able to execute high rise buildings, but in such way that the houses in it are more independent, constructions 

have to be designed. The construction that is kind of a street. Habraken calls the construction drager (support) and defines it as 

follows: The support is a construction in which a number of housescan be made, all of which- independent of other houses in 

the support- can be build, rebuild or demolished. (Habraken, de dragers en de mensen p84) We should see this support as a 

street. its form has to be simple and easy to construct. A support is build for a long time, while houses in it come and go. These 

houses in the support are prefabricated, assembied with basic elements by the residents themselves. These basic elementscan 

be chosen from groups of elements existing of i.e.: outer walls, inner walls, floor elements. kitchen elements etcetera. From 

• "To come to better hou sing. we must start to refuse to separate city from inhabitants, because the form of the one is the result from the other and 
1 

consequently can the one not fonm itself without the other. A city is not a thing without inhabitants: a city is man and matter together." 
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every element group an endless variation of combinations van be made. Different companies will produce different groups of 

elements, each having their own price, level of finish and so on. The will be competition between companies which makes it 

important to constantly improve the products. 

In his work 'De dragers en de mensen' Habraken describes a possible design for a city, reasoning from 'dragerwoningen' 

(support houses). In the picture he paints supports from long ribbons through the city. Pedestrian routes run over the supports 

and supports are connected to each other on different levels, in such way that the pedestrian can cross the whole city whitout 

leaving the supports. Roads are constructed under the supports (supports are standing on columns). When an inhabitants 

watches outside his window he will have a green view over his city, without roads crossing the green space. Habraken did not 

include one single drawing or sketch in his book. J van Dongen (Katholiek Bouwblad) added a picture of Les Courtillieres (Emile 

Aillaud, 1959-1960, Paris) to his reaction to Habraken's book. Looking at the plan view of this project it is clear why this project 

cam to his mind. 

Image 3.1: Google maps view of Les Courtillieres. 

Apart from large buildingsas just described, elements used for this should also be usabie forsmaller projects like a detached 

house. Also for buildings like schools, shops etcetera, this method can be used, whereby only roof and floor have to be 

designed seperately, the space can be divided and defined with standard elements. And also there are of course special buildings 

with different sizes and forms, like churches and cinemas. To construct these kinds of buildings adjusted standard elements can 

be used. This way available knowledge is always used and the desired design can be constructed without being restricted to 

standard measurements. There actually is a kind of order in which building design get ever further away from standard elements 

of support housing, while there will always betaken advantage of the possibilities of the industrialization ( Habraken, de dragers 

en de mensen p. I 08). 

Habraken's ideas on support and infull structures, at the start of the 60's, were not completely new. Several other architects 

had been working of these kinds of systems already, i.e. Le Corbusier, whomade 'Plan Obus' ( 1930). 



Besides that some later examples of predecessors of Habraken can be called too. Though, like Habraken's comment to this, 

all these examples deal with arbitrary designs, while his gain is to be able to use a common method for each building, where 

process and the relation house versus human being are of importance (Housing for the Millions p 134). Such a radically new 

approach of housing cannot be realized from the one on the other day. With as its gain to bring into practise this alternative for 

mass housing, in 1964 SAR (Stichting Architecten Research) was founded. SAR would research what would be needed tobring 

theory into practise. SAR worked on this between 1964 and 1990.5 

Mer Habraken's work 'De dragers en de mensen' was published he got a lot of critiques, of which most we re negative. People 

doubted the substantiation of the problem and some people thought Habraken 'lacked a well-tuned sense of reality' (Housing 

for the Millions p. I 09). His idea however was seen as original and interesting. 

Image 3.2: Plan Obus (Le Corbusier) 

3.3 Current citizen participation projects 

In this paragraph several examples of participation projects that exist today or existed in the last few years will be discussed. Of 
course there are way more projects than the on es discussed; these examples are ju st meant to give an idea of what is going on 

on the subject of communication and participation in the Netherlands. 

3.3.1 Smallingerland (www.wijbouweneenwijk.nl) 

In 2008 the online community www.wijbouweneenwijk,nl has started. On this website people can bring in ideas and plans for 

the development of a new neighborhood in the village of Opeinde (Drachten). These people that can bring in those ideas are 

inhabitants of Drachten, landscape designers, urbanists, architects, artists, architectural design and planning students etcetera. 

The only conditions that have been set are the ares (about 17 hectares) and that the neighborhood has to be build for the 

future. Usually, first a plan is made, and this plan is shown to the citizens. In this project the govemment of Drachten want 

to approach the project differently. Everyone who wants can be involved to this project from the very beginning and to all 

developments. At first people could let their suggestion knowon the web site. Everyone could submit sketches, pictures and 

such show his or her ideas and discuss about others ideas. In the end a part of all these plans will be worked on in groups. 

People can join such group if the want. All these plans will than be the basis for urban planning. Apart from that Atelier Dutch 

works on some of the ideas too, they will make them visible. This will be done guided by eight themes, i.e. 'Connection to 

5. http://architectuurgeschiedenis.nVprojecten/p _ 09 _ nl.html 35 
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Opeinde' or 'Water in the planning area'. People can respond on the web site which plan they find most appealing. lt is an 

interesting approach to develop a new neighborhood. Though what is striking, there are only few people active on the web 

site. About 275 people are member of the online community, the number of people that are actually contributing is much 

smaller. A theme like 'Main structure of the neighborhood' receives 22 reactions, while in the former part of the processing 

(collecting ideas) a lot more people were participating. 

3. 3. 2 Homeruskwartier 

Homeruskwartier is a new part of Almere. Almere thinks it is very important to put individuals on the first rank, rather than 

developing large impersonal projects, Homeruskwartier is one of their most advanced projects. The centre of Homeruskwartier 

is completely dedicated to private commissions. People can form building teams of three or more families and small business 

that work together on their own project. There are some conditions for the design, but besides that the building team is free to 

do whatever they like. This way the centre will grow on a natura! and organic way. 

The project exists out of building blocks up to 65*65m. Buildings will together form such block. There will be no project 

developer involved, different building teams' designs together will form the street walls. 

In these kinds of projects citizens have a very big influence on their own living space. They do not have to comment a design, 

they make the design themselves. This way of participation is more intensive than usual participation processes, also compared 

to the level of participation this graduation project is dealing with. 

3.3.3 Franciscanenborg 

Some years ago there has been a project in Rosmalen where people were free to build their house in a street called 

Franciscanenborch. There is not much information available on this project, though looking at it, it can be seen that there were 

none or very few rules, The result is a messy street with all styles and matenals put together, without caring about connections 

to neighboring houses or what so ever. This shows there have to be some kind of boundaries in participation. 

Image 3.3: Franciscanenborch, Rosmalen 



3.4 Citizen participation and virtual reality 

3 .4.1 Communication 

3 .4.1.1 Human information processing 

Almost half of the human brain is dedicated to the ability to see. Brains control the eyes and information that enters via these 

eyes is processed in the brain. Separating useful information from extra information happens automatically without human 

notice. People have the impression the have a clear view of the world around them. Though, this is not right, only that what 

the person is focussing on is really clear, all other things are not. This knowledge is the result from several experiments. I.e. 

in case someone asks another person how to get somewhere, showing the person a map. All attention will go to that map 

and changing the person that asked for the help will not be noticed by the majority of people. This way our brain works very 

effective. 6 

According to the law govemments are obliged to communicate their plans with inhabitants. I.e. when a new building will be 

build in a neighborhood. People living around the planned location for this new building are supposed to get informed about 

these plans. The have to get a change to react to the plans made. In order to run such process as smooth and correct as 

possible it is of importance to present information on a clear and good way to the people involved. The way people process 

information can be leading in this. Often people are presented 2D drawings and written information. All these loose pieces 

of information have to become one clear image in the citizens heads. This does not fit the way human brain works. Brains 

have a limited 'working memory'. combining allloose information can be to much for this capacity of the brain and therefore 

be problematic. Most people do nothave the capacity to visualize information. Especially in scale, space and style this is very 

difficult for most people? 

By communicating information on this traditional manner, there is a risk that one particular aspect gets all attention, usually 

a negative aspect. This might lead to more negative response to the plans than needed. Also when people have trouble 

understanding the given information, their emotions will play a bigger role. Knowledge and emotion can influent each other. 

Based on emotion people usually use information very selectively (biased processing). 

3.4.1.2 VR as a mean of communication 

When it is tried to convey information, it is of importance that this information is appealing and understandable. The receiver 

must be motivated to take the given information. By communicating all information in one model whereto the person can focus 

his full attention, without having to mind loose information like 2D drawings and written text, it becomes easier for that person 

to understand the given information. Showing information in one complete image frts better with the way human brains work, 

compared to showing loose pieces of information . Since people only see clear what they are focussing on as explained earlier, 

it is of importance to show information in such way people will automatically focus on important aspects (of the design i.e.). 

Using a VR model with clear overview of scale, space, material and such seems a good solution . Though there is only few 

know about using virtual reality techniques in communication with citizens. A problem regarding these techniques is the fact 

that often technica! possibilities are cared about more than about usability for the users. This causes for example that interfaces 

are too complicated and users willloose their motivation.8 

At the start of the year 2009 a small research has been done in which virtual reality was used at an consultation evening 

(Obbens, 2009). This research showed that people that attended the virtual reality presentation were more influenced by 

knowledge than emotions, compared to people that attended the traditional presentation. 

The moment in the process where virtual reality will be used is decisive for the requirements of the model. When using VR in 

6. Cotin Ware (2008), VISual Thinking, Morgan Kaufmann Publishers, Burlington 

7. M. Orzechowski (2004), Measuring Housing Preferences using Virtual Reality and Bayesian Belief Networlcs, TU/e 

8. Sutclifl' (2003), from M. Obbens (2009), Van virtuele planvorming to effectieve besluitvorming, TU/e 
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the beginning of a process. it is of importance that the model feels like a real environment. while using VR during construction 

phase does nat require this level of reality at all. 9 In case of communication to stakeholders (i.e. people living around a project 

location) we are talking of a phase in which a feeling of reality is important. This way people can best imagine the situation 

which makes their reactions most worthwhile. 

3.4.1.3 Use of VR today 

During the past years a number of research projects has been done in which virtual reality played a role . Studying VR is 

architectural design processes showed that VR can be an efficient tooi to make future users and other people involved 

understand the design. Things that these people did nat understand after seeing the 2D drawings did become clear in VR 

(i.e. spaces, lines of sight. window height etcetera). Between 200 I and 2003 Westerdahl studied how users experience a VR 

model. Th is study existed of two parts, which will be described he re. 

Research part I (200 I) 

In this first part of the research project it was studied whether users (of a future office) were able to get useful infonrnation 

from a VR model. In the model three different office types: landscape, traditional and mixed. During weekly meeting the 

architect was able to find out about what should happen according to him, regarding colors. materials etcetera. Future users 

of the building was only shown the final visualization of the offices (made by Chalmers Lindholmen Visualization Studio) and 

had to fill in a survey. The VR tour was shown to the users, they were nat able to walk around in the model themselves. 

However, they we re allowed to ask to go back to a certain part of the building at any time. Results of this study indicated 

that participants thought the VR model gave them a clear image of their future office. based on which they would be able 

to make a right choice regarding what office type would be best for them. Though, participants did think some information 

was missing. 36 Out of 99 respondents missed sounds in the model, while another 30 respondent missed details. In order 

to be able to estimate the size of a space, 50 respondents thought interior like tables and chairs were most important. 39 

participants mentioned people. 

Research part 2 (2003) 

In this part of the research it is studied whether there are grounds to believe that the VR model gave useful information to 

respondents. Regarding the choice for a certain office type the extend to which the VR model gave the same feeling as the 

final result. Two groups of respondents we re used for this study: 19 respondents that had also attended the first part of this 

study and 20 new respondents. The first group tilled in a SMB test (semantic environmental scale) directly after they had 

seen the model. Bath the first and second group filled in the sametest after seeing the realized office. A SMB test is tooi that 

makes it easy to systematically describe how one experiences a space . 

Results show differences between how the building in VR was experienced compared to the real building. Also there were 

differences between the results of the two groups. 

Condusion research part I and 2 

In general the VR model was experienced as useful for making decisions. lt appeared that this also was the case, looking at 

the results, i.e. regarding meeting points in the building; respondent mentioned rather well the same locations in the real 

building as they mentioned in the VR model two years earlier. Also respondents that had nat seen the VR presentation 

mentioned similar locations as the others, the first group was thus nat demonstrabie influenced by the VR presentation. 

Results from the SMB survey did nat show grand differences, only pleasantness showed a difference bigger than one scale 

unit. Between the two research groups there was on significant difference, this was for enclosedness. This difference may be 

explained by the differences between the two groups (age, computer experience etc.). The fact that this research showed 

that the VR model gave a good impression of the real situation is interesting regarding communication with stakeholders. 

Experiencing the location as realas possible is a mayor goal that has to be reached for good and useful communication. 

3 8 9. Börje We>(E: rdahl et al. (2006) Users' evaluation of a virtual reality architectur~! model compared with the experience of the completed building, 

Automation 1n Construction IS (2006) ISO - 16S 



3.4.2 Current VR communication and participation projects 

These days more and more cities use virtual reality in order to show inhabitants future plans and to give them the opportunity 

the give a direct reaction to those plans. Examples of these virtual cities are Virtueel Apeldoorn, Helmond and Eindhoven, also 

called Virtuocities. These are just three of the many examples that could be called. As a citizen one can visit these virtual cities 

through the internet. The user has to choose an avatar and a location where he or she will start from. When walking through 

the virtual city the user will see several information points and discussion points. Urban renovation projects ask for intensive 

communication with current and future inhabitants of the regarded neighborhood and other people that are worried or just 

interested. Despite all effort a lot of inhabitants are often insuftleient capable to form an image of the plans and not uncommonly 

disappointed and frustrated by the way on which decisions are made. 10 

Because people now are able (in Virtual Cities) to have a good look at plans intheir cities, and can also get all information they 

wish for, can ask question and follow the plans closely, they will get a decent and detailed image on what is going on. Also 

important regarding Virtuocities is that people can visit them sitting behind their own computers. lt can be questioned though if 

governments reach everyone who wants to be reached this way. As user you need to posses a decent computer and internet 

connection. Apart from that the user has to be able to use the application in termsof navigation and such. 

Virtual cities are mainly interesting for large, long term projects which affect a lot of people. This can be the redevelopment of 

a station area, or, as in Apeldoorn was a reason to start using Virtual Apeldoorn, a canal zone. In Virtual Apeldoorn users can 

besides walking through the model also choose to ~y over it in an air balloon. 11 

lt can be questioned of these kind of extras really add sarnething to it, in reality one cannot see the environment that way 

either. 

The prototype of a VR tooi, developed for this project, is meant as possible addition to existing virtual cities. As in current virtual 

cities people can only react by typing on a forum. There are no possibilities yet to make ideas or complains visible, which could 

actually be a helpful thing to explain things etcetera. Although the idea is that this new functionality can be an addition to an 

existing program, the prototype wil I be a loose tooi which will work independent from Virtuocities. 

I 0. R. Takken (2006), Virtueel inspraakorgaan in 3D en realtime op Internet, GIS Magazine 1-2006, internet 30 oktober 2009 

I I. R. Klooster (2007), Virtuele wereld leeft in Apeldoorn!, GEO-INFO 2-2007, internet 30 oktober 2009 
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Chapter 4 A new tooi: making ideas visible. 

4.1. Justification 

At this moment participation using virtual cities is mainly used later on in the process. People can give their opinion on an 

already existing plan or idea. Users can explain their own ideas if they want, but these ideas are adually only a response to an 

existing idea which might not futfill the users wishes. 

To make participation on an earl i er moment in the process possible, and to colled ideas and as such from people involved 

before there already is a plan or design, there should be other means available than just letting people describe their own ideas 

on a forum. 

Using words only is no common way to express ideas for a design and to make them clear to others. In order to make clear 

what you mean exadly, images are needed. For example references, sketches, plans etcetera. This is currently not possible 

in too~s like virtual Eindhoven (which is used as virtual reality participation mean in Eindhoven). Also for the owner of the idea 

him or herself the making of a sketch or plan can be very useful. lt gives more insight in the design: often ideas appear not to 

be executable because i.e. they just do not frt: the way they fitled in the head of the designer. The condusion sernething that is 

not possible can stimulate people to really think about the plan and the consequences of it. This way interesting proposals from 

citizens involved can step forward and be used in the latter of the process. 

Adjacent to it, looking specifically at neighborhoods like Doornakkers, it can be said that a relatively high percentage of non

western allochthonous people are living there. For a part of these people writing in Dutch on a forum is not the ideal way to 

express themselves. 

When developing a new tooi this is also an important point in another way: the tooi must be usabie without having to 

understand the Dutch language on a high level. 

4.2. Function 

As described in the former part there is no possibility to sketch and draw in virtual Eindhoven at this moment. The main 

fundion of the new tooi will thus be sketching. Developing a sketch tooi and possibly integrating this fundionality into virtual 

Eindhoven would provide a broader number of possibilities for users to express their ideas. 

Except for giving people the possibility to examine, express and spread their own ideas, a sketching tooi also makes it possible for 

users to specifically show what they think of certain elements. For example when dealing with re-utilization and reconstrudion 

this can be very interesting. 

4.3. Difficulties 

A difficulty that has to be dealt with when people have to sketch on their computer; is that using a mouse to sketch is very 

hard. Very little people can get on well with that. Using a tablet this would be far more easy, but most people do not have one. 

Therefore the tooi should be usabie with a mouse. This means that there should be options available, other than freehand 
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sketching with the mouse. 

The prototype can be seen as a possible addition to Virtual Eindhoven and would than be used by people from behind their 

own computer, using the internet. In this case the problem described above would play a role . However, it is also possible to 

develop the tooi as a thing by it self which is not available on the internet. but i.e. on computers in a district information shop or 

community centre. lt that case it would be possible to u se tabiets and the problem described above would not play a role, or at 

least a smaller one (werking with a tablet needs some practice too). 

In this project it is assumed that eventually the tooi will work tagether with Virtual Eindhoven, or at least over the internet. So 

the mouse problem has to be taken into account. 

In the introduetion paragraph the form of communication was mentioned. The possible insuftkient understanding ofthe Dutch 

language was called as a issue that has to be reckoned with. To help people werking with the program some amount of text is 

needed; not everything is explainable in pictures. Depending on the project the tooi can be put on for different reasons. lt has 

to be made clear to the user what is expected form him or her. The user has to answer a question in the form of a sketch or 

drawing. The question to be answered has to be clear to everyone. 

4.4 Functionality 

Basicly, how the tooi works is as fellows: people walk through a virtual environment of the project area. At a moment chosen 

by the user a kind of print screen is made. On this print screen the user can than sketch, draw and write whatever he or she 

wants to. Though, this printscreen is nota still image, the user will be abe to tum around 360 degrees. Walking toanother 

position will not be possible. 

In the virtual environment navigation buttons are needed. There are three options for navigation, namely: on screen display 

(OSD) navigation, navigation using arrows or WASD keys and mouse. CEBRA experienced, using Virtual Eindhoven and 

ether virtual cities, that for most users werking with on screen display navigation is the most intuitive and therefore the most 

desirable. 

In the sketch- and draw environment the user has to be able to drawand type. To find out what functionalities people prefer 

using a small test has been done, as described in 4.4.1 . In the images below shows what the wished end result of a sketch 

would look like. 

Image 4. 1. Example of what the dra'Ning result could look like. 



4.4.1 Finding the desired sketch functions 

A test has been done todetermine how people use sketch and draw tools and what the result than looks like (appendix XX). 

In praparation forthetest some renderingsof a early version of the 3D model have been made. These renderings (some 3D 

views and a planview) we re sent to a number of people who were asked to draw their ideas on one or more of these renders. 

They were free to choose whichever program they liked, i.e. Photoshop or Paint. 

Results differed, but it was clear that the results that matched the gain dosest were drawings made with straight lines only. 

4.4.2 Starting the tooi 

When starting the tooi first an instructien appears. This instructions is a short movie :VVhich shows the whole processof reading 

the assignment, walking through the model and making a drawing. When the movie has finished the user can start working with 

thetool. 

4.4.3 The assignment 

The user has to work on an assignment. This assignment always has to be available to 

read and re-read. There will be a question mark on the screen with which the user can 

open and close the assignment window. 

4.4.4 The virtual environment 

4.4.4.1 Navigation 

In the virtual environment a navigation panel can be found. The user can chose to use 

this panel, but can also decide to use the arrow- or WASD keys, depending on his or her 

own prefferences. The navigation panel consist out of the following buttons: "Forward", 

"Backward", "Right" and "Left" . 

4.4.4.2. Other buttons 

There areanother three buttons available; the walk-, fly- and 'plattegrond' button. The 

walk and fly button both belong to the 3D model, they determine the perspective. The 

'plattegrond' button leads to a map of the whole area. 

4.4.5 The sketch environment 

In the sketch environment there are two possibilities for the user. There can be chosen 

to draw on top of the 3 D image that has been chosen in the virtual environment, or there 

can be drawn on the plan (2D map). Automatically the 3D image mode opens when 

staring the tooi. In order to start sketching the user has to push the 'schets' button. 

4.4.5.1. Sketching 

In the sketch environment some more buttons are available. The three main buttons, 

namely: add text (ABC-button), step back ("Stap terug") and finished ("Klaar"). There also 

can be found some buttons to change color and line width. This however is only possible 

for the lines, the text is always black and always the same size. The user can change the 
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position ofthe text afteradding it to the screen. 

4.4.4.2. Old sketches 

When someone has drawn a sketch, this sketch will be saved. This means that a spinning 

object will appear in the 3 D environment at the exact location from where the sketch 

was made. The user can reapen the sketch by pushing this object. The user can make as 

many sketches in the 3 D model as desired. 

In plan mode, only one sketch can be made one sketch. This is sufficient because in 

planview it is possible to move to other locations op the map while skecthing. 

4. 5. Development of the tooi 

KLAAR! 

[ STAP TERU~ ] 

ABC ... 11 

The development of the prototype of this tooi can be divided in two parts. The first part involves the production of the model. 

The second involves the programming of the tooi in Vizard (using Phyton programming language). Bath processes will be 

described in this paragraph. 

4.5.1. 3D model 

The 3D model is made in Autodesk 3DS MAX. Though the architectural design part of this graduation project only covers 

the St. Fransiscuslocation (as can beseen on page 17), a bigger part of Doornakkers had to be visualized . Main reason for this 

is the third test of the prototype in which green structure will be used as test case. Second, modelinga bigger area gives the 

user a better overview and more information about the area surrounding the planning area St. Fransiscus, which can be usefull 

considering questions like how high a new building at the location should be. The most important part of the modelled area 

was -obviously- the St. Fransiscus location. Also considerd important is the 'Omloop', which is a slow route through bath the 

new and old part of Doornakkers, passing all important (development) locations; Tongelaar, St. Fransiscus, Toeloop, Shopping 

center Berckelbosch. Same extra attention is given to this area, although the new part of Doomakkers (Berckelbosch) will nat 

be modeled, which causes the Omloop part situated in that area not to be modeled either. 

Tongelaar 

Shopping center Berekeibosch 

Image 4.2: Omloop area 



The first step in the model proces was making all the pavements and roads. In order to keep the model as simpleas possible 

texturing was done quite roughly. Pavements around the important locations are textured individualy, with running bond in 

the right directions, while pavements on less important locations were textured withoit caring about the direction or, in some 

cases, we re not textured at all in order to notmake the model to big (in therms of megabytes). 

When all pavements were drawn the grass was added. In 3DS max all grasspieces are flat areas that lay directly on the 

pavenients and therefore are only coincidently visible in renderings. This problem is solved later on with some lines of Python 

within WorldViz. 

To make a division between private area and public area all provate areas, like front and back yards are indicated with a darker 

color. Also these flat areas are directly on the pavements, like the grass. 

On top of the pavements all houses and other buildings are added. These are all simpilified to as few polylines as possible to 

keep the model light. 

The buildings at Tongelaar and St. Fransiscus location are somewhat more detailed. The biggest difference however is made 

with texturing all buildings. The important buildings are textured with images that reflect the actual appearance of the building, 

while all other buildings and houses got standard MAX materials. 

To complete the model parkinglots, citylights and fences are added to the model. Later on, in Worldviz also trees will be added 

to the model. To make this possible pointhelpers are placed, grouped per tree type. Wrth a short MAX script all coordinates of 

these pointhelpers are stored in an excel sheet which would be used in Worldviz later on. 

Image 4.3: Textured school building at St. Fransiscuslocation 
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4.5.2. WorldViz 

In the appendix a complete version of the script written in WorldViz (Python) can be found. In this section only the part of the 

script that describes how the drawings are actually made is described and explained. 

4.5.2.1 Adding text 

There is a standard dialog available in WorldViz that can be used to let users add text (inputDialog). This dialog was used and 

English button messages (accept and cancel) were changed into 'okay' and 'annuleer'. Later on 'okay' was changed to 'ok' 

because of okay being an English word and respondent did not like this. Once the used opens the dialog setFocus makes it 

possible tot start typing immediately, its puts the cursor in the text field. Once the user has clicked the 'okay' button, the text 

will be added to the drawing. The text and its location are saved (textadded and panpos). 

inputDialog = vizdlg. InputDialog ( •voer tekst in: " ) 
inputDialog. accept. message ( "Okay" ) 
inputDialog . cancel. message ( "Annuleer" ) 
inputDialog.box.overflow(viz.OVERFLOW_CROP) 
inputDialog.box.length (2 ) 
viz . link(viz.CenterCenter,inputDialog) 

def showlnputDialog (): 
def inputTask () : 

global enableLetterNavigation 

inputDialog.box.message( ' ' ) 
inputDialog.box.setFocus(viz.ON) 

yield inputDialog . show() 

enableLetterNavigation = True 

if inputDialog.accepted: 
textadded = inputDialog.value 
panpos = sketchpick([ O.S , 0.5]) 
drawing.add(drawtool.Text(textadded, panpos)) 
drawing.update() 

viztask.schedule(inputTask()) 

4.5.2.2 Moving text and drawing lines 

Once the user has added text this text is standard positioned in the middle of the screen. The user can now move the text to 

the desired location on the screen by dragging it. Definitions for onMouseDown, onMouseMove and onMoveUp describe this 

process. When the user clicks on the screen first it is checked what the user is clicking. Only when the user is clicking on a text 

the object may be moved. All other objects cannot be moved, picking them is disabled. 

In the first part of starting to move a text, the user pushes the mouse button (onMouseDown). Wrth the specialpiek definition 

it is checked if the piek is valid (in other words, wether it is a text object that is clicked or not). In case the piek is valid the global 

move Text is not none anymore, it from now on is piek. object. Wrth the onMouseMove definition the new position where the 

user drags the object to is set. When releasing the mouse button (onMouseUp) moveText is set back to none insteadof piek. 

object. The text is now moved to the new position. 

The definitions for onMouseDown, onMouseMove and onMouseUp are also used for drawing the lines. 

In onMouseDown, in case the user is drawinga line the if not drawingis None: partusesaseparate python script (drawtool) 



to describe the first point of line to be drawn. In any case the user is not dicking on a movable object (text), the user is drawing 

a line. 

The sketchpiek definition is used to check if the user is in planmode or in one of the other two modes (walk or fly). When in 

planmode this definition sends you to the planpiek definition, while when in one of the other modes it directs to the panpiek 

definition. This difference is of importance since in planmode the user can move in all directions and zoom in or out whilst 

sketching, this does not 'ruin' the sketch, while in the other modes the user can only tum around his axis. Since the lines are 

drawnon a sphere, looking at the sketch in one ofthe 30 modes from another position than in which the drawing was made 

would mess up the drawing. 

When the user moves the mouse whilst drawing the line, a line between the first and second point can be seen and moves 

when the user moves the mouse (drawing.showlineO). Here again sketchpiek is used. 

When the user releases the mouse button (onMouseUp) the new line is added to the drawing. 

PANORAMA_SPHERE_SIZE = 200 . 0 

drawing = None 
currentColor = [1 , 0 , 0] 
currentLineWidth = 3 
moveText = None 
sketchicons = None 

# The color of the line we are drawing 
# The linewidth of the line we are drawing 
# Text node to move 

def panpick (distance, position=None): 
if position is None: 

position = viz.mouse.getPosition() 
line = viz.MainWindow.screenToWorld(position) 
dtop = vizmat.Distance(viz .MainView.getPosition(), line[ 0 : 3]) 
return vizmat.MoveAlongLine(line[ 0 : 3], line[3: 6], distance- dtop) 

def planpick (y, position=None): 
if position is None: 

poeltion = viz.mouse.getPosition() 

plane = vizmat.Plane(pos=[ O, y, 0]) 
line = viz .MainWindow.screenToWorld(position) 
return plane.intersect(line) 

def sketchpick (position=None): 
if navigatierumode == NavigationMode.plan: 

return planpick( O) 
else : 

return panpick(PANORAMA_SPHERE_SIZE) 

def specialpick (): 
piek = viz.pick{ l) 

if pick.valid: 
obj = pick.object 
if hasattr(obj, 'sketch' ) and vizmat.Distance(obj.sketch.pos, viz.MainView .getPosi 

tion ()) < 1. o: 
obj.disable(viz.PICKING) 
piek = viz.pick( l ) 
obj.enable(viz.PICKING) 
return piek 

return piek 

def onMouseDown (button): 
global moveText 

if button I= viz.MOUSEBUTTON_LEFT: 
return 
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hl l 

piek = specialpick() 

if pick.valid: 
print pick.name 
if hasattr(pick.object, 'movable ' ) and pick.object.movable: 

moveText = pick.object 
return 

if hasattr(pick.object, 'sketch ' ): 
if vizmat.Distance(pick.object.sketch.pos, viz.MainView.getPosition()) < 1.0: 

pick .object.disable(viz.PICKINGl 
else : 

loadsketch(pick.object.sketch, True) 
return 

pos = sketchpick() 

if not drawing is None: 
drawing.showline(drawtool.Line(pos, pos, color=currentColor, width=currentLineWidt 

def onMouseMove (el: 
if not (viz.mouse.getState() & viz .MOUSEBUTTON_LEFTl: 

return 

if not moveText is None: 
pos = sketchpick() 
moveText.drawingitem.setPosition(pos) 

el se : 
if not drawing is None and not drawing.line is None: 

drawing.line.point2 = sketchpick(l 
drawing.showline() 

def onMouseUp (button): 
global moveText 

if not moveText is None: 
moveText = None 

elif not drawing ia None and not drawing.line is None: 
drawing.add(drawing.line) 
drawing.clearline() 
drawing.update() 

4.5.2.3 Saving sketches 

The definition savesketchO saves a sketch made by the user: lt first checks if there are any lines or text objects in the drawing, if 
nat, nothing will be saved. lf yes, the drawing will be saved as sketch, foliowed by the number of the sketch. In the script that 

is shown here, the drawings are saved as .drw files. lt is possible to change this into .txt for example, that way the file can be 
opened in Notepad and different sketches can be combined to one if preferrecl. 

def savesketch(): 
if hasattr(drawing, 'metadata' ): 

drawing.save(drawing.metadata.path) 
return 

# Do not save not loaded sketches with no items 
if len(drawing.itemsl 0 : 

return 

index = 1 
whi1e True: 

filename = "sketch" + str(indexl + ".drw" 
path = viz.res.getPublishedPath( "drawings/" + filenarnel 



amel 

if not os.path.exists(pathl: 
drawing.save(pathl 
drawing.metadata = SketchMetaData(viz.res.getPublishedPath( "drawings/" l, filen 

return 

index = index + 1 

4.5.2.3 Open sketches or start a new one 

When an user is somewhere in the model and pushes the sketch button, first it is checked if there is not already a sketch 

made at or very close ( < 1.0) to that location. In case a sketch al ready exists this sketch will open instead of an empty sketching 

'paper' . In 3D mode the user can make more than one sketch, while in plan mode the user can only make one sketch. 

def open_or_create_sketch (l: 
globa1 drawing 

# check if we already have a sketch near our current position 
currentpos = viz.MainView.getPosition(l 

for meta in sketchlist(l: 
distance = vizmat.Distance(currentpos, meta.posl 
if(distance < 1 . 0l: 

loadsketch(meta, Falsel 
return 

drawing = drawtool.Drawing(l 

def open_or_create_p1ansketch (l: 
global drawing 

path = viz.res.getPublishedPath( "drawings/" l; 
filename = "plan.drw" 

# Create an empty sketch 
if not os.path.exists(path + filenarnel: 

drawing = drawtool.Drawing(l 
drawing.save(path + filenarnel 

meta = SketchMetaData(path, filenarnel 

if not drawing is None: 
drawing.remove(l 
drawing = None 

drawing = drawtool.Drawing.load(meta.pathl 
drawing.metadata = meta 
drawing.update(l 

When a sketch in made in the 3D modelandtheuser doses the sketch, and flying object is added to the scene. When the user 

clicks the object he retums to that particular sketch. Asthere arealso example drawings added to the model, there are two 

colors forthese flying objects, the blue ones representing example drawings and the red ones representing sketches made by 

the user. The definition hidesketchicons is used to hide the objects when in plan mode. 

if not drawing is None: 
drawing.remove(l 
drawing = None 

drawing = drawtool.Drawing.load(meta.pathl 
t'lrRwi na . IIIP.t".Rt'IRt".R = !liP. !eR 
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drawing.update() 

sketchicon = viz.add( 'box.wrl' ) 
sketchicon.visible(viz.OFF) 

def showsketchicona( ) : 
global sketchicons 

if not sketchicons ia None: 
sketchicons.remove() 

sketchicons = viz.addGroup() 

fly = navigationmode == NavigationMode.fly 

for meta in sketchlist(): 
if (fly and meta.pos[1] < 10.0) or (not fly and meta .pos[1] > 10): 

continue 

if meta.filename.startswith( 'example' ): 
object = ' object_blue.WRL' 

if meta.filename.startswith( 'sketch' ): 
object = ' object_red.WRL' 

icon = sketchicons.add(object, pos=meta.pos) 

if fly: 
icon.setPosition(O, - 5 , 0 , viz.REL_GLOBAL) 

icon.disable(viz.INTERSECTION) 
icon.enable(viz.PICKING) 
icon.enable(viz.CULL_FACE) 
icon.add(vizact.spin(O, 1 , o, 50 )) 
icon.sketch = meta 
icon.setScale(1.2,1.2,1.2) 

def hidesketchicons (): 
global sketchicons 

if not sketchicons is None: 
sketchicons.remove() 

showsketchicons() 

When a earlier made sketch is re-opend, by clicking the object or by (accidently) being near the location from where a farmer 

sketch was made, the laadsketch definition brings the sketch back on the screen. The view smoothly turns and move into the 

right position. 

def 1oadsketch (meta, enableSketching): 
global drawing 

if not drawing is None: 
drawing.remove() 
drawing = None 

drawing = drawtool.Drawing.load(meta.path) 
drawing.metadata % meta 
drawing.update() 

viz.collision(viz.OFF) 
look = vizmat.Vector(meta.pos) + (vizmat.Vector( O, o, 10 ) * vizmat.Transform.euler(met 

a.euler)) 

viz.MainView.add(vizact.goto(meta.pos, 0.5 , viz.TIME, pivot=look, rotate_modeaviz.BLEN 
D_ROTATE, ori_mask•viz.BODY_ORI)) 

viz.MainView.add(vizact.call(viz.collision, viz.ON)) 



if enableSketching: 
viz.MainView.add(vizact . call(onButton, sketchbutton, viz.DOWN)) 

More information on the complete script. or on the 'drawing' script can be found in AppendixBand C. 
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Chapter 5 Using the tooi in Doornakkers 

Before a toollike this one can be used in real situations it needs to work properly, There for the prototype of the tooi is tested 

among some groups of people. For this prototype there were two tests; the tirst one was held under a random group of 

people, not necessarily living in Doomakkers. After this test positive and negative thing considering the tooi came clear. These 

were used as input for further development of the tooi. 

After these changes were made the tooi was tested again, this time in a more realistic situation. In collaboration with the 

municipality of Eindhoven a second test case was set up. Ten inhabitants of Doomakkers were invited to work on the green 

structure and public space in the neighborhood, using the sketchtool. Th is test case will be discussed in the latter part of this 

chapter. 

5.1 Test case 1: St. Franciscus location 

5.1.1 Description of the case 

For the tirst test the situation at the St. Franciscus location was used. At this location apartments for Turkish seniors will be 

realized. The designforthese apartments is part of this graduation project and therefore chosen for this test. Despite of the fact 

that there are plans to realize these apartments, the assignment in this test case still is tictional since the design that will be made 

for this project will not be built in reallife. Also it is not know yet what the reallevel of participation will be for this location. 

The respondents were tested one by one. They tirst had to answer some questions and than they took place on a laptop with 

the tooi installed on it. The rapporteur sat next to the respondent and made notes. The respondent was asked to watch the 

instruction movie and than start working with the tooi. The reports of these tests can be found in the latter of the paragraph. 

The results that will be used in the design process are discussed in chapter 6. 

The assignment as given to the respondents was as follows: 

"There are plans to develop apartments for Turkish seniors on the old St. Franciscus schoollocation. For this purpose 

the existing school buildings can be used and combined with new buildings. lt is also possible to demolish the existing 

buildings. We would like to know your opinion on this. What should we keep, where do we have to add the new 

building? How are the buildings orientated (where are the entrances). Will the new building be high rise or not? And 

what about style, would you like the building to be a landmark, or should it be similar to surrounding building? And what 

happens with the space around the buildings, will this be public or private? 

A total number of about 25 apartments in needed, for your reference, the largest school building can house about eight 

apartments. 

Do not putto much effort in details, ratherthink about the thrust." 
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5.1.2 Results 

5.1.2.1 Test respondent 1 

Date test was taken: June 17th, 20 I 0. 

Female, aged 52, employed as a secretary in health care. 

The respondent has no skilis in programs like Photoshop and Corel, but is used to werking on a computer. 

Start worl<ing with the tooi 

After the instruction rnovie had finished the respondent stared at the screen. not knowing what to do. Mer reminding the respondent that she had to 

do the sarne as in the instruction rnovie, she remembered that she had to push the question mirl button. Alter reading the assignment the respondent 

did notknowhow to clo5e the assignment window. 

Navigation 

The respondent than starled to search the location in de plan mode but could not orientate herself. She did not use the available map in the assignment 

window to help on'entating. The respondent had problems wnh using the navigation; she needed explanation how to come into the rigflt position with 

regarrJ to the bw1ding. In the end navigation went better; the respondents insigflt in how navigation worked became betterand she could work wnh it 

suff!Ciently. 

Sketching 

Mer some playing with the navigation the respondent starled a sketch. By that time hovvever; she forgot the assignment and starled drawing details on 

the existing buildings. She did not notice directly that she had to keep the mouse button pushed down in order to draw a fine. The respondent needed 

'hints' to really start worldng on the assignment. Desp#e the remirl that anything not drawn or written in the tooi wil/ not be known by the arch#ect, 

the respondent gave a lot of verbal explanation to her drawings. 

The respondent had problems wnh keeping in mind that she had to push the 'klaar' button in order to go on wnh navigating througfl the model. 

Result 

In the first instanee the respondent drew a huge tower; but because she could immediarely see the effect of this tower on the surroundings (it did not 

suit the surroundings) the respondent hit upon another idea. Rnally. aftera few sketches, the respondent decided on drawinga low building in the sarne 

sty/e as the existing buildings. She paid attention to people living around the planning area while doing this. 

Image 5. I : Result respondent I 



5.1.2.2 Test Respondent 2 

Date test was taken: June 17th, 20 I 0. 

Male, aged 18, studies Multimedia interactive design. 

The respondent has skilis in worl<ing with programs like Photoshop and is used to working with computers. 

Start woricing with the tooi 

Alter the instruction movie had finished the respondent remembered at once that he had to push the question mark button. Alter reading the assignment 

he used the plan in the ass~'gnment to orientate himself in the JO environment. 

Navigation 

The respondent has no problems with using the navigation options. He mainly used WA50 which is common in gaming. 

Sketching 

The respondent had no problems with sketching. He understood how to worl< with the colors, line widths and lines. hoiNever he missed speed keys 

that are common in programslike Photoshop. He mentioned for example drawinga straight (orthographic) line using the shift key. 

The respondent uses the possibilfties creatively. He complained about the text adding: the okay button has to pushed twice. Despite the remark that 

anything not dravvn or written in the tooi Wil/ not be knovvn by the architect, the respondent gave a lot of verbal explanation to her draWI'ngs. 

Result 

The respondent started with drawinga building attached to the side of one of the school buildings. but he soon found out that this would not worl< and 

came up with another idea. He decided on drawing new building sin the same style as the existing buildings and thinks it is important to use things like 

solar panels. He also took care for the remaining open space and made an interior garden. In the end he started woricing on details, while the assignment 

told him not to do this. 'vVrule des1'gning he did pay attention to people living around the planning area. 

Image 5.2: Result respondent 2 

5.1.2.3 Test Respondent 3 

Date test was taken: June 17th, 20 I 0. 

Male, aged 52, Works as a quality engineer in wholesale business. 

The respondent has no skilis in programs like Photoshop and Corel, but is used to worl<ing on a computer. 

Start woricing with the tooi 

Alter the instruction movie had finished the respondent stared at the screen, not knowing what to do. Alter reminding the respondent that he had to 

do the same as in the instruction movie, he still did not know what to do and needed some extra help. Alter reading the assignment the respondent 
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did not lcnow how to close the assignment >Mndow. 

Navigation 

The respondent could not find the plan location in the plan. He also did not understand how to navigate. He needed instruction on how to come into 

the wished position wffh regard toa building. Altersome directions navigating went better. 

Sketching 

In the first 1nstance the respondent did not seriously tJy to workon the assignment: he was glad that he could draw something. Mer some hints he 

deleted this first dra'M'ng and made something more contemplate. In the end he started worlang on details like sealing. desp;te the assignment told 

him not to do so. 

Re sult 

The respondent starled drawinga large tower wffh J story high floors. 'Nhile drawing that he did notcare afx>ut the surroundings, nor use the sur

roundlngs as a example (i.e. for deducting the right scale). He did see that his result did notfit in and started all over again. He decided on drawinga 

new build1ng n the same style as the existing build1ngs. 

Image 5.3: Result respondent 3 

5.1.2.4 Test Respondent 4 

Date test was taken: June 17th, 20 I 0. 
Female, aged 21 , studies PABO. 

The respondent has no skilis in programs like Photoshop and Corel, but is used to working on a computer. 

Start worlOng with the tooi 

Alter the instruction movie had finished the respondent stared at the screen, not knowing what to do. Mer remirtding the respondent that she had to 

do the same as in the instroelion movie, she remembered that she had to push the question mar(( button. Merreading the assignment the respondent 

did notknowhow to close the assignment window. 

Navigation 

1t is not clear to the respondent how she has to start. She tries to navigate in the plan mode and JO model Alter a whlle navigations goes quite wel/. 

She did need some extra help though. She kept of moving over the plan fora long while before she started sketch1'ng. 

Sketching 

The first sketch the respondent made in the plan mode. Merdrawinga quad she did not know what to do next. She wondered how this quad had to 

become a JO building. Alter explanation that she had to draw a JO building herself in the JO model mode she stll dld not really understand this. 

She also is surprised that her drawing disappear when closing the sketch. Rnally she thinks the text is to big. 

Result 

The respondent did notpus elfort in trying to draw something that she, ;r she would live next to the location, would like to be built. She did not care 

afx>ut surroundings and laughs about her own design. 



Image 5.4: Result respondent 4 

5.1.2.5 Test respondent 5 

Date test was taken: June 18th, 20 I 0. 

Female, aged 25, studies Urbanism. 

The respondent has skilis in programs like Photoshop and Corel and is used to working on a computer. 

Start woricing with the tooi 

The respondent imrnediately mentioned that the instruction movie went way to fast. Though, he did no that he had to push the question mark button 

to read the assignment. He a1so mentioned that spoken instructions during the movie would help a lot. 

Navigation 

After reading the assignment the respondent started walking around through the model. He did nothave problems with navigating, but he mentioned 

some differences with game navigation ('Nhich he is used to). I.e. he misses an orbit function. While walking through the model, the respondent 

notJees the example drawings. In plan mode, the respondent did not find out himself that he could zoom using the scrolt '#heel. 

Sketching 

The respondent did not needanyextra explanation on how to sketch. He mentioned the size of the text, in the respondents opinion the text size was 

to big. The respondent was surprised that lines 'Nhich he drew disappeared '#hen he pushed the 'klaar' button. He thinks it is a pity that he could not 

look at his sketch from other directions, but he also understands that this is the case. 

Result 

The respondent came quire fast to his final idea. He decided on placing a new building next to one of the school buildings and part!y copy the roof 

shape to this new building. On the other side he added a completely different building. 'Rying' above the parking lots. 

Image 5.5: Result respondent 5 
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5.1.2.6 Test respondent 6 

Date test was taken: June 20th, 20 I 0. 

Fernale, aged 54, Teacher in Dutch and Literature, and politician. 

The respondent has no skilis in programs like Photoshop and Corel, but is used to working on a computer. 

Start woricing with the tooi 

Alter watching the instruction movie the respondent did notknowhow to start. She needed extra instflJCtions in order to open the assignment. Alter 

reading the assignment she did notknowhow to continue. 

Navigation 

Altersome hints the respondent starled navigating through the model. She mainly tried to find her own (fictional) house and when she found that she 

took the ~w from that house in the direction of the plan location tostart sketching. Though this could be a good starting pointfora sketch, she could 

have putsome more effort in finding a better point of view, which would make drawing on the area also easier. 

Sketching 

The respondent needeelsome help with startinga sketch. She did not immeeliately notice that she had to push the mouse button at the starting point 

of the line and keep it pushed down tJ71 the other endpoint. In the first instanee al her lines starteel at the place where she had to piek a color. The 

made the respondent a fittie bit frustrateel. Altertryinga fittie bit drawing w-ent better. The respondent mentioned that she did not like the fact that she 

had to remove a lot of lines when she only want to delete one of the ear/ier drawn lines. 

She also noticeel that moving text was diflïcult. 

Result 

Rrst the respondent drew a mid high tow-er. Looking at the tow-er in the model she deodeel that this did notlook good and deleteel all the lines. Alter 

some options she decideel on drawir1g a two story building with a Rat roo{ She thought this was not to high and a saddle roof was not handy. 

Image 5.6: Result respondent 6 

5.1.2.7 Test respondent 7 

Date test was taken: June 21th, 20 I 0. 

Female, aged 42, Project assistant at Gemeente Eindhoven. 

The respondent has no skilis in programs like Photoshop and Corel, but is used to working on a computer. 

Start woricing with the tooi 

During the instruction movie the respondent immediately mentions that it going way to fast. Also she misses spoken explanation during the movie. 

58 • Respondent seven and higher got more intensive help with working with the tooi, when needed. since in fonner tests it tumed out that the instruction movie 

was not suflkient. 



Wlth extra explanation she did nothave probieros with opening and closing the assignment. Though she did close the assignment by pushing the 

sketch button which opened a sketch so made that she could not walk through the model. 

Navigation 

The respondent needed explanation on the different modes (walk, fly and plan) bur had no trouble with using the on screen display navigation. She 

mentions that it should be made clear that the user can use the scrolt wheel to zoom in and out in the plan mode. The respondent has probieros 

with orientation. She thinks this would be easier is street names would be written on the streets and some more important buildings are worked out 

in more detail (textures). Also 1:e. pladng a dimbing frame in a playing area would contribute toa better understanding of the model. Also a compass 

would be nice (also for sun). 

Finally she mentioi?S that a 'click-and-move' option would be handy. by which she meant; clicking on an area in the plan automatica/ly leads to that 

location in the model. 

Sketching 

After pushing the sketch button the respondent tries out all buttons. She mentions that it would be handy to have a pop-up with what each button 

does when the mouse rol/s over. She did not understand that the colors meant nothing else than the color of the fine. She also mentioned that the 

text size is to big, she would like to add more text, but there is not enough space. 

Result 

The respondent soon decided on copying the existing large school bw'lding and placing it in its length next to it. Topreserve the existing entrance the 

two buildings have to be attached with a glass wal/. On the other area the other school is copied and an apartment building is added. The respondent 

did not notice that this won't fit this way. 

Image 5.7: Result respondent 7 

5.1.2.8. Test respondent 8 

Date test was taken: June 22th, 20 I 0. 
Female, aged 21 , works in disabled care and studies educational theory. 

The respondent has no skilis in programs like Photoshop and Corel, but is used to working on a computer. 

Start werking with the tooi 

In the first instanee the respondent wants to do what she sees in the movie immediately. but she soon notJees that she fust has to watch the movie til/ 

it has finished. When it has finished she does not know what to do and needed some hints (how to start reading the assignment). 

Navigation 

The respondent could navigate quite wel/ without extra explanation. She did not notice that she could also use the fly mode insteadof the walk mode, 

but would probably have noticed this later on ;r she did not receive any help. 

She used this fly mode to find a decent viewpoint to start drawing. 
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Sket.ching 

The respondent had no probieros with using the sketch function. She starled drawing very precisely straight lines which com some elfort. Mertelling 

her that the idea was more important than how perfect it was drawn she starred drawing faster. 

Result 

The respondent first drew a new building over the existing smallest school building. She wanted the new buildings to be modem. In the first instanee 

the wanted to add another building which had to look the sarne. but than she starled thinking about what she really wanted for h~/f (as a neighbor) 

and changed plans. She deleteel what she drew and starled all over again. The final result was three new buildingsin another direction that the existing 

buildings (which she demolishes). 

Image 5.8: Result respondent 8 

A complete overview of the surveys and notes that have been made during the tests can be found in Appendix D . 



5.1.3. Conclusions test case 1 

5.1.3.1 Instructien movie 

In general the respondents were not positive about the instruction movie. They thought in wenttofast and missed spoken 

explanation in it. Only one respondent thought the movie was fine. Since the instruction movie is very important for the 

understanding of the program, a better instruction movie has to be made before this tooi can be used again. 

5.1.3.2 Assignment 

Most respondents thought the assignment was clear enough to work with. One respondent mentions that the assignment is 

very big, several questions are asked at the same time. Though there are no real problems on this part of the tooi, some small 

changes in the assignment can make things more easy. The idea to let people choose which sub questions to answer and which 

not seems to be a good idea. This will be done in new assignments. 

The users did have some problems with closing the assignment window. Something has to be done to make it more clear how 

this window can be closed. In the new instruction movie attention can be given to this. 

5.1.3.3 Navigation 

After some trial and error only one of the respondents still could not work with the navigation. Since all three options for 

navigation are already available inthetooi no easier option can be added. lt is likely that most people will be able to navigate on 

a satisfying level. 

However, there is a problem with the buttons that lead to the different modes. The respondents do not notice and thus use 

these buttons. This problem will probably be solved when the instructions are made better. 

5.1.3.4 Sketching 

All respondents had to practice a little bit with sketching. Most respondents had, justas in the real situation will probably be the 

case, no skilis in programs like Photoshop. lt was noticeable that these people had more problems with sketching than the ones 

who had skilis in programs like Photoshop. The people who did not have these skilis are considered to be most important in 

evaluating the tooi. Most of these respondents needed extra explanation on how to draw a line (push the mouse button on 

the first endpoint and relax the mouse button at the other end point). With this little bit of extra help sketching was no problem 

anymore for all respondents. 

Some respondents would like to work with standard modules instead. However this might make woricing with the tooi easier; 

this is not the idea of the tooi. The user has to roughly show what he or she wants, no exact design has to be the result. Most 

respondents were satisfied with the drawing and writing possibilities. Nothing will be changed on this part. 

One thing that tumed out the be a problem is the way lines and text can be removed. In many cases people wanted to 

remove an older line or text, but in order to do this they had to remove alllater placed lines and texts also. This caused some 

frustrations. Also it turned out to be harsh to piek up text; the 'pickable' area should be a little bit bigger. 

5.1.3.5 Results 

Referring back to the following sentence, as written in the paragraph 'justification' of chapter four: "lt gives more insight in the 
design; often ideas appear not to be executab/e because i.e. they just do notfit the way they fitted in the head ofthe designer: 
The condusion something is not possible can stimu/ate people to really think about the plan and the consequences of it." it can 

be said that the resulting drawings of the respondents are in most cases satisfying. 

People did see the result of their design in the environment and did in most cases draw a condusion on whether their design 

fitted in the environment or not. In cases respondents did not care about the way their design looked like, this was probably 

because they had problems using the tooi and lost motivation. 
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5.1.4 Overview changes to made 

The results as described in the former paragraph lead to some to changes that had to be made to the tooi. 

First thing to change is orientation in the plan view. In the examined version of the tooi the orientation depends on the direction 

the user is viewing in walkor fly mode. This means the north is notper definition on top on the screen. This confused users 

and made it hard to find specific pi aces on the map. Therefore the improved tooi wil I always show north on top of the screen 

when the user is in plan mode. 

A second change that will be made is the text size. Text that is added by the user is bigger than necessary and uses too much 

space. A smaller text size would leave morespace for drawing lines and makes it possible to add text more precisely. 

Users tended to push the wrong button to close their sketch. lnstead of pushing the finished (klaar) button, they push the 

sketch button a second time. To make the tooi more user friendly the sketch button will get a double functionality, so the sketch 

will also close when this button is pushed. 

Finally, probably the most important change has to do with the instruction movie. The current movie was not clear and needed 

spoken explanation. Though , for this project it was decided not to make a new general movie, but to make a specific one for 

the second text case, which i.e. means nospoken text will be added , since oral explanation will be given life. 

5.2 Test Case 2: Public Space and Green in Doornakkers 

After the one-on-one tests of the sketch tooi, as described in the former part of this chapter, the tooi also has been tested in a 

group. This process and the results coming from this test case will be discussed in the next few paragraphs. 

5.2.1. Description of the case 

The test case of this second test will deal with green and public space in Doornakkers. This case has no direct conneetion with 

the architectural assignment, the main purpose now is getting more information on the use of the tooi. That being said, the 

substantive result could possibly still be interesting for the design task. This wil I depend on several elements, like which part of 

Doornakkers the testers will work on. 

The test will be done in collaboration with GroupSupport. GroupSupport is a eensuiting agency located in Eindhoven and 

offers a program that makes it possible to let users discuss on several subjects anonymously. Tagether with GroupSupport a 

program for the whole evening will be set up. In this case their system has been combined with the sketch tooi. The complete 

program can be found in appendix XX . 

As mentioned the evening will deal with green and public space. Therefore a list of possible locations in Doornakkers has been 

set up. The group had to choose four of these locations to work on. These locations are: 

Old marked location at Generaal Bothalaan 

Undeveloped land near the Eindhovensch canal 

The cemetery ( + link to Tongelaar) 

Playground St. Joseph 

Fields at Quinten Matsyslaan 

Green belt between Gerard Davidstraat and Lairessestraat 

Tree structure in general 



Before the users have to make their choice there is the opportunity to add other locations to the list. Once the list is complete, 

user make their choice. The top four locations will be worked on during the remainder of the evening. 

In four groups of two the respondents will work on one of the subjects. They will use the sketch tooi to visualize their ideas 

and use the GroupSupport system to substantiate and describe their plans. 

When finished doing that, there is the possibility to discuss the designs with the whole group. This will be done in a combination 

with the GroupSupport system and oral explanation. 

The evening will end with an evaluation of the sketch tooi and evening as a whole. 

5.2.1.1 Preparing the tooi 

The first tests of this tooi gave a lot of input considering the frt:ness, difficulties and user friendliness of the sketch tooi. With all 

this new information about the tooi some changes have been made. Most important change was the new instructional movie 

that has been made. Earlier users complained about the high speed of the instruction and the absence of spoken explanation. 

The new movie was specially directed for the purpose of this test case, and left out fundions people would not use during 

the test. Beside the changes that had to me made, as described in the former section of this chapter, no specitic modifications 

considering this test case have been made. 

5.2.2 Course of the evening 
For this test case both professionals and citizens of Doornakkers we re invited. Despite the number of invitations that have been 

sent, attendance was poor. lnstead of the wished eight persons, the test had to be executed with frve respondents only. This 

caused a change of plans; only three locations could be chosen to work on, instead of the planned four. 

Aftera short introduetion by Peter van Moorsel (Gemeente Eindhoven) and myself, the respondents were asked to complete 

the list of locations. After a short discussion they added three locations : 

Monastery garden 

Green belt old nurse flat Uan Tooropstraat) 

Keel Bol plantation 

This resulted in a list of totalten locations of which three had to be selected. The resulting top three consisted of: 

I . Playground St. Joseph 

2. Monastery garden 

3. The cemetery ( + link to Tongelaar) 

Two pairs worked on respectively the playground and the monastery garden, a single person worked on the cemetery. After 

the two instruction movies the respondents were able to starttheir sketch without much trouble. Working as a couple made it 

possible to let one person do the sketching and the other the typing. 

After approximately 20 minutes the sketches and texts were ready for presentation. Duringa short break all sketches were 

collected and combined to one drawing. This way all results could be shown on the beamer at once, which for one gave a nice 

overview and second also contributed to the flow of the presentations. 

5.2.2.1 Results for Playground St. Joseph 

Substantiation and description 
More green around the playground, like Low-trained trees with fruit, or hedges, this way kids can piek fruit and leam how fruit 

grows. While learning this they are on the move, which is also a good thing considering their health (drawn in green). 

Playgrounds for the elderly, connecting young and old. In the future this group of citizens (elderly) will use the playground more 

often (grandma/ granddad watching their grandchildren). (drawn in yellow) 
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More green around the seating area. This way parentscan view their kids and have a nice chat together. (drawn with red and 

green around it) 

A swimming pond for the summer and skating pond for winters. this is suitable for all ages. (drawn in blue) 

Discussion 

Possibilities for drinking coffee fora reasanabie price, but no carton and plastic cups! 

Bottleneck: the 'older youth' is missing, at the moment it is only a meeting point for kids , parents and elderly. Where are the 

14-20 year olds? This can be a knowingly choice, but don't we forget about this group? 

Bottleneck: Fruit trees are a problem considering management. During harvest time nuisance of wasps can be a problem, and 

also wantonness of the kids can cause trouble . Decent management farm the neighbourhood would therefore be a necessity. 

Bottleneck: The creation of a pool that is open to the public, requires high standards in public health. Beside that it also requires 

permanent surveillance. 

Bottleneck: The playground is nat property of the municipality of Eindhoven. The association is nat able to make such large 

financial investments. 

5.2.2.2 Monastery garden 

Substantiation and description 

Red lines = footpaths, make the space more open. Public-friendly, encounter opportunities. 

Yellow crosses = luminous points, in other words: provide security. 

Green = Preserve green. Do nat place playgrounds, just play on the grass, walk on the grass and lay down on the grass for a 

rest. 

Blue = seats. 

Discussion 
Impravement Addition, a teagarden/ catering. A restaurant that makes his own products, with a kitchen garden and fruit trees. 

Piek nick area. BBQ's, like how you can find them in Australia i.e. 

Bottleneck: Monitoring and maintenance. lt should nat become a hangout 

Impravement They way the footpaths are situated in this sketch can be done better. Under the redevelopment. buildings must 

be preserved as cultural heritage . 

Bottleneck: In case the area has to be lighted . this will have consequences for biodiversity and undesirable use. 

Camment Combining playing, green , encounter and move is required in relation to the 'green impulse'. 

Impravement U se a part of the garden as kitchen garden/ herb garden/ butterfly garden (choose a theme). 

Conversion in relation with how the garden is furnished/ equipped and vice versa. 

5.2.2.3 The cemetery ( + link to Tongelaar) 

Substantiation and description 

The quality of themainentrance of the cemetery should be more prominently expressed. The cemetery is strongly obscured, 

while it is a extraordinary worthy place for Doornakkers' citizens. Nat only as a final resting place, but also as a green oasis in 

a stone environment. Beside that. the green belt surrounding the cemetery is quite large, but does nat come into its own as a 

place to stay or walk around for citizens, in the sense of relaxation, meeting other people and doing sports. 

Discussion 
Bottleneck: Possibilities to have a rest somewhere inside, be tagether with loved ones, drink a cup of coffee etc. 

Impravement I don't know. 



lmprovement: lmprove the entrance, i.e. with a chapel. 

Make more clear that the green belt can be used for meeting people, doing sports etc. 

Lights, also on the cemetery itself. 

Make new fences, make it more open so people can see the cemetery from the outside too. 

Use the entrance at St. josephlaan as well. 

Bottleneck: Visibility entrance cemetery, more lights will give better sight. 

lmprovement: Chapel or space for rituals, also for non-Catholics. 

Fence can also be netting filled with stones instead of a brick wal I. 

Comment: Entrance and fence are property of a management foundation . The green area surrounding the cemetery used to 

be a meeting place for drug addicts, possibly citizens will be against a higher level of user friendliness of the area. Costs have to 

be shared between the municipality of Eindhoven and the management foundation. 

After these discussions the test case had come to an end. The participant filled in a survey about the evening and were thanked 

fortheir helpand interest. The results of the survey will be discussed in the next paragraph. 

5.2.3 Conclusion test case 2 

Rrst the results coming from the survey will be discussed. The participants were asked to answer seven questions about the 

evening. 

1/ike this way of participation 

The respondent had to choose between strongly disagree, disagree, neutra!, agree, strongly agree. 

Three respondents answered the strongly agreed, theether two agreed. 

This method makes it possible for me to better express my ideas 

The respondent had to choose between strongly disagree, disagree, neutra!, agree, strongly agree. 

One respondent strongly agreed, three agreed and one was neutral about this. 

With the sketch tooi/ could visualize my ideas in a good manner 

The respondent had to choose between strongly disagree, disagree, neutra!, agree, strongly agree. 

Again, one respondent strongly agreed, three respondents agreed and one was neutraL 

The explanation of the sketch tooi was clear 

The respondent had to choose between strongly disagree, disagree, neutra!, agree, strongly agree. 

Three respondents strongly agreed, two agreed. 

What did you miss in the sketch tooi? 

o Nothing 

o I think the program should be in Dutch, I don't think English is accessible for all target groups, i.e. Doornakkers. (fhis 

comment deals with the GroupSupport system, the sketch tooi is Dutch). 

o N/A 

o Use of symbols to indicate functions. 
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What were the weak point of this evening? 

I J None 

11 In case this methad will be used in a bigger Group, l'm afraid it takes a lot of time to discuss everyone 's opinions. 

11 N/A 

r 1 No disturbing weak point noticed. 

What were the strong points of this evening? 

u Growing solidarity. 

u Everyone can, in all patience , bring in his or her ideas. No one will be surpassed by a verbally stronger person, in 

other words: the silent to the word! 

o The small Group makes it possible to really discuss with each other. I think that's important for this method. I do not 

see enough possibilities to do this at home, discussion should be part ofthe processin my opinion. 

o You can give your apinion anonymously. 

o Maximum involvement in each others projects. 

Overall it can be said the results are quite positive. Though it must be mentioned that this group was very small and therefore 

the results cannot be seen as a true reflection of peoples thoughts. That being said, some interesting and/ or satisfying results 

can be called . 

Just like in the first test people like this w ay of participation. The like the way they can express their ideas in the tooi. There are 

no differences between the fi rst test where people worked with the tooi individually and the second test w here they worked 

in pairs. 

In question four, respondents we re asked if they thought the instruction movie was clear. All five respondents answered positive 

to this . This is a mayor difference with the first test case , where seven out of eight respondents were negative about the 

instructional movie. Probably just showing what the users would really need for the case they would work on had a positive 

effect on the understand ability of the instructions. Also the fact that spoken explanation was given during the movie must have 

had a positive effect. Beside this, the movie was also cut in two pieces. The first part involved navigation only. After this first part 

people were asked to choose alocation on the map (in the tooi) and navigate to and zoom in to that location . The second part 

involved sketching in plan view only, also foliowed by a short exercise. 

Compared to the first test, people did not miss many in the tooi. The only thing one person mentioned w as a possibility to use 

symbols for certain elements. 

The report made by GroupSupport can be found in Appendix A 

5.3. Recommendations for future improvements 

In general people liked working with the sketch tooi, which is an important aspect of a good communication process and is thus 

positive. But of course having fun is not the only gain when governments want citizens to participate in design processes, so 

the tooi will also need to give usabie results. Regarding this aspect it can be said that improvements will have to be made. First 

of all it is of mayor importance to know exactly what results are searched for. Looking at the first test case, the question asked 

to respondents was to broad . People did not know what to focus on and were tempted tostart working on less important 

aspects. A first recommendation would therefore be , when using this tooi makesure to have analyzed the situation and know 

what results is being looked for. 

Technically there are also several things that have to be done in order to make this prototype a real tooi than can be used 



broadly. Now people can draw straight lines only. lt is hard to make a neath drawing and although people are not asked to 

draw a pretty picture, they can sometimes get frustrated because the drawing wil! notlook as nice as they wanted it to look 

like. People also proposed things like options to have a library of standard elements than can be used. Though this would not 

fit in the idea of this sketch tooi. lt is all about peoples own ideas. Standard elements wil! always put restrictions and direction 

on the design the user wil! make. A second recommendation therefore is to study what elements or options are most useful 

and easy to use and give users the possibility to both express their own ideas without being restricted and being able to reach a 

desired level of prettiness. 

lt appeared that a lot of respondents expected their drawing to be 30 as wel!, it surprised them that their drawing disappeared 

when the went on walking or flying through the model. The prototype is notset up in a way that the line drawings can be seen 

as 30, if the drawing would still be visible when walking through the model. the drawing would deform and get unrecognizable. 

Changing this would need a complete new set up of the program , but is something that can be thought of. 

As a last point the appearance of the tooi can be improved, it is very basic now and could look some more appealing. 
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Chapter 6 Turkish seniors housing; Input 

In this chapter the input for the design is discussed. lnfluences and decision made along the way are taken a closer look at. 

As could be read in the assignment description in chapter one, the design assignment deals with Turkish senior housing on 

the location of the old Sint Franciscusschool in Doomakkers. This assignment will be explained more thoroughly in the first 

paragraph. Next input for the design is discussed. This input is partly the result of desk research and partly results come from 

the participation process. 

6.1 Project description 

The projects location is located in the old center of Doornakkers. Until a few years ago this was the location of the Sint 

Franciscusschool, existing of two school buildings and two school yards, separated by a brick wall. Now the school moved to a 

new building in the eastem part of Doomakkers and the buildings are not in use anymore. As the need for accommodation for 

older Turkish people is growing, and the number ofTurl<ish inhabitants in Doornakkers is considerably high, the idea to develop 

Turkish senior housing came into existence. Wrth the existing 'normal' senior housingat its doorstep the St. Fransiscus location 

seems to be the perfect spot to accommodate Turkish seniors. The two buildings that exist on the location are available for 

redevelopment. and especially the largest of the two is of importance for the appearance of Doornakkers. lt is therefore highly 

appreciated to maintain this school building, either for Turl<ish seniors or for another purpose. At the location a total number 

of between twenty and thirty apartments has to be developed. Apart from this other functions may be located here too, i.e. 

accommodation for entrepreneurs. At the end of the next paragraph the list of demands will be more extensive. 

Picture 6.1 : Two pictures made at the playground of the largest of the two school buildings. 
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6 . 2 Wishes and demands 

6. 2 .1. Wishes and demands of Turkish seniors 

Several issues are of importance when designing for this target group: Turkish seniors. These are of different sorts and 

conditions. One, which should definitely be taken care of is the financial situation of this group. Apart from that, specific whishes 

and demands of the target group are an important guideline. For example housing type, ambiance and what the garden should 

look like. By order of Woonbed rijf, Palet researched these wishes and demands of Turkish seniors who live in Doornakkers. 

They had a number of sessions with people from the target group. In this paragraph all these aspects will be discussed. 

6 . 2 .1.1. Financial situation 

As mentioned before, Turkish guest workers were mainly low educated and came here for jobs that suits this low level of 

education . Th is means they had low incomes. In most cases Turkish elderly are shortenedon AOW because it's height depends 

on the number of years someone lived in the Netherlands. In case these elderly have a complementary pension, this in most 

cases only covers the AOW shortage. lt can be said that many Turkish elderly live at social assistance levelor even beneath that. 

Certainly considering Turkish elderly living in Doornakkers. 1 When these people rent a house or apartment it thus has to be 

beneath rent beneficiallevel, which has an influence on the design. 

6. 2 .1. 2 Housing type 

In the first instance, there was a difference in attitude considering housing type between Turkish men and women. While 

women thought an apartment would be the right place to live for them, men wished fora house with garden. This house did 

have to be at one level though . lt turned out that having a garden offers a man a kind of status. They all prefer to have their 

own front door, but do like the possibility to live with other Turkish seniors on the same floor. Possibilities for mutual cantacts 

are important for the target group. 

In order to help the seniors to think about how they want to live, in one of the sessions they visited Baris Evi, in Den Haag. 

Baris Evi houses 24 apartments for Turkish seniors. After this visit, the male seniors became more positive about apartments, 

although some of them still prefera house with private garden. The group brought up the idea to combine low-rise and mid

high-rise. 

6 .2.1.3. lnterior 

The living room is an important part ofthe house. There has to be enough room to welcome visitors and place furniture. 

Also the kitchen is considered important. Cooking is important in the Turkish culture. Women spend a lot of time in the kitchen. 

They prefer a spacious kitchen with place for a small table (to roll out pasta products or welcome a neighbor while cooking). 

Further they preter direct access to a terrace in order to cool down dishes or carry of smells. 

Turkish seniors are in want of two separate bedrooms; one guest room and their own bedroom. The guest room can be used 

fortheir grandchildren or guests from Germany and also to make praying separately (men/women) possible when there are 

guests. 

The Turkish seniors who attended the sessions were positive about having a separate toilet, apart from the bathroom. 

In general there is need for staging area as well in the apartment as at street level, near the elevator in order to place a bike or 

'scootmobiel'. There also has to be enough space to say goodbye to guests or chat with neighbors. 

The seniors would like the living room to be situated in a way they can watch out the windows and see the streets with people 

passing by, children playing etcetera. They would like to have a bedroom on the other, more quiet, side. 

They think the living room is more important than the bed room, so in case of lack of space. this space should be taken of the 

bed room. 

I . Palet, Adviseures diversiteit. Woonvormen voor Turkse senioren, Mei 2009 



6.2.1.4. Outside 

The target group likes being outside and meeting other seniors. They mentioned a roof terrace or sheltered space, not 

accessible for thirds. On what this spacel garden should look like, the Turkish seniors do have some ideas; they like Ottomanian 

pattems, prefer round shapes over edged shapes and would like see a lot of green and flowers. Of course they would like to 

have possibilities to sit in this garden. They also mentioned that they like watching fish in a pool. Apart from this they would like 

to have their own balcony. 

6.2.1.5. Ambiance 

The Turkish seniors who attended the sessions are afraid of becoming lonely when they get older. Therefore they like the idea 

of living together with other Turkish seniors. Also safety is important for them, especially for the women. They would like to 

have a caretaker and intercom system. 

6.2.2. Wishes and demands of neighboring people 

This part of the 'wish list' for this location is partfy fictive. Though the input comes from real people, most of these people are 

not really neighboring people. Despite this, the results coming from the tests with these people are considered to be non

fictive and thus betaken into account while developing the location. 

Several questions were asked in the tooi. In general people did not answer every single question. Most important was 

the location of the new building on the site. Every respondent gave his or her opinion on this by means of a sketch. Most 

respondents also sketched some ideas on the open space. These two aspects will be looked at in this paragraph. 

The result can be roughly divided in two groups, seven respondents have a lot of similarities (group A), while one other 

respondent drew something totally different (group B). This one result will be looked at separately. Not all things the 

respondents said can beseen in de images they made, but this information is known by the journalist (architect) and thus taken 

into account. 

6.2.2.1. Results of group A 

High rise versus /ow rise 

Rrst and for all it can be said that neighboring people do not want to see a high rise tower. Main reason for this was the effect of 

a high rise building in the surroundings. Some respondents drew a high rise tower in the first instance, but all of them decided 

this was not the solution they would like to see. Between all the old low rise houses a tower looked a bit odd. Also shadow 

problems played a role. 

Location of the new buildings 

All respondents drew a new building in the upper left corner of the area (playing area of the main school building). These 

buildings all had the same orientation as the existing buildings and were aligned with the smallest school building (five out of 

seven) or the edge of the green area (two out of seven). 

Depending on the respondents insight in how much space was needed and the size of their first building, another building was 

drawn on the other playing area (four out of seven). 

Appearance of the new buildings 

The respondents ideas on how the new buildings should look like are less unanimous. Four respondents think the new building 

has to be build in the same style as the existing building; at least with a saddle roof. One respondent agreed on keeping the 

same style, but did notdraw a saddle roof, because in her opinion such roof is a waste of space. 
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Three respondents in group A did not think that keeping the same style is necessary. They drew blocky buildings and mentioned 

that these could have a modern look. 

Openspace 

Notall respondents did do something with the open space. One respondent made a clear distinction between a private garden 

and a public garden. This respondent insisted on keeping the walland shed that 'connects' the two buildings and uses this as a 

division between private and public. 

Another respondent used this wall as a division between two gardens to, but did notmention what the difference (in appearance 

or function) between these two gardens was. 

Another respondent noted the whole left over area as a garden and demolished the wall so one big garden is left over. A fourth 

respondent did not teil anything about a garden but did draw a lot of garden seats all over the area. 

The wall in the middle of the area was demolished by only one respondent and three respondents mentioned that they 

wanted to maintain the wall. The others did notteil or do anything with it. 

6.2.2.2. Results of group B 

There is only one respondent in group B. As said the result of this respondent differed a lot from the other results. The 

respondent demolished everything and made a completely new plan. The new buildings we re orientated in the other direction. 

The respondent gave as a reason to do this that in the evening, people in the school building can look directly in her room (at 

the other side of the street) because of the large windows. Another solution than turning the buildings by 90 degrees would be 

fine too though. 

This respondent drew modem buildings; "This neighborhood needs something modem", she mentioned. The respondent did 

notdraw a garden on the site, but was positive about the idea of a garden. 

Image 6.2: 305 Max visualizations of the respondents results 



6.2.3. Input from Chief Government Architect 

The chief govemment architect, Liesbeth van der Pol, noted the buildings at the St. Franciscus location as being important for 

the identity of the neighborhood. Especially the one at Jan van Riebeecklaan. The one at Molijnstraat is less important. Her 

atelier also thinks the green structure in very important for Doornakkers. lt is quite a green neighborhood but the structure 

sometimes is lostor disturbed. Considering the St. Franciscuslocation they think the parking lots are too prevailing and the 

surrounding green lots are messy and poor. This old center area needs a better structure, also considering the traftic situation. 

Regarding the program, Turkish seniors and small business (small tradesmen without employees) are mentioned. The findings 

of Atelier chief government architect are only a guideline, no commitment. 
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Chapter 7 Turkish seniors housing; Design 

7.1 Urban situation 

The building site is quite large for its purpose, though there are already two buildings there. The first thing done is looking at the 

urban situation of the project area. Doomakkers exists of different types of garden cities structures. The St. Franciscus location 

lays at the border of three different types, though counting it as part of the Delftse School type of Garden cities is most logical. 

The current structure, with the two school buildings forms an exception camparing it with surrounding building blocks. The 

school buildings have their entrance on the south side. Wrth the fencing around the whole area, it is very closed to the Austrian 

houses on the north side. 

Image 7. I : Picture of north side St. Franciscuslocation 

In order to make the neighborhood more like 'one thing' together with the Austrian houses there should be given more 

attention to the north side of the area. Along the whole south side of the Generaal Cronjestraat there is only one block of 

houses facing the road. The road is mainly used to cross the area and less for local traffic. Also there is only a small conneetion 

with the green structure. Looking at the green structure around the area, the messy traffic situation and random parking lots, 

and thinking about the advise to make a direct conneetion between the Austrian houses area and the 'Omloop' it comes to 

mind to demolish the smallest of the two buildings in order to be able to extend the existing green strip. 

7.1.2 Function, placement and form 

7 .1. 2.1 The existing school buildings 

A rough estimation shows that in the largest of the two school buildings approximately eight to ten senior apartments can be 

developed, while in the smaller building at most only five senior housescan be fitted in. This smallest school building will be 

discussed first as it takes an interesting position in this project. Turkish seniors had different ideas on whether or not they should 
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have their own garden. Redeveloping this building for Turkish seniors would mean there would be developed five small houses 

in it which can have their own garden, The building is only one floor high so it uses quite a lot of the area while it cannot house 

many seniors. Also this building is less interesting in appearance than the bigger one. Concealing a part of it by fencing or putting 

hedges around the gardens would notmake the building more interesting for the appearance of the neighborhood. lt frts in, 

but no more than that. The other building can house approximately eight apartments. This buildings has two floors that can be 

used for this and since the target group is seniors an elevator will be needed. Taking the Turkish seniors wishes into account a 

closer look at this building had to betaken in order to find out about possibilities and difficulties. 

lt was soon decided that demolishing the smallest school building and extending the green strip was the best option for this 

location. Not only because of the possibility to make a visual and functional conneetion between the Austrian houses and the 

'Omloop', but also because preserving the building in order to use it for senior housing would mean investing a lot. The whole 

interior and roof should be redone, plus the only long side that would remain visible for its surroundings would have to be 

adjusted to the new fundion of the building, in other words, front door would have to be constructed in this wall. Although 

the building certainly has something interesting, looking forward to the future ofthe neighborhood, deciding on demolishing it 

seems to bethebest option. 

The other school building however will be preserved. This buildings offers enough possibilities for future use and is important 

for the neighborhood. 

7.1.2.2 Old and new combined 

At first the idea came to mind to make a conneetion between the remaining school building and the new building. As the 

building should not become to expensive in construction and use, constructing only one elevator is liked. Also, when studying 

the possibil ities of the school building and trying different options to develop apartments that meet the seniors wishes, it 

became clear that the available space is scarce. When both apartments, staircases, elevator and transport space (hallways) have 

to be realized inside the building as it is now, very few apartmentscan be developed. The cubic meters inside the buildings 

would be completely out of proportion with what the building offers. This made the idea pop up toaddthese facilities (elevator, 

'hallways', stairs) on the outside of the building, while remaining the physical appearance of it as much as possible. 

Since this building is not extremely large and does not have numerous special features that define it, attaching complete a new 

building(s) to it would take away too much of its identity. 

Image 7.3: Sketches design process 



As can be seen in the sketches on page 68 there has been experimented with connecting old and new with exterior galleries. 

In these first sketches the new building was added on the northern playground, like most respondents preferred according to 

their sketches. 

Some respondents found it very important to preserve the (adult) trees on the northem side of the planning area, 

this was also taken into account when looking at possibilities. Makinga L-shaped building seemed logicalat first. Wrth the old 

school building having an extension on 'right hand side', where also the stairs are located, connecting the two buildings on the 

'left hand side' was the easiest option, that kept the facade of the school building mostly in tact. Though, when demolishing 

the other school building and the wall between the two former playgrounds, this L-shaped building leaves a huge open space 

that does not give the Turkish seniors the protected garden are they would like to have. lt more leaves an area without clear 

boundaries that is to large for its surroundings. 

Other sketches, as can beseen below, experimented with a U-shaped building so two different areas are defined; on the one 

side the inner garden where people can come together in a fairly protected space and on the other hand the extension of the 

green strip, which has a more open character. 

The school building has high ceilings at 3.3M. According to dutch regulations the ceiling has to beat least 2.6M high. For the 

new apartments this will be the ceiling height that will be used. A higher ceiling means morecubic meters that have to be 

heated when it is cold, knowing that most seniors like high temperatures intheir living rooms and knowing that these particular 

seniors do not have much money to spend, making higher ceilings is not an option. This means the first floor of the new 

building will not be at the same level as .the first floor of the school building. A solution for this has to be found when using one 

gallery and more important, one elevator to conneet everything. 

7.1.2.3 The best new tunetion for the school building; senior housingor not? 

Taking a closer look at the apartments that have to be constructed in the old school building, and at the wishes and demands 

of the seniors and remarks made by respondents who worked with the tooi. it was needed to rethink the whole idea. lt was 

questionable if senior housing was the best purpose for this building. Several comments can be made about this. 

Rrst of all the structure that is needed on the outside that puts a lot of restrictions to the design when sticking to the idea 

that no more that one elevator should be used in total and the idea that all inhabitants of the senior apartment should be 

able to reach common spaces without really leaving the building (walking on the gallery outside is not considered leaving the 
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building). 

Second the height of the ceilings is very high for the target group and also compared to the size of the rooms that can be 

developed in the available space. 

Third it is very hard to meet the seniors wishes without making a complete mess of the interior structure of the building. lt 

is not possible to stick to the original structure than can be read from the outside of the building too. The apartments can be 

fitted in the building, but it is questionable if the result is really satisfying. While designing the apartments for this target group 

it is hard not to get distracted by the thought that the building would be much more interesting for other target groups, not 

only spatially, but also financially. 

Taking a step back and taking a look at the whole area and its surroundings, considering the idea to use the school for another 

purpose several new sketches have been made as can be seen beneath and on page 71 . 

7 .1. 2.4 The new building 

Turkish seniors said they would like their living room to be located on street side, so they can watch people passing by etcetera. 

In former sketches with the L-shaped building, a part of the apartments would be oriented to the small street that connects 

the Generaal Cronjestraat to the jan van Riebeecklaan. this however is an extreme silent little street, with on the other side 

of it nothing than the side walls of gardens and sheds. This might not be the most interesting view for the elderly. Besides that 

orientating apartments to that street does nothing positive for the neighborhood. 

People that used the tooi would like to see an inner garden between the buildings. Turkish seniors would like to have a 

sheltered outside space where they can come together have a chat and feel safe. To achieve getting such sheltered inner 

garden the old and new building have to visually form a closed block. In the sketches it can be seen that here is experimented 

with closing both main street sides (so jan van Riebeeck and Generaal Cronje) and to break the area in two pieces by adding a 

building perpendicular to the other two. 

Image 7.4: Sketch design options I 

In the first sketch both the old school building and the new building on the north side have back garden, this way a long, slightly 

narrow inner garden results between the buildings. On the west side the area has no real boundary, though with the big trees, 

narrow and silent street on that side, and the side walls of gardens, the inner garden will not seem to be an open area. 

In the second sketch the building is shorter on the street side, this way the green area with trees at the side of the playground 

can be completely preserved. This is a wish of respondents. This way there is not really a sheltered garden between the 



buildings. Also the new building has not a long facade along the Generaal Cronjestraat this way, while one of the designs gains 

should be connecting the area with the Austrian houses. lnstead of all the sides of houses and garelens than are oriented to the 

street side, apart from only one single block of houses having its entrances on the streets side, having more front sides directed 

to it helps lessening the border between the Austrian houses and the rest of the neighborhood . 

• 
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Image 7.5: Sketch design options 2 

In the third sketch the new building is placed a bit out of line with the existing neighboring housing block. This way all trees in 

front of it can be preserved, which was found very important by part of the respondents who used the tooi. And besides that 

of course it is not a good thing to kil I adult trees when not really needed. Compared to sketch two, less of the green area there 

will be preserved, though the trees are way more important than the few bushes that are growing there. 

Because the new building is set back into the inner garden compared to the first option sketched, there is less space left. This 

might lead to problems that have to be solved, but is not yet a reason to refuse the plan. 

Image 7.6: Sketch design options 3 

houses and smoll busines 
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In the forth sketch Everything is the same as in the third sketch, with exception of the back gardens the ground floor apartments 

on the north side of the building had in the former sketch. Th is would leave more space for an inner garden. 
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Image 7.7: Sketch design options 4 

7. 2 The old school building 

7.2.1 New tunetion and target group 

On grounds that have been discussed inthefarmer paragraph, ft was decided to not develop senior housingin the old school 

building. In Doornakkers there currently are not many houses available in the (somewhat) higher prices segment. Older 

buildings wrt:h high ceilings and interesting appearance can be very suitable to develop more luxurieus apartments in, The 

location of this building is between the new part of Doornakkers, Berckelbosch, and the existing part of the neighborhood. 

In Berekeibosch the houses are more expensive than in the rest of Doornakkers. When trying to mix the somewhat more 

expensive category wrt:h the social houses, developing these kind of houses at the Sint Franciscus location would be a good first 

step into that direction. The target group will be families with chi ldren. 
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Image 7.8: First floor of schoof building, original (I :400) 
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Image 7.9: Ground floor of school building, original (I :400) 



7.2.2 Design 

The standard class rooms have a width of 8.6 meters. In the new design this measurement will be kept, as inside and outside of 

the build ing are closely connected . The facade clearly showshow the interior is divided, and this will remain this way. 

The wall that divided hallway from classrooms in load bearing. An interesting element inside the building is the stairs between 

ground and tirst floor. lt needs to be refreshed, but is an element that should be preserved. 

This school building has large windows on the street side and although there is a broad space between the school building 

and the houses on the other side of the street, in winters, when the trees between them have lost their leaves, there is not 

much privacy, especially not in evenings when lights are buming. One of the respondents, someone living in the block on the 

other side of the street (left inn the image on page 74), demolished both buildings in order to get more privacy by orienting the 

new buildings in the other direction, so no more windows would face the Jan van Riebeeck street side. The reasons for this 

respondent to want this are good ones, there indeed is a privacy problem that has to be solved. When the building was in use 

as a school, this problem did not play a role yet as it was only in use during the day, in the evenings the building was not in use, 

usually. 

Although this problem has to be solved, it is not favored to demolish this school building. Another solution had to be found. 

Four houses and a two floor apartment have been designed. As it was not favored to conceal a part of the building, back 

gardens with closed fences or hedges around it were no option. To give the inhabitants ofthis building a outerspace were they 

Image 7.10: Stai~ in school building 
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Image 7. I I : Sectien trough school building and building on other side of the street 

can linger with the whole family, an indoor balcony is situated on the first floor on the street side. Th is large balcony of 2.4*8.6 

meters offers enough outside space, while at the same time it provides the wished privacy. Bedrooms and bathroom are 

located on the ground floor. This means living room can be found on the tirst floor, so that it is directly adjacent to the balcony. 

Because of this indoor balcony the street side facade of the living room lays back 2.4 meters into the building, providing more 

privacy as it impedes possibilities to look through the window from the other side of the street. On the next page an section 

showing this new situation can be found. The windows here are removed, while the detining structure with the concrete 

pieces between the windows remains. A steel tube is added for safety reasons. This samesteel tube is also used in the new 

building. All entrances are located on the playground side of the building. 

The street sides windows are very defining for the appearance of the building, while the back side of the building has a bit 

messy structure where during the years past already some changes have been made. 

On the most right part of the building, in the picture beneath, the windows on ground floor level are missing, here there is only 

a relatively small door. Also on first floor level this part of the facade differs from the rest of it. The part next to it also has an 

exception as here the middle window is a door. In the new design all parts of the facade will get this partition. Though the two 

doors on tirst floor level on the right will be kept and fundion as a french balcony. The iron stairs will be removed. 

As can been seen in the visualization on the next page there are also sheds added. As the same will be done on the other side 

ofthe inner garden, this way the inner garden will have clear boundaries, partly closed (where the walls ofthe sheds are) and 

mainly open (where the iron fencing is). 

The drawings on page 79 show the floor plans of the houses. As said bedrooms and bathroom are on ground floor level. In 

each of the four houses there are four spacious bedrooms and one bath room. Stairs with terrace leads directly into the living 

roomwithopen kitchen. Optionally kitchen can also be closed. The load bearing wall between former hallway and classrooms 

has been removed and replaced by columns. 

The roof has to be redone and an extra floor can be constructed here, leaving a conneetion between living and this extra space 

that can be used as a study i.e .. On this second floor level there is alsoaseparate room for washing and drying. 

The most east (right) part of the school building is bigger than the other four parts and the main entrance of the school is 

located here. On ground floor level a small business space is created, the original kitchen and toilet and the entrance to the 

basement can be refurbished and used for this business space. Unlike the four houses the apartment that will be realized on 

first and second floor will have its storage inside the building. Two doors on the left hand side of the extension lead either to the 

storage or the hallway with the original stairs which lead to the apartment 

On the tirst floor the apartment is entered through in the kitchen and living room. On this floor there are also one bedroom 

with bathroom ensuite. On the second floor the are another two rooms with possibilities for washing and drying or for second 

bedroom with bathroom, depending on future residents wishes. 



Image 7. I 2: School yard side of school building 

Image 7.13: School yard side of new design for school building 
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Image 7. 14: Second floor school building, new design (I ;400) 
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Image 7 .IS: First floor school building, new design (I ;400) 
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Image 7. 16: Ground floor school buik:Jing, new design (I ;400) 

located here. On ground floor level a small business space is created, the original kitchen and toilet and the entrance to the 

basement can be refurbished and used for this business space. Unlike the four houses the apartment that will be realized on 

first and second floor will have its storage inside the building. Two doors on the left hand side of the extension lead either to the 

storage or the hallway with the original stairs which lead to the apartment 

On the first floor the apartment is entered through in the kitchen and living room. On this floor there arealso one bedroom 

with bathroom ensuite. On the second floor the are another two rooms with possibilities for washing and drying or for second 

bedroom with bathroom, depending on future residents wishes. 



Image 7. 18: Visualization street side with the indoor bakonies on first floor level 
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Image 7. 19: Visualiza1ion living room 
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Image 7.20: lmpression groud floor 
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7.3 A new building tor Turkish seniors 

7.3.1 Urban setup 

Looking at all wishes from the seniors and drawings made by respondents there has been chosen for the option of a L-shaped 

building that has a long facade at the street side. The building will be slightly set back, out of line with the existing housing block, 

in order to preserve adult trees that grow at the side of the playground. 

1 
Image 7.22: Basis of plan for new building 

There is asked for about 25 apartments. Palet researched the wishes and demands of Turkish seniors. The result of this can be 

read in the beginning of this chapter. The translation of the results into a set of requirements lead to the following list: 

o A living room with enough space to wekome visitors. 

o Two bedrooms, so that men and women can have their prayer separately and guests from Germany i.e. can stay for 

the night. 

o Kitchen with enough place for a table so the woman can have her neighbor come over while she is cooking 

o Kitchen with direct entrance to the balcony so a door can be opened for bad smells and food can cool on the balcony 

when the fridge is full. 

o A separate toilet is favored, though notper definition needed. 

o Bedroom does not have to be spacious, rather more space in the living room. 

o Living room on street side, bedroom on silent side. 

o Protected outside space where 'they can come together and have a chat, for example an inner garden or a roof 

terrace. 



At first it wastried to combine all these wishes into one design that also fits to the wishes showed in peoples sketches. This 

also within the boundaries that have been set in earlier decisions made, like that there has to be enough space left for an inner 

garden and that the trees in front of the building will be preserved. 

At the corner of the L -shape an opening to the inner garden was made between two parts of the building. In this opening, so 

was the idea, the entrance could be designed, while on first and second floor a terrace where respondents could meet could 

be constructed, The northern part of the building stood in one straight line with the side of the school building. The eastern 

part of it stood in one straight line with the side of the green strip, in such way that the extension of the strip has the same 

width. However, this left an open space of approximately IS meters between the school building and the new building. This 

J 
Image 7.23: Design option with large opening on both sides and option with northem side more dosed 

caused several problems. First of all, the shettered inner garden is nat shettered when it has this braad openings on three sides. 

Second the large open space might get used in wrong ways, like people parking their car on it when there is no free parking lot. 

Kids playing football , using the school wall to kicktheball against (this is what happens toa at the moment. but when the school 

building is in use for housing and an apartment this will be unacceptable), etcetera. 

The idea of the inner garden is to give the residents of bath the Turkish senior apartments and the houses in the old school 

building a shettered place where they can meet, rest and play, but it will nat be a private garden. Other people may go there 

toa, however 'the doors do nat need to be wide open'. The garden should nat become part of a walicing or cycling route 

through Doomakkers, or become a place where people walk there dog. The green strip on the other side of the eastern 

part of the building is meant for that purpose. On the northern side the opening was than narrowed, on the southem side the 

opening is still toa wide (second design image 6. 17). In the images beneath several options for adding a smal! building in this gap 

are shown, 

Image 7.24: Design options narrowing the open space 
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Every single one of these three options reached the wished effect of narrowing the opening and making the inner garden more 

sheltered. However, none oftheme are really satisfactory. Even when this object will be only one floor high, it still is too much 

of a cover for the entrance of the old school building. And also it would form another exception in the urban structure of the 

neighborhood, while the addition of the new building for senior housing as drawn in image 6. 16 actually completes the urban 

structure for this locat ion. 

When the proposed basis for the new design was shown to respondents that used the sketch tooi earlier, There was one 

thing all comments were directed at; the wide opening between the school and the new building. No one actually had an 

idea how to solve this, except for placing an iron fence. 

As placing a fence is no favorable salution and adding an extra bu ilding between the two buildings is not satisfactory, another 

salution had to be found. In the meanwhile, while thinking about an salution for the open space problem, there also had some 

work been done on the design of the new building itself. At the end of the eastem wing, on the south side that is, there was some 

trouble to make a fittingending with possibilities for fire escape. lt was appealing to look for a salution that solved both problems 

at once. In the image below the result of this can be seen. Extending the new building such that the openings gets narrower, but 

stillleaving enough space between the two buildings to preserve an open view at the entrance facade of the school building. Also 

by extending the new building instead of adding an object between them, a calmer image appears. 

Image 7.25: Extension new building to narrow opening 

Image 7.26: Comerofthe building 
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7. 3. 2 Appearance 

The new building exists of three parts that can be distinguished easily. There are two wings with apartments, at the comer 

where the two wings meet there is a 'box' with shared facilities. The interior design of these three parts will be discussed later 

on in this chapter. 

The two wings are constructed with brick, like the existing school building, though here a darleer color is used. Th is darleer brick 

is also used in the newest part of the neighborhood, Berckebosch. lt was not favored to built a landmark-like building at this 

location, both location and function do not lend themselves forthis. The new buildings should rather blend in the neighborhood 

as if it had been there for years. 

Part of the respondents would like to see a new building in the same style as the school building, while some others prefer a 

modem look for the new building. Literally copying the largestof the two school buildings was even mentioned. 

Besides the u se of the brick some other elements of the school building are used in the new building too, though these are 

subtile element that are not directly obvious. The school building's windows on the street side have defining concrete elements 

between them. In the new building this principle comes back at places where windows are near each other, like at the ground 

floor in the northem wing, garden side, and first and second floor on the street side. The other way around, one of the 

elements from the new building is brought back in the old building as well. The new buildings' gallenes are constructed as a 

steel construction with glass panels. These glass panels are between three horizontal square steel beams. In the old school, 

where the windows have been removed, the same squared steel beam has been used to fence of the balcony. 

The first and second floor from the north wing have a O.Sm overhang on the front side. Having an overhang is very common 

for original Turkish architecture. The reason for this overhang in Turleey mostly had to do with ground floor level following the 

roads without angels in it, ground floor matches the gradient of the road. On first floor and higher rooms were constructed 

Image: 7.29: Turkish houses 
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with the desired right angle which caused this floor to hang over. 1 lt is also said that this overhang is used to give women the 

possibility to watch outside their windows without being seen easily. 

Since it is likely that this building will not be in use for this same purpose for decades, as the second and further generations of 

Turkish people in the Netherlands will deal with problems the first generation now has less and less, the building should not be 

typical for Turkish people. Though, using small aspects that can be recognized as Turkish, but might as well be not Turkish at all 

is fine. In this design the main reason to have this overhang is the little bit of extra privacy it gives to residents of the ground floor 

apartments when they are standing in their front door, just to stand there and watch street life, or to welcome or say goodbye 

to visitors. Another aspect that has been taken from Turkish housing architecture are the sliding windows.2 This division in the 

windows gives the windows a same kind of detailed appearance as the windows in the school building, which also have a 

horizontal division. 

7.3.2.1 Gallery 

The gallery is on the garden side of the building and starts in the shared facilities block. The northem wing's apartments have 

a staggered wall which causes the gallery to have some extra width next to the entrances of the apartments. Turkish seniors 

liked to live together with each other but at the sametime they also like to have something personal, like their own front door. 

The set up of this gallery makes it possible for the residents to really own a piece in front of their apartment Next to the front 

door there is place to for example place some planters. The free width on the narrowest parts of the gallery is 1.85 meters, 

allowing two wheelchairs to pass each other. Also the seniors think it is very important to be able to say goodbye to friends on 

the gallery without having to move for other residents that want to pass. 

The gallery in the east wing does not offer the possibility to use a part in front of the residents own apartment This gallery is 

t ransportation space only. There are different types of apartments designed. This way differences in whishes between seniors 

are also tried to be met. As al ready mentioned the setup of the galleries is different in both wings and besides that there are 

several other differences which will be discussed in this latter part. 

Image: 7.30: Gallery visualization and sectien 
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7.3.2.2 Shared facilities 

The building exists out of three parts. First there is the corner where the two wings meet each other. Here we find the entrance 

and all shared facilities. At the ground floor there are storage rooms and an spacious entrance space, with an direct conneetion 

to the first and second floor (image 6.20). From here there is access to the ground floor apartments in the east wing. 

On the first floor there is a activity space with kitchen and toilets, From here there is access to the apartments in the east 

wing and to the ,terrace which also leads to the apartment is the northern wing. The terrace, offers a sheltered and private 

outside space for the residents of the building. Also on rainy days the terrace on the first floor still offers the possibility to 

meet each other outside. This terrace is about 36 squared meters, excluding the 1.85 width of the gallery that walks directly 

along it. On this floor there is also a guest apartment Turkish seniors would like to have the possibility to let guest from i.e, 

Germany come over and stay for the night. The guest apartments offer a bath room, small kitchen and living and bedroom in 

one. Making all apartments with two bedrooms costs a lot of space and extra money. To keep rental costs as low as possible 

the building has two guest apartments which the residentscan use instead. There are different ways to manage this and this is 

to be decided by the housing corporation. An example is paying forthespace and cleaning the space with higher service fee, 

probably that would be about 30 euro per apartment per month. The apartments are both approximately 36 square meters. 

On the second floor there is the second one of the two guest apartments and there are also two family rooms where residents 

can sit when they have a lot of family visiting them, or where residents can have a seat and chat with each other themselves. 

just like on the first floor apartments can be reached from he re. 

Image 7.31: Visualization entrance and terrace 
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Image 7.32: Ground floor shared facilities (storage rooms) and entrance, I: I 00 

Image 7.33: First floer shared facilities (guest apartment, terrace, activity space), I: I 00 

Image 7.34:: Secend floor shared facilities (guest apartment, terrace, two family rooms), I: I 00 
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7.3.2.3 Apartments 

In the northem wing of the building there are fifteen apartments. In the eastem wing there are another I 2 apartments. 

On the ground floer of the northem wing there are five apartments which have their own back garden and their own entrance 

on the street side. These people living here do not use the main entrance of the building, they live a bit more on their own 

than ether people in the building. These five apartments also have their own separate storage intheir back garden. Together 

with the storages of the houses in the old school building, these small cubes form the boundaries of the interior garden. 

The apartments have a living room that has a window on bothstreet side and garden side. The kitchen has direct entrance to 

the garden and to the living room. Optionally people can choose to have a extra door between the kitchen and hall too, or the 

can choose for an open kitchen. From the hall three door lead to the bedroom, bathroom and washing room. There also is a 

separate toilet. Standard there is one hall with, but people can choose to split it up by placing a wall with door, so strictly private 

areas are out of sight for visitors too, or they can choose to have an in-wall sliding door instead, so the hall can be split into two 

parts when needed, but can also be used as one more spacious hall. The total ground space of these apartments is about 73 

square meters. 

Image 7.35:: Bakony north wing (standard) 

On the first and secend floer there is a total number of ten similar apartments. These apartments have their entrances on the 

garden side. A broad gallery leads from the terrace in the shared facilities block to all entrances. 

The ten apartments have a living room with windows on both street side and garden side, like the ground floer apartments. 



b ld1ng I 00 
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Image 7.36: Ground floor plan school and new building, I :400 
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The balcony and kitchen are at the street side of the apartment k, wished for, both living room and kitchen give access to the 

balcony. The kitchen can be reached from the living room or hall, though this lastoneis optional. In the hall there is access toa 

separate toilet and toa second hall with access to the bedroom, bathroom and washing room. The bedroom is on the street 

side of the apartment, in contradiction to the seniors wish to have their bedroom on the silent garden side. k, the street side 

of this building is a quiet side as well, it was decided to place the bedroom on this side anyway. Th is way other wishes could be 

met easier, like the separation between strictly private and the rest of the apartment The balconies of these ten apartments are 

partly 'in' the building and party they hang over. 

Image 7.37:: Bakony north wing (corner) 

In the east wing there are four different types of apartments per floor, all floors are exactly the same. The first and second 

apartment that are reached when entering the gallery (coming from the shared facilities block) have the same setup, only 

the first one has a somewhat smaller living room and bedroom and larger kitchen, while the second one has an extra space 

(storage) next to the kitchen. 

The third apartment, on the corner, is the largest of all apartments in the building. lt has a very spacious living room that is 

detached on three sides. The rest of this apartment is similar to the second apartment 

Last there is the detached apartment, this is the smallest type in this building and is meant for one-person families. Also this is 

the only apartment that doesnothave a spacious separate kitchen. 

With these differences between apartments and thus differences in rent, differences in the financial situation of the seniors are 

metaswell. 
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Image 7.38: First floor plan school and new building, I :400 
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7.3.2.4 Inner Garden 

Both the seniors and the respondents that used the toolliked the idea of an inner garden. The seniors like to have an outside 

space where they can come together and have chat. They preferred a private garden, it would make them feel safe. Since a 

private garden means an significant increase of the service part of the rent, this is no realistic option. The inner garden will be a 

semi-private garden, which means everyone is allowed to go there, but it is not encouraged to go there. 

The garden has the old school building as a boundary on the Jan van Riebeecklaan side and the new building on the Molijnstraat 

and Generaal Cronjestraat sides. Th is leaves one street side open. The inner garden is narrow at this side and the street is not 

used much. 

Between the new and old building there is an opening that gives entrance to the business space of the old school buikling and 

to the inner garden. From the other side there is an entrance to the senior housing building and entrance to the inner garden as 

well. These two rather narrow entrances are connected by a broad lane with sit objects along both sides. Here there is place 

for kids to play and for the elderly to have a chat. 

The garden itself starts behind the concrete 'sit strip'. The garden is set up with round shapes, like the Turkish seniors like to 

see. lt is a green space with lots of bushes and flowers. Spread over the garden there are a few plain playing objects for both 

kids and elderly. 

The storages from the houses in the school and from the ground floor apartments in the northem wing form a buffer between 

the garden and the living space inside. The iron fencing causes the view to be open and green as residents will grow plants on 

these fences. 

Image 7.39: lnspiration for inner Garden (Meertooven, Eindhoven) 
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Image 7.40: Secend floor plan school and new building, I :400 
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Image 7.41: Inner garden 

Image 7.4 2: Back garden ground floor apartments in north wing 
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7 .3.3 Detailing 

The details of this new building are mainly made in order to be able to make a better visualization. The building is detailed quite 

traditional, especially elements like the windows. Special details like the one from the roof/ facade are derived from existing 

details. All the details and sections can be found in the accompanying drawings book. 
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Chapter 8 Conclusion 

The question that was asked at the beginning of the project was: 'Is a virtual reality sketching tooi a suitable mean to improve 

citizen's participation in design processes. giving citizens sufficient possibilities to clearly communicate their ideas?' 

lt is hard to give a biased answer to this question. Several different aspects make and communication and participation process a 

good or bad one. These deal with stimulation, raising interest among people, but also with (usability of) results that come from 

the process. 

According to surveys held under people that tested the tooi and to observations it can be said that this sketch tooi interests 

people. Most respondents liked working with the tooi and were stimulated to try several designs in the model. Some other 

respondents however had trouble using the tooi which caused them to stop trying things with it. This problem was mainly 

caused by the explanation that came with the tooi. In the second test none of the users had really trouble with using the tooi 

and all of them were positive about the tooi. Stimulating and interesting people is the most important step in an successful 

communication and participation process. 

While sketching in the tooi most respondent liked to give an oral explanation of the plans which often caused that they quit 

drawing and only spoke. When they were told to try to make their idea clear with the possibilities of the tooi only they often 

found out that their idea was not as good as they thought is was, they gained new insights in the situation and changed their 

mind on it. This is one of the gains this tooi was actually designed for. Users see what their idea does in the given location, i.e. 

a high rise building. 

Besides the positive points there are also things on which the tooi is less successful. lt is quite difficult to get useful information 

from the tooi that can really be used in the design. lt is of mayor importance to ask the right questions, basedon research. 

In this given test situation i.e. one of the school buildings was demolished, based on the input from professionals and own 

insights, while respondents that worked with the tooi saw both buildings and got the choice to keep both. People do not 

seem to easily decided to demolish a building, they do not really think about the urban planning etcetera. The decision to 

demolish this school buildingor not should have been made before asking citizens their ideas on the location. 

lt is hard to get a lot of information from the tooi, results are restricted to spatial properties like the height of the building, what 

kind of roof the building has, roughly style, location and size. lt is questionable in how many situations it is interesting to get this 

kind of information from citizens. 

In the second test case however, the tooi was used on a totally different manner. Here people worked in small groups in one 

tooi. The tooi was used as a mean to explain and show others ideas. Oral explanation and discussion we re ju st as important. 

Based on the two test cases it can be said that this tooi seems mainly appropriate to use as a supporting mean in participation 

processes. As a tooi on itself, that can be used by citizens at home from their own computer, it seems less appropriate. 
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Appendix A - Results trom second test of tooi in Doornakkers (by GroupSupport) 

Gemeente Eindhoven, Doornakkers 

Donderdag, 18 november 2010 
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GroupSupport.com ~ 

Agenda - 101118 Doornakkers 

18 november 2010 

7:00PM Welkom door Peter van Moorsel 

7:05PM Inleiding door Petra Driessen 

7:10PM Introductie onderwerp Groen en Openbare Ruimte 

7:20PM Opwarmvraag 

7:25PM Bepalen van de thema's 

7:30PM Selecteren van de thema' s I 

7:35PM Selecteren van de thema' s 11 

7:40PM Uitleg ontwerp tooi d.m.v. film 

7:45PM Ontwerpen en motiveren 

8:00PM Pauze 

8:15PM Knelpunten en verbeterpunten 

9:15PM Uitvoerbaar en toegevoegde waarde 

9:25PM Vragenlijst 

9:30PM Afsluiting 

3 van 14 
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GroupSupport.com ~ 

Bepalen van de thema's 

Vraag: 

Welke andere thema's zijn nog meer belangrijk met betrekking tot groen en openbare ruimte in 
Doornakkers 

1. Marktlocatie Generaal Bothalaan 

2. Braakliggend terrein aan het kanaal 

3. De begraafplaats(+ koppeling naar de Tongeraar) 

4. Speeltuin St. Joseph 

5. Veldjes aan de Quinten Matsyslaan 

6. Groenstrook tussen de Gerard Davidstraat en Lairessestraat 

7. Bomenstructuur en groen in Doornakkers algemeen 

8. Kloostertuin 

9. Groenstrook oude zusterflat (Jan Tooropstraat) 

10. Kees Bol plantsoen 

4 van 14 



Selecteren van de thema's I 

Stemrasulaten 

Totaal 

Multiple Selection (maximum choices = 4) (AIIow bypass) 

Number of ballot items: 10 

Total number of voters (N): 5 

,. ........ 
4 1. Het speelterrein 

4 2. Kloostertuin 

3 3. Marktlocatie Generaal Bothalaan 

3 4. Braakliggend terrein aan het kanaal 

3 5. De begraafplaats(+ koppeling naar de Tongelaar) 

2 6. Veldjes aan de Quinten Matsyslaan 

1 7. Groenstrook tussen de Gerard Davidstraat en Lairessestraat 

0 8. Bomenstructuur en groen in Doornakkers algemeen 

0 9. Groenstrook oude zusterflat (Jan Tooropstraat) 

0 1 0. Kees Bol plantsoen 

GroupSupport.com 1i 

5 van 14 
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GroupSupport.com ~ 

Selecteren van de thema' s 11 

Omdat er in de vorige stemronde 3 thema's waren met eenzelfde aantal stemmen zijn onderstaand thema's 
nogmaals in een stemronde gegaan met de Rank Order methode. Na de resultaten en discussie is de 
begraafplaats als eerste voorkeur geselecteerd voor verdere uitwerking. 

Stemresultaten 

Rank Order (AIIow bypass) 

Number of ballot items: 3 

Total number of vaters (N): 5 

Stemverdeling 

TINIInl 
1 . Marktlocatie Generaal Bothalaan 

'!;'\'' 

2. De begraafplaats(+ koppeling naar de Tongelaar) 

3. Braakliggend terrein aan het kanaal 

1 2 
2 2 

2 2 

1 1 

8 - 8TD n 
1 1.80 0.84 5 

1 1.80 0.84 5 

3 2.40 0.89 5 

6 van 14 



GroupSupport.com ~ 

Uitwerking 

1. DE BEGRAAFPLAATS(+ koppeling naar de Tongelaar) 

Een groot stuk groen in Doornakkers, waar eigenlijk niets mee gedaan wordt. Logisch misschien, het is ten slotte 
een begraafplaats, of niet? Misschien zijn er in de toekomst mogelijkheden meer te doen met deze locatie. Er kan 
bijvoorbeeld ook gedacht worden aan een koppeling met de Tongelaar. Of misschien juist niet. ... Kortom, hoe 
zien jullie deze locatie over 20 jaar. 

1.1 Motivatie van het ontwerp 

De kwaliteit van de entree van het kerkhof moet meer prominent tot uiting komen. De begraafplaats ligt sterk 
aan het oog onttrokken terwijl deze plek een buitengewoon waardevolle plek is voor de bewoners. Niet alleen 
als laatste rustplaats maar ook als groene oase in een redelijk versteende omgeving. Daarnaast is de 
omliggende groenstructuur van behoorlijk omvang maar komt onvoldoende tot zijn recht als verblijfplaats voor 
de bewoners in de zin van ontspannen, ontmoeten en/of sporten. 

1.2 Knelpunten I verbeterpunten 

Knelpunten: mogelijkheid om even binnen te gaan zitten, samen te zijn, waar bijv. een kop koffie gedronken 
kan worden. 

Verbeterpunten: weet ik niet. 

Toegang verbeteren b.v. kapel. 

Sport en ontmoeting grootser en duidelijker als nu is. 

Verlichting ook op het kerkhof. 

Afrastering vernieuwen en meer open maken zodat van buiten uit het zicht op het kerkhof beter is 

Ingang aan de Sint Josephlaan ook gaan gebruiken voor entree van het kerkhof. 

Knelpunten: 

Zichtbaarheid toegang kerkhof. Meer verlichting geeft beter zicht 

Verbeterpunt 

Kapel of ruimte voor rituelen ook voor andersgelovigen indien mogelijk. 

Omheining kan i.p.v. muur ook gaas met opvulling van stenen 

Entree en de omheining is in eigendom van een beheersstichting. Het groengebied rondom het kerkhof is in 
het verleden een ontmoetingsplaats geweest voor druggebruikers en bewoners hebben mogelijk weerstand 
bij toename gebruiksvriendelijkheid. Kosten moeten gemeenschappelijk gedragen worden (beheersstichting 
en gemeente) 

7 van 14 
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GroupSupport.com ~ 

2. HET SPEEL TUIN ST. JOSEPH 

I 

Hoe zien jullie deze locatie over 20 jaar? 

Denk hierbij aan functie, inrichting etc. 

2.1 Motivatie van het ontwerp 

Meer groen om de speeltuin zoals lage leibomen met fruit of hagen (groen) zo 

Kunnen kinderen fruit plukken, leren hoe fruit groeit en door bezig te zijn in 

Beweging, waardoor gezondheid kan verbeteren 

Beweegapparaten voor ouderen buiten. (geel) Het verbinden van jong en oud in de 

speeltuin. Deze groep zal in de toekomst hier meer gebruik van maken (opa/ oma 

en kleinkinderen die oppassen) 

Zitgedeelte omgeven met meer groen. Zo kunnen ouders samen toezicht houden en 

gezellig praatje maken. Contact is goed. (rood en groen erom heen) 

Zwemvijver voor de zomer en schaatsen voor de winter. (blauw) Dit is voor alle 

Leeftijden 

2.2 Knelpunten I verbeterpunten 

Mogelijkheid voor koffie drinken tegen redelijke prijs, zeker geen kartonnen of plastic bekers. 

Knelpunten: gemis van de' oudere' jeugd. Nu speel- ontmoetingsmogelijkheid voor kinderen en volwassenen 
en ouderen. 

Maar voor de groep 14 tot 20 jaar? Kan een bewuste keuze zijn, maar vergeten we deze groep niet? 

1. Knelpunten voor fruitbomen zijn een probleem i.v.m. beheer. In de oogsttijd kan er veel overlast zijn van 
wespen of baldadigheid door kinderen. Een goed beheer vanuit de wijk is dus een must. 

2. Aanleggen van zwembaden die voor het publiek toegankelijk zijn, kent hoge eisen op het gebied van 
volksgezondheid. Daarnaast vereis het een permanent toezicht. 

3. Speeltuin is niet in het bezit van de gemeente (speeltuinvereniging). De vereniging is niet in staat om 
dergelijke financiële investeringen te doen. 
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GroupSupport.com J:.\ 

3. KLOOSTERTUIN 

I 

Hoe zien jullie deze locatie over 20 jaar? 

Denk hierbij aan functie, inrichting etc. 

3.1 Motivatie van het ontwerp 

Rode lijnen= wandelpaden, terrein open maken. Publieksvriendelijk, ontmoetingsmogelijkheden scheppen. 

Gele kruisjes= lichtpunten oftewel zorgen voor veiligheid 

Groen = behouden van het groen. Geen speeltoestellen plaatsen, maar gewoon gras waarop gespeeld kan 
worden, gelopen en gelegen enz. 

Blauw = bankjes 

3.2 Knelpunten I verbeterpunten 

Verbeterpunten: 

Aanvulling theetuin/ horeca 

Restaurant die eigen producten maakt uit moestuin en fruitbomen 

Picknickbanken 

Barbecues als voorbeeld Australië 

Knelpunten: 

Toezicht /onderhoud 

Geen hangplek 

1. Verbeterpunt is de huidige situering van de paden. In het kader van de herbestemming moeten de 
gebouwen als cultureel erfgoed behouden blijven 

2. Als het parkdeel aangelicht moet worden, heeft dit invloed op de biodiversiteit en het ongewenst gebruik. 

3. Combinatie van spelen, groen, ontmoeten en bewegen is verplicht in relatie tot de groenimpuls 

Aanbeveling: 

Deel van de tuin inrichten als moestuin I kruidentuin I vlindertuin (kiezen van een thema) 

Herbestemming moet in relatie gebracht worden met de inrichting van de tuin en vice versa. 
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GroupSupport.com 1à 
- - ----

Vragenlijst 
------ -

1. Deze manier van partleiperen vond ik prettig. 

A) Ballot 

Method: 

Options: 

Descriptions: 

B) Stemspreiding 

Keuzes Aantal 

Z0(1 ) 0 

0(2) 0 

N(3) 0 

E(4) 2 

ZE(5) 3 

Stafistics 

Total 

Mean 

STD 

n 

.. 

.. 

.. 

J .. 

a. 

.. 

.. 
zo 

Custom Methad 

Allow Bypass 

ZO = zeer oneens, ZE = zeer eens 

23 

ZE(4.60) 

0.55 

5 

0 11! 

Results Chart (1. Deze manier van participeren vond ik prettig.) 

2. Deze methode geeft miJ de mogelijkheld om mijn Ideeën beter kenbaar te maken. 
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A) Ballot 

Method: 

Options: 

Descriptions: 

B) Stemspreiding 

Keuzes Aantal 

Z0(1) 0 

0(2) 0 

N(3) 1 

E(4) 3 

ZE(S) 1 

Custom Method 

Allow Bypass 

ZO = zeer oneens, ZE = zeer eens 

20 

E(4.00) 

0.71 

5 

0 

GroupSupport.com ,a 

Results Chart (2. Deze methode geeft mij de mogelijkheid om mijn ... ) 
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GroupSu pport.com 1!i 

3. Met het ontwerpprogramma kon ik mijn ideeën goed in beeld brengen. 

A) Ballot 

Method: 

Options: 

Descriptions: 

B) Stemspreiding 

Keuzes Aantal 

Z0(1) 0 

0(2) 0 

N(3) 1 

E(4) 3 

ZE(5) 1 

Statistics 

Total 

Mean 

STD 

n 

.. 

L 

.. 

~ L 

.. 

.. 

.. 

Custom Methad 

Allow Bypass 

ZO = zeer oneens, ZE = zeer eens 

20 

E(4.00) 

0.71 

5 

0 

Results Chart (3. Met het ontwerpprogramma kon ik mijn ideeën goed ... ) 
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4. De uitleg van het ontwerpprogramma was helder. 

A) Ballot 

Method: 

Options: 

Descriptions: 

B) Stemspreiding 

Keuzes Aantal 

Z0(1) 0 

0(2) 0 

N(3) 0 

E(4) 3 

ZE(5) 2 

Custom Methad 

Allow Bypass 

ZO = zeer oneens, ZE = zeer eens 

22 

E(4.40) 

0.55 

5 

0 N --

GroupSupport.com" 

Results Chart (4. De uitleg van het ontwerpprogramma was helder.) 
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GroupSupport.com ~ 

5. Wat miste u in het ontwerpprogramma? 

1. Niets 

2. Ik mis een programma in het Nederlands; Engels vind ik niet toegankelijk voor alle doelgroepen o.a 
Doornakkers 

3. n.v.t. 

4. Gebruik van symbolen ter aanduiding van functies 

6. Wat waren de zwakke punten van deze avond? 

1. Geen 

2. Wanneer deze methode wordt toegepast in een grotere groep ben ik bang dat de bespreking van 
ieders inbreng nog veel tijd vraagt. 

Mij lijkt het heel goed om wanneer je een grote groep wilt bereiken alles op de computer te doen. 

3. n.v.t. 

4. Geen storende zwakke punten waargenomen 

7. Wat waren de sterke punten van deze avond? 

1. Kweken van saamhorigheid 

2. leder kan in alle rust, zijn/haar idee inbrengen. Wordt niet overtroefd door iemand die verbaal sterker 
is, m.a.w. de zwijgers aan het woord. 

3. Kleine groep geeft mogelijkheden om met elkaar in discussie te gaan. Dat vind ik wel belangrijk bij 
deze methode. Ik zie nog te weinig mogelijkheden om vanuit thuis dit te doen, discussie over je ideeën 
hoort erbij naar mijn idee 

4. Je kunt anoniem je mening geven 

5. Maximale betrokkenheid bij elkaars projecten. 
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Appendix 8 - Main script of drawing tooi 

import viz 
import vizinfo 
import csv 
import random 
import vizmenu 
import vizmat 
from math import sqrt 
import vizdlg 
import viztask 
import drawtool 

# Files we do not want to export 
# viz.res.addPublishFilter (' * \ drawings \ *' ) 
viz.res.addPublishFilter('*.avi') 

#viz.se tMultiSample(2) 

#viz.go (viz. FULLSCREEN,l) 
viz.go(viz.FULLSCREEN) 

# anti aliasing 

#Turn off mouse navigation. 
viz.mouse.setOverride(viz.ON) 

# ENVIRONMENT 
# Collision and clipping 
viz.MainView.collision(viz.ON) 
viz.MainView.collisionbuffer( l . 2 ) 
viz.clip(0.4, viz.AUTO_COMPUTE) 
# Sky 
env = viz.add(viz.ENVIRONMENT_MAP, 'sky.bmp') 
sky = viz . add('skydome.dlc') 
sky.texture(env) 
# fog 50 m - 500m 
viz.fogcolor(l, l ,l) 
viz.fog(70,1500) 
# model and viewpoint 
view = viz.MainView 
view.setPosition(ll.565, 1 .82, 3. 283) 
view.setEuler(l6.289, 0.0, 0.0, viz.BODY ORI) 

model = viz.addGroup() 
model.disable(viz.PICKING) 
location = model. add ( 'maxmodel_Ol. IVE', pos = [0, 0, 0]) 
planlocation = viz.add('plattegrond.IVE', pos= [0, 0 ,0]) 

screen = viz.addTexQuad() 
screen.addAction(vizact.waittime(140)) 
screen.addAction(vizact.visible_node(viz.OFF)) 
screen.setScale(4,3) 
screen.setPosition(l3,2,9) 
screen.setEuler(lS,O,O) 

movie = viz.add(viz.res.getPublishedPath('movie02.av i'), play=l) 
screen.texture(movie) 

planlocation.visible(viz.OFF) 
planlocation.disable(viz.FOG) 

# Parts of model (location ) 
location.zoffset(l, node='roads' ) 
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location.zoffset(O, node='parkinglots') 
location.zoffset(-1, node='roadlines') 
location.zoffset(-2, node='pavement') 
location.zoffset(-3, node='grass') 
location.zoffset(-3, node='privat_area') 
location.zoffset(-4, node='side') 
location.zoffset(-4, node='houses') 

# Parts of model (planlocation) 
planlocation.zoffset(-30, node='plan') 

########################################################################################## 
######## 
###### ~ffiiN STATE OF THE PROGRAM ######################################################### 
######## 

class NavigationMode: 
walk = 0 
fly = 1 
plan = 2 

navigationmode = NavigationMode.walk 
sketchmode = False 

########################################################################################## 
######## 
###### TREES ############################################################################# 
######## 

doornakkerstrees 

def setup trees(): 
treesconfig = { 

viz.addGroup(model) 

# group: (texture, height, heightvar, width, widthvar, seed) 
'bomen_type 1' : ('bomen _type 1. tga', 10.0, 3.0, 
'bomen _type_ 2': ('bomen _type_2. tga', 15.0, 4. 0' 
'bomen _type_ 3' : ('bomen type_2.tga', 14.0, 5. 0' 
'bomen _type 4': ('bomen _type_S. tga', 12.0, 4 • 01 
'bomen _type_ 5 I: ('bomen type 4. tg a', 15.0, 3. 0' 
'bomen _type 6': ('bomen _type 6. tg a', 6. 0' 1. 0' 

treepoints = {} 

def load_file(filename): 
reader= csv.reader(open(filename, "rb")) 
reader.next() #skip header file 
for row in reader: 

if not row[O] in treepoints: 
treepoints[row[O]] = [] 

7.0, 3.0, 0) ' 
10.5, 2. 0' 0)' 
8. 0' 3. 0' 0) ' 
7.5, 3. 0' 0) ' 

8. 0' 2. 0' 0) ' 
5. 0' 0. 5' 0) ' 

treepoints [row [0]] . append ( (float (row [1] ) , float (row [3]) , float (row [2]))) 

load_file ( "bptrees. csv") 

for groupName in treesconfig.keys(): 

print "Processing treetype: " + groupName 

if not groupName in treepoints: 
print "* No data found for treetype: " + groupName 



continue 

config 
points 

treesconfig(groupName) 
treepoints(groupName) 

random.seed(int(config[ 5) )) 
dwidth = config(4) I 2 
dheight = config(2) I 2 

cloneBase = None 

for point in points : 
# Firs t o b ject is t he orig ina l o ther objects wi l l b e c l ones 
if cloneBase == None : 

cloneBase = viz . addTexQuad() 
cloneBase.disable(viz . INTERSECTION) 
cloneBase . disable(viz . LIGHTING) 
cloneBase.texture(viz . addTexture( config( O))) 
tree 

else: 
tree 

cloneBase 

cloneBase . clone() 

tree.parent(doornakkerstrees) 
tree . billboard(viz.BILLBOARD_YAXIS) 
width = config( 3) + random.unifo rm(-dwidth, dwidth) 
height = config( l ) + random.uniform(-dheight, dheight) 
tree . setScale((width , height, width)) 
tree.setPosition( (point( O), point( l ) + height I 2 , point( 2 ) )) 

def updateAlpha(sliderPOS): 
doornakkerstrees.alpha(l .O - sliderPOS) 

vizac t.onslider(treeslider, updateAlphal 

treeslider . drawOrder(lOOO) 
Bomen.drawOrder( lO OO) 

setup_trees () 

##### ############################################################### ########## # ########## # 
######## 
###### LI GHTS ############################################################################ 
######## 

viz.MainView.getHeadLight() .disable() 

lightl = viz.addLight() 
lightl.setEuler( 35 ,4 0 , 0 ) 
lightl.ambient ( . 3 , . 3 , .3 ) 
lightl.intensity(. 2 ) 

light2 = viz.addLight() 
light2 . setEuler( 215,5 0 , 0 ) 
light2.ambient(. 3 , .3, .3) 
light2.intensity(.2) 

light3 = viz.addLight() 
light3.setEuler(l0,80,0) 
light3.ambient( . 3, .3, .3) 
light3 .intensity(.l) 
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########################################################################################## 
######## 
###### NAVIGATION ######################################################################## 
######## 

upButtonPressed False 
downButtonPressed = False 
leftButtonPressed = False 
rightButtonPressed = False 
enableLetterNavigation = True 

# How navigation works 
def updatelocation(e): 

if not sketchmode or navigationmode == NavigationMode.plan: 
if viz.key.isDown(viz.KEY_UP) or (enableLetterNavigation and viz.key.isDown('w')) 

or upButtonPressed: 
view.move( [O,O,moveSpeed*viz.elapsed()] ,viz.BODY_ORI) 

if viz.key.isDown(viz.KEY_DOWN) or (enableLetterNavigation and viz.key.isDown('s') 
or downButtonPressed: 

view.move( [0,0,-moveSpeed*viz.elapsed()] ,viz.BODY_ORI) 
if viz.key.isDown(viz.KEY_RIGHT) or (enableLetterNavigation and viz.key.isDown('d')) o 

r rightButtonPressed: 
if navigationmode == NavigationMode.plan: 

view.move( [moveSpeed*viz.elapsed() ,0,0] ,viz.BODY_ORI) 
else: 

view.setEuler([TURN_SPEED*viz.elapsed() ,0,0] ,viz.BODY_ORI,viz.REL PARENT) 
if viz.key.isDown(viz.KEY_LEFT) or (enableLetterNavigation and viz.key.isDown('a')) or 

leftButtonPressed: 
if navigationmode == NavigationMode.plan: 

view.move([-moveSpeed*viz.elapsed() ,0,0] ,viz.BODY_ORI) 
else: 

view.setEuler([-TURN_SPEED*viz.elapsed() ,0,0] ,viz.BODY_ORI,viz.REL_PARENT) 

WALK MOVE_SPEED = 20 # speed in m/s 
FLY_MOVE_SPEED = 40 # speed in m/s 
TURN_SPEED = 60 # speed in degrees/s 

moveSpeed = WALK_MOVE_SPEED 

# Navigation in planview 
def onMouseWheel(dir): 

if navigationmode == NavigationMode.plan: 
#The mouse wheel has changed 

if dir > 0: 
#wheel roll e d forward, zoom in 
view. move ( 0, 0, 1 0 ) 

else: 
#wheel rolled backwards, zoom out 
view.move( 0, 0, -10 ) 

########################################################################################## 
######## 
###### USER INTERFACE #################################################################### 
######## 

mainhud = viz.addGroup(viz.SCREEN) 
sketchui = viz.addGroup(viz.SCREEN) 

# Background behind buttons 



background = viz.addTexQuad(mainhud) 
background.setPosition(.5,0) 
background.setScale(15, 3 . 2 ) 
background . alpha( .6 ) 
line = viz . addTexQuad(mainhud) 
line.setPosition(.5, .159) 
line.setScale(15, .1) 
line.color(.25, .25, .25) 

# Construction of buttons 

def disableButton(buttons) 
if not hasattr(buttons, 

buttons = [buttons] 
iter ') 

for button in buttons: 
button. disable () 
button.uppicture(button.baseName + " disable .tga ") 

def enableButton(buttons): 
if not hasattr(buttons, 

buttons = [buttons] 
iter 1

) 

for button in buttons: 
button.enable () 
button.uppicture(button.baseName + " up.tga ") 

def createButton(parent, baseName, pos=[ O, 0 ], scale=[1, 1], colortarget=None, width=None) 

button = viz.addButton(parent=parent) 
button.baseName = baseName 
button.uppicture(baseName + "_up.tga") 
button.downpicture(baseName + "_down.tga") 
button.setPosition(*pos) 
button.setScale(*scale) 
if not colortarget is None : 

button.colortarget = colortarget 
if not width is None: 

button.width = width 
return button 

# Information button 
questionbutton = createButton(mainhud, 1 questionbutton 1

, pos=[.98,.94], scale=[1.5, 2 .3 8]) 
informatieneut = createButton(mainhud, 1 informat.ionout', pos=[.98,.94], scale=[l. 5 , 2.38]) 
information = createButton(mainhud, 'information', pos=[.5, .595 ], scale=[20, 20 ]) 
information.draw0rder(5000) 

# Navigation buttons 
flybutton = createButton(mainhud, 
walkbutton createButton(mainhud, 
planbutton = createButton(mainhud, 

1 flybutton 1
, pos=[.1 0 , . 11], scale=[ 1 .5,1.5]) 

1 walkbutt on', pos=[. 05 ,.11], scale=[l. 5 ,1.5]) 
'planbutton', pos=[.l O, .04 ], scale=[4 .76 , 1.5]) 

navigationbuttons = [flybutton, walkbutton, planbutton] 

# OSD Navigation buttons 
up= createButton(mainhud, 'up',pos=[.5,.11], scale=[l.5,1. 5]) 
down = createButton (mainhud, 1 down', pos= [. 5, . 04], scale= [1 . 5,1. 5]) 
left = createButton(mainhud, 'left', pos=[.45, .075], scale=[l.5,1.5]) 
right = createButton(mainhud, 'right 1

, pos=[.55,.075], scale=[l.5,1.5]) 
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# Sketch buttons 
sketchbutton = createButton(mainhud, 'sketchbutton', pos=[.98, .6], scale=[l.5, 4.76]) 
finishedbutton = createButton(sketchui, 'stopsketchbutton', pos=[.09,.95], scale=[4.76, 1. 
5]) 

textbutton = createButton(sketchui, 'textbutton', pos=[0.41,0.95], scale=[4.76, 1.5]) 
deletebutton = createButton(sketchui, 'delete', pos=[.25,.95], scale=[4.76, 1.5]) 

sketchbuttons = [finishedbutton, textbutton, deletebutton] 

# Color buttons 
bluebutton = createButton(sketchui, 'bluebutton', pos=[.52, .95], scale=[1,1], colortarget= 
[0' 0' 1]) 
redbutton = createButton(sketchui, 'redbutton', pos=[.56, .95], scale=[1,1], colortarget=[1 

' 0' 0]) 
yellowbutton = createButton(sketchui, 'yellowbutton', pos=[.60, .95], scale=[l,l], colortar 
get= [1, 1, O]) 
greenbutton = createButton(sketchui, 'greenbutton', pos=[.64, .95], scale=[1,1], colortarge 
t=[O, 1, 0]) 

orangebutton = createButton(sketchui, 'orangebutton', pos=[.68,.95], scale=[1,1], colortar 
get=[1, .5, O]) 

blackbutton = createButton(sketchui, 'blackbutton', pos=[.72, .95], scale=[1,1], colortarge 
t=[O, 0, 0]) 

colorbuttons 
n] 

[bluebutton, redbutton, yellowbutton, greenbutton, orangebutton, blackbutto 

# Linewidth buttons 
linewidthbutton3 
( 3)) 

linewidthbutton5 
( 5)) 

linewidthbutton7 
(7)) 

linewidthbuttons 

# Sketch paper 
def updatepaper(): 

createButton (sketchui, 'linewidth3', pos= [. 76, . 95], scale= [1, 1], width= 

createButton(sketchui, 'linewidth5', pos=[.80, .95], scale=[1,1], width= 

createButton(sketchui, 'linewidth7', pos=[.84,.95], scale=[1,1], width= 

[linewidthbutton3, linewidthbutton5, linewidthbutton7] 

if paper. getVisible () ! = viz. ON: 
return 

i 0 
for point in [[0.006, 0.990], [0.990, 0.990], [0.990, 0.170], [0.006, .170]]: 

line = viz.screentoworld(point) 
paper.setVertex(i, vizmat.MoveAlongLine(line.begin, line.end, line.length I 2.0)) 
i = i + 1 

viz.startlayer(viz.QUADS) 
viz.vertexcolor(1, 1, 1) 
for i in range(O, 4): 

viz.vertex(O, 0, 0) 
paper = viz.endlayer() 
paper.alpha(0.3) 
paper.draw0rder(800) 
paper.depthFunc(viz.GL_ALWAYS) 
paper.dynamic() 
paper.update = updatepaper 
paper.disable(viz.INTERSECTION) 
paper.disable(viz.PICKING) 
paper.visible(viz.OFF) 



# Functions show and hide sketchui 

def showsketchui(): 
sketchui.setPosition(l, 0, 0) 
sketchui.visible(viz.ON) 
sketchui.addAction(vizact.goto(O, 0, 0, 0.3, mode=viz.TIME)) 

paper.alpha(O.O) 
paper.visible(viz.ON) 
paper.addAction(vizact.fadeTo(0.3, time=0.3)) 

def hidesketchui(): 
sketchui.addAction(vizact.goto(l, 0, 0, 0.2, mode=viz.TIME)) 
sketchui.addAction(vizact.visible_node(viz.OFF)) 

paper.addAction(vizact.fadeTo(O.O, time=0.2)) 
paper.addAction(vizact.visible_node(viz.OFF)) 

sketchui.visible(viz.OFF) 
sketchui.setPosition(l, 0, 0) 
paper.visible(viz.OFF) 

# Werking van de buttons 

def updatenavigationbuttons(): 
if sketchmode: 

disableButton(navigationbuttons) 
if navigationmode != NavigationMode.plan: 

disableButton([up, down)) 
disableButton(sketchbutton) 

else: 
enableButton(navigationbuttons) 
enableButton( [up, down, sketchbutton)) 
if navigationmode == NavigationMode.walk: 

disableButton(walkbutton) 
if navigationmode == NavigationMode.fly: 

disableButton(flybutton) 
if navigationmode == NavigationMode.plan: 

disableButton(planbutton) 

def showinformation(): 
information.visible(viz.ON) 
informationout.visible(viz.ON) 
questionbutton.visible(viz.OFF) 

def hideinformation(): 
information.visible(viz.OFF) 
informationout.visible(viz.OFF) 
questionbutton.visible(viz.ON) 

def updatecolorbuttons(button): 
enableButton(colorbuttons) 
disableButton(button) 

def updatelinewidthbuttons(button): 
enableButton(linewidthbuttons) 
disableButton(button) 
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# Button setup 
hidesketchui() 
updatenavigationbuttons() 
hideinformation() 
updatecolorbuttons(redbutton) 
updatelinewidthbuttons(linewidthbutton3) 

def onButton(obj,state): 
global navigationmode 
global sketchmode 

global upButtonPressed 
global downButtonPressed 
global rightButtonPressed 
global leftButtonPressed 
global moveSpeed 
global currentColor 
global currentLineWidth 
global enableLetterNavigation 
global drawing 

if obj == walkbutton: 
if state == viz.DOWN: 

navigationmode = NavigationMode.walk 

viz.gravity(9.8) 
currentPos = viz.MainView.getPosition() 
viz.MainView.setPosition(currentPos[O], 20, currentPos[2]) 
moveSpeed = WALK_MOVE_SPEED 
viz.MainView.setEuler([O,O,O], mask=viz.HEAD_ORI, mode=viz.ABS PARENT) 

updatenavigationbuttons() 
hidesketchui() 
showsketchicons() 
hideinformation() 

planlocation.visible(viz.OFF) 
model.visible(viz.ON) 

elif obj == flybutton: 
if state == viz.DOWN: 

navigationmode = NavigationMode.fly 

viz.gravity(O) 
viz.MainView.velocity( [0, 0, 0]) 
currentPos = viz.MainView.getPosition() 
viz.MainView.setPosition(currentPos[O], 40, currentPos[2]) 
moveSpeed = FLY_MOVE_SPEED 
viz.MainView.setEuler( [0,20,0], mask=viz.HEAD_ORI, mode=viz.ABS PARENT) 

updatenavigationbuttons() 
hidesketchui() 
showsketchicons() 
hideinformation() 

planlocation.visible(viz.OFF) 
model.visible(viz.ON) 

elif obj == planbutton: 



if state ;; viz.DOWN: 
navigationmode ; NavigationMode.plan 

viz.gravity(O) 
viz.MainView.velocity( [0, 0, 0]) 
currentPos ; viz.MainView.getPosition() 
viz.MainView.setPosition(currentPos[O], 250, currentPos[2]) 
moveSpeed ; FLY_MOVE_SPEED 
viz.MainView.setEuler( [0,90,0], mask;viz.BODY_ORI, mode;viz.ABS PARENT) 

updatenavigationbuttons() 
hidesketchui() 
hidesketchicons() 
hideinformation() 

planlocation.visible(viz.ON) 
model.visible(viz.OFF) 

elif obj ;; questionbutton: 
if state ;; viz.DOWN: 

showinformation() 

elif obj ;; informationout: 
if state ;; viz.DOWN: 

hideinformation() 

elif obj ;; up: 
upButtonPressed 

elif obj ;; down: 
state ;; viz.DOWN 

downButtonPressed ; state ;; viz.DOWN 
elif obj ;; right: 

rightButtonPressed; state ;; viz.DOWN 
elif obj ;; left: 

leftButtonPressed ; state ;; viz.DOWN 

elif obj ;; sketchbutton: 
if state ;; viz.DOWN: 

sketchmode ; True 

showsketchui() 
updatenavigationbuttons() 
hidesketchicons() 
hideinformation() 

if navigationmode ;; NavigationMode.plan: 
open_or_create_plansketch() 

else: 
open_or_create_sketch() 

elif obj ;; finishedbutton: 
if state ;; viz.DOWN: 

sketchmode ; False 

savesketch() 
drawing.remove() 
drawing ; None 

hidesketchui() 
updatenavigationbuttons() 
showsketchicons() 
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hideinformation() 

elif obj == textbutton: 
if state == viz.DOWN: 

enableLetterNavigation 
showinputDialog() 

elif obj == deletebutton: 
if state == viz.DOWN: 

drawing. undo () 
drawing.update () 
hideinformation() 

elif obj in colorbuttons: 
if state == viz.DOWN: 

False 

currentColor = obj.colortarget 
updatecolorbuttons(obj) 
hideinformation() 

elif obj in linewidthbuttons: 
if state == viz.DOWN: 

currentLineWidth = obj.width 
updatelinewidthbuttons(obj) 
hideinformation() 

########################################################################################## 
####### 
###### SKETCH ############################################################################ 
####### 

# Add text 

inputDialog = vizdlg. InputDialog ("Voer tekst in:") 
inputDialog. accept. message ("Okay") 
inputDialog. cancel. message ("Annuleer") 
inputDialog.box.overflow(viz.OVERFLOW_CROP) 
inputDialog.box.length(2) 
viz.link(viz.CenterCenter,inputDialog) 

def showinputDialog(): 
def inputTask(): 

global enableLetterNavigation 

inputDialog.box.message(' ') 
inputDialog.box.setFocus(viz.ON) 

yield inputDialog.show() 

enableLetterNavigation = True 

if inputDialog.accepted: 
textadded = inputDialog.value 
panpos = sketchpiek ( [0. 5, 0. 5)) 
drawing.add(drawtool.Text(textadded, panpos)) 
drawing.update () 

viztask.schedule(inputTask()) 



# Sketch tool 

PANORAMA SPHERE SIZE 200 . 0 

drawing = None 
currentColor = [1 , o, 0 ] 
currentLineWidth = 3 
moveText = None 
sketchicons = None 

# The color of the line we are drawing 
# The linewi dth of the line we are drawing 
# Text node to move 

def panpick(distance, position=None): 
if position is None: 

position = viz.mouse .getPosition() 
line = viz.MainWindow.screenToWorld(position) 
dtop = vizmat . Distance(viz.MainView.getPosition(), line[ 0:3 ]) 
return vizmat.MoveAlongLine(line[ 0:3 ], line[3:6 ], distance - dtop) 

def planpick(y, position=None): 
if position is None: 

position = viz.mouse.getPosition() 

plane = vizmat.Plane(pos=[O, y, 0]) 
line = viz.MainWindow.screenToWorld(position) 
return plane.intersect(line) 

def sketchpick(position=None) : 
if navigationmode == NavigationMode.plan: 

return planpick(O) 
else : 

return panpick(PANORAMA_SPHERE_SIZE) 

def specialpick(): 
piek= viz.pick(l) 

if pick . valid: 
obj = pick.object 
if hasattr(obj, 'sketch') and vizmat.Distance(obj.sketch.pos, viz . MainView . getPosi 

t ion () ) < 1 . 0 : 
obj .disable(viz . PICKING) 
piek = viz.pick (l ) 
obj .enable(viz.PICKING) 
return piek 

return piek 

def onMouseDown(button): 
global moveText 

if button != viz.MOUSEBUTTON LEFT : 
return 

piek = specialpick() 

if pick.valid: 
print pick.name 
if hasattr(pick.object, 'movab le') and pick.object . movable: 

moveText = pick.object 
return 

if hasattr(pick.object, 'sketch'): 
if vizmat.Distance(pick. ob ject . sketch.pos, viz.MainView.getPosition()) < 1 .0: 
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hl l 

pick.object.disable(viz.PICKINGl 
else: 

loadsketch(pick.object.sketch, Truel 
return 

pos = sketchpick(l 

if not drawing is None: 
drawing.showline(drawtool.Line(pos, pos, color=currentColor, width=currentLineWidt 

def onMouseMove(el: 
if not (viz.mouse.getState(l & viz.MOUSEBUTTON_LEFTl: 

return 

if not moveText is None: 
pos = sketchpick(l 
moveText.drawingitem.setPosition(posl 

else: 
if not drawing is None and not drawing.line is None: 

drawing.line.point2 = sketchpick(l 
drawing.showline(l 

def onMouseUp(buttonl 
global moveText 

if not moveText is None: 
moveText = None 

elif not drawing is None and not drawing.line is None: 
drawing.add(drawing.linel 
drawing.clearline(l 
drawing.update ( l 

class SketchMetaData: 
def init (self, dir, filenarnel 

self.dir = dir 
self.filename = filename 
self.path = os.path.join(dir, filenarnel 

file = open(self.path, 'r'l 
data= eval(file.readline(ll 
file.close(l 

self.pos = data['pos'] 
self.euler data [ 'euler' J 

def loadsketch(meta, enableSketchingl: 
global drawing 

if not drawing is None: 
drawing. remave ( l 
drawing = None 

drawing = drawtool.Drawing.load(meta.pathl 
drawing.metadata = meta 
drawing.update(l 

viz.collision(viz.OFFl 
look = vizmat.Vector(meta.posl + (vizmat.Vector(O, 0, lOl * vizmat.Transform.euler(met 

a.eulerl l 



viz.MainView.add(vizact.goto(meta.pos, 0.5, viz.TIME, pivot=look, rotate mode=viz.BLEN 
D_ROTATE, ori_mask=viz.BODY_ORI)) 

viz.MainView.add(vizact.call(viz.collision, viz.ON)) 

if enableSketching: 
viz.MainView.add(vizact.call(onButton, sketchbutton, viz.DOWN)) 

def sketchlist(): 
glob = viz.res.getPublishedPath("drawings/"); 
sketches= [filename for filename in os.listdir(glob) if filename.endswith(".drw") and 

not filename.startswith('plan')) 
return [SketchMetaData(glob, filenarnel for filename in sketches) 

def savesketch(): 

a me) 

if hasattr(drawing, 'metadata'): 
drawing.save(drawing.metadata.path) 
return 

# Do not save not loaded sketches with no items 
if len(drawing.items) 0: 

return 

index = 1 

while True: 
filename = "sketch" + str(index) + ".drw" 
path = viz.res.getPublishedPath("drawings/" + filenarnel 
if not os.path.exists(path): 

drawing.save(path) 
drawing.metadata = SketchMetaData(viz.res.getPublishedPath("drawings/"), filen 

return 

index = index + 1 

def open_or_create_sketch() 
global drawing 

# check if we already have a sketch near our current position 
currentpos = viz.MainView.getPosition() 

for meta in sketchlist(): 
distance = vizmat.Distance(currentpos, meta.pos) 
if (distance < 1. 0): 

loadsketch(meta, False) 
return 

drawing = drawtool.Drawing() 

def open_or create plansketch() 
global drawing 

path = viz.res.getPublishedPath("drawings/"); 
filename = "plan.drw" 

# Create an empty sketch 
if not os.path.exists(path + filenarnel 

drawing = drawtool.Drawing() 
drawing.save(path + filenarnel 

meta = SketchMetaData(path, filenarnel 
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if not drawing is None: 
drawing. remove () 
drawing = None 

drawing = drawtool.Drawing.load(meta.path) 
drawing.metadata = meta 
drawing.update () 

sketchicon = viz.add('box.wrl') 
sketchicon.visible(viz.OFF) 

def showsketchicons(): 
global sketchicons 

if not sketchicons is None: 
sketchicons.remove() 

sketchicons = viz.addGroup() 

fly = navigationmode == NavigationMode.fly 

for meta in sketchlist(): 
if (fly and meta.pos[1] < 10.0) or (not fly and meta.pos[1] > 10): 

continue 

if meta.filename.startswith('example'): 
object = 'object_blue.WRL' 

if meta.filename.startswith('sketch'): 
object = 'object_red.WRL' 

icon = sketchicons.add(object, pos=meta.pos) 

if fly: 
icon.setPosition(O, -5, 0, viz.REL_GLOBAL) 

icon.disable(viz.INTERSECTION) 
icon.enable(viz.PICKING) 
icon.enable(viz.CULL_FACE) 
icon.add(vizact.spin(O, 1, 0, 50)) 
icon.sketch = meta 
icon.setScale(1.2,1.2,1.2) 

def hidesketchicons(): 
global sketchicons 

if not sketchicons is None: 
sketchicons.remove() 

showsketchicons() 

########################################################################################## 
####### 
###### CALLBACKS ######################################################################## 
####### 

def onUpdate(e): 
updatelocation(e) 
paper. update () 

viz.callback(viz.BUTTON_EVENT,onButton) 
viz.callback(viz.UPDATE EVENT,onUpdate) 



viz.callback(viz . MOUSEWHEEL_EVENT,onMouseWheel) 
viz . callback(viz . MOUSE_MOVE EVENT,onMouseMove) 
viz . callback(viz . MOUSEUP_EVENT,onMouseUp) 
viz . callback(viz . MOUSEDOWN_EVENT,onMouseDown) 
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Appendix C - Drawing script 

import viz 
from sets import Set 

class Drawing: 
def init (self): 

self.items = [] 
self.pos = viz.MainView.getPosition() 
self.euler = viz.MainView.getEuler(viz.BODY_ORI) 
self.group = viz.addGroup() 
self.drawinggroup = viz.addGroup(self.group) 
self.textgroup = viz.addGroup(self.group) 
self.textgroup.depthFunc(viz.GL_ALWAYS) 
self.textgroup.drawOrder(lOOO) 
self.linenode =None 
self.linewidths =Set() 
self.line =None 

def add(self, item): 
self.items.append(item) 

if isinstance(item, Line): 
self.linewidths.add(item.width) 

def showline(self, line=None): 
if not line is None: 

self.line = line 

self. hideline () 

if self.line is None: 
return 

viz.startlayer(viz.LINES) 
viz.linewidth(self.line.width) 
viz.vertexcolor(self.line.color) 
viz.vertex(self.line.pointl) 
viz.vertex(self.line.point2) 
self.linenode = viz.endlayer() 
self.linenode.depthFunc(viz.GL_ALWAYS) 
self.linenode.drawOrder(lOOO) 

def hideline(self): 
if not self.linenode is None: 

self.linenode.remove() 
self.linenode =None 

def clearline(self): 
self. hidel ine () 
self.line =None 

def update(self): 
self.drawinggroup.remove() 
self.drawinggroup = viz.addGroup(self.group) 
self.drawinggroup.depthFunc(viz.GL_ALWAYS) 
self.drawinggroup.drawOrder(lOOO) 

for linewidth in self.linewidths: 
viz.startlayer(viz.LINES) 
viz.linewidth(linewidth) 
for item in self.items: 



if isinstance(item, Line) and item.width 
viz.vertexcolor(item.color) 
viz.vertex(item.pointl) 
viz.vertex(item.point2) 

viz.endlayer(self.drawinggroup) 

for item in self.items: 
if isinstance(item, Text): 

if item.node ==None: 

linewidth: 

item.node = viz.addText(item.text, self.textgroup, pos=item.pos, color 
=item.color) 

item.node.setScale(5,5) 
item.node.billboard(viz.BILLBOARD_VIEW POS) 
item.node.movable = True 
item.node.alignment(viz.TEXT_CENTER_BOTTOM) 
item.node.drawingitem = item 

else: 
item.node.setPosition(item.pos) 

def undo(self): 
if len(self.items) > 0: 

item= self.items.pop() 
i tem. remove () 

def remove(self): 
self.group.remove() 

def save(self, filenarnel 
# Update looking direction 
self.euler = viz.MainView.getEuler(viz.BODY_ORI) 

file= open(filename, 'w') 
try: 

file.write(str({ 'pos': self.pos, 'euler': self.euler}) + "\n"); 
for item in self.items: 

file.write(str(item.tojson()) + "\n"); 
finally: 

file. close() 

@classmethod 
def load(cls, filenarnel: 

drawing = Drawing() 

file= open(filename, 'r') 
try: 

json = eval(file.readline()) 
drawing.pos = json['pos'] 
drawing.euler = json['euler'] 

for line in file.readlines() 
json = eval(line) 

if json['type'] == 'line': 
drawing.add(Line.fromjson(json)) 

elif json['ty~e'] == 'text': 
drawing.add(Text.fromjson(json)) 

finally: 
file.close() 
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return drawing 

class Item: 
def init (self): 

self.drawing =None 

def remove(self): 
if not self.drawing is None: 

self.drawing.items.remove(self) 

def tojon (self) 
return {} 

®classmethod 
def fromjson(cls, json) 

return None 

class Line(Item): 
def init (self, pointl, point2, color=[O, 0, 0], width=3): 

Item. init (self) 
self.pointl = pointl 
self.point2 = point2 
self.color color 
self.width = width 

def tojson(self): 
return { 

I type I : I line I I 

'pointl': self.pointl, 
'point2': self.point2, 
'color': self.color, 
'width': self.width 

®classmethod 
def fromjson(cls, json): 

return Line (json [ 'pointl'], json[ 'point2'], json[ 'color'], json[ 'width']) 

class Text(Item): 
def init (self, text, pos, color= [0, 0, 0]): 

Item. init (self) 
self.text = text 
self.pos =pos 
self.color = color 
self.node =None 

def remove(self): 
Item.remove(self) 
if not self.node is None: 

self.node.remove() 

def setPosition(self, pos): 
if not self.node is None: 

self.node.setPosition(pos) 
self.pos =pos 

def toj son ( self) 
return { 

'type ' : 'text ' , 
'text': self.text, 



' p os' : self.pos, 
'color': self . color 

®classmethod 
def fromjson(cls, json): 

return Text(json['text '], json['pos '], json[' color' ]) 
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Appendix D - On the design 

Why did I not make architecture that makes people want to make pictures, or that can be seen on the cover of magazines? 

My design for the Turkish senior apartments is quite simple. lt is no landmark and does not attract special attention. lnstead of 

this the building blends with its surroundings and it flnishes an existing urban structure. 

First of all , I think this location and function do not lend themselves for this. The location is in the middle of residential area and 

the building is for residential purposes as well. And not just a residential purpose. but a special one: Turkish seniors, which is not 

really appreciated by everyone. 

People that used the tooi showed to prefer architecture that blends with the existing buildings. some liked the building to be 

modern . which is a bit vague term . 

The seniors themselves had mainly wishes that had to do with use and size and not so much with the appearance of the 

building. I considered it important to give this target group what they wished for, as much as possible, as a matter of fact, they 

are the ones that have to live there. Translating their wishestoa fitting design was my main gain. 

Second, the school building that was repurposed was important for the neighborhood. lt's appearance was noted as important 

for the image of Doornakkers and many of the inhabitants have visited this school when they were young. I considered it 

important to keep this building visible. They new building should notoverrule it. 

I myself do not think Doornakkers needs to get all kind of special buildings and landmarks all of sudden. I do not believe 

landmark architecture makes a neighborhood better. Of course a super cool and special building can have a good influence 

on a neighborhood, it might make inhabitants proud of it and it can make the neighborhood a bit prettier. But not every kind 

of building is suitable for this. I think if Doornakkers should get a special (landmark-like) building, this should be a building for 

the whole neighborhood, not just for a small target group like Turkish seniors. There are different location in Doornakkers 

that are important for future developments. For example the Tongelaar will (most likely) be redeveloped with functions that 

are interesting for the whole neighbourhood . I say; let a location like this be the one that stands out between the rest of the 

neighborhood. 

Though. the design I made might look standard and easy to make. there were a lot of wishes and demands that had to be 

taken care of wile design ing. Combining all wishes, both those of the seniors and those that resulted from the tooi test into a 

correct building is quite a task, which is exactly was this graduation was about: gathering wishes and using these wishes on an 

appropriate way. The residents on the flrst place. 



Appendix E - Surveys first test 

Respondent 1 

Vragenvooraf 

1 Geslacht lliJ [!] 

2 Leeftijd 52 

3 Hoeveel uur per dag gemiddeld, werkt u met een computer; 

Op werk-/schooldagen 1... uur 

Op andere dagen _L. uur 

4 Werkt u met programma's als PhGm.tiOO. Corel enz.? 

Ja, dagelijks 

Ja, regelmatig 

Ja, soms 

Nee, vrijwel nooit 

Nee, nooit 

5 In -nee sector bent u -'aalrn/ studeren? 

qe~dWid~~4 ___ 

Vragen achteraf 

Fictieve woning rwpondent: 

2 Was het u, na het lezen van de opdracht, duidefijk wat er van u verwacht werd? 

~,omdat i~ ~ ~. 01 _d,~ Oi«4ltL i.IJ. 
t k?clr.. k..~2t:=®._d~~o/t ~Mt..,. 

3 Was het u meteen duidelijk wet welke knop deed? Oopen, vliegen, naar de plattagrond, schetsen enz.) 

nU! tJnRlefM' I o1 ~ ~UtJ~d. u Gluj_ck\7--i._=..:....· --- - --

4 Wat vond u van de mogelijkheden om door de omgeving te navigeren (§oppen op het sche~ 

pijlljes toetsen of WASD toetsen), en van welke optie heeft u zelf gebruik gemaakt? 

~·-~l ·~ d, I ·~;!!L !t d~ :~· ;;::~Jt':t% +!=.':/ 
s Wat vond u van de tekenmogelljkheden? Oijnen trekken In verschilende kleuren en diktes, 

tekst toevoegen en verplaatsen en een stap terug gaan.) Waren deze toereikend, of mist u 

bepaalde functionaliteiten? 

TOtbü.W 1 \4 QD\hJ. &J. na& f: Qg\ ola,..t,a..:/.6 j:\bf.· 
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7 Als er In uw eigen omgeving een soortgelijk vraagstuk zou liggen en de gemeente zou deze tooi 

aan aUe omwonenden ter beschikking stellen, bijvoorbeeld via inlemet of op een cd-rom die u in uw 

brievenbus ontvangt, zou u hier dan gebruik van maken? 

-+-,omdat :ili_~ IN d C rrt k d.t·il~ , 

-------------------------
·------------------··----



- v:eet Met ~ ~e ~ .,o. ehde ~·ttl'\pje 
-~ ltl€0 ~ l~ ~ '? 
- w'UD«1 ~ $~1 

- kor- \olt>.he ~'et- v:.~ 

- ~ 1\i~ ~ c\? mu.45 ~a"\ ~ L..t)Otl8\ an €.IQ"'\ 

9n ~ "b"ek:keî . 

- WC\o I'().. ~ tfrrt*lsr rret ro. u~e,.. ole cp:xroci-tl. c::llA.weer 
V0[f*"~ ~ ~ det'ttlS ~ ~0'9'\ ipv ~ or"r. 

- ~ ea, ~«Je ~ ro.~~{in bet-er 
- \vcA. hln\s rooll~ on ~l:-'" ~ "*~rEh . 
- eb~\- &a:d,o Y\l~ (X).n ~ .-W.ocv' d U..w9-\. Gn-\ Ut<fd.gr. 

~e kunr'\ert . 

... ~ eJ Yl.l'G.t {;{A(l dN- ~~ VOO.~ ~ ll-\teo~ 
(J.?O"lolEh ;"" ote t-col N\0€0t t ,,.u ltu~ tUef Meet) 

- UJ.e:r. e uH·~ ~Cit~~ werlt-\~ ~~ ( L,.t&Q Uor-n j~ 
r~t ~,.. ~ ~t.A.w t-v\~. _ ) 

r: ----~ 1(. ~c\ee wo.o ~tore--.. J 

~d~fU~!JZ_/ ~ ~ 'l:e ~ ~ · 
--7> ~e ~ ~ c.p €ffeCk 

- W\-elt \clee, ~ ~-.. \X).n ~~ lÎ) o\e f(,.l(l"/\~ • 
...., ~ e;b..r ~ ~ ~~r .• ~ 

--:> ~ ~!") .:t.etfd,e ~~ t»:, ~k ~ . 

l.S~.S ::1;.-S I 
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Respondent 2 

Vragen vooraf 

1 Geslacht 191 GJ 
2 Leeftijd _,\,.,..&....__ 

4 Werkt u met programma's als PhiiiDihoo, Corel enz.? 

Ja, dagelijks 

Ja, regelmatig 

Ja, soms 

Nee, vrijwel nooit 

Nee, nooit 

Vragen achteraf 

Fictieve woning reapondent 

1 Maakte het introductiefilmpje volgens u voldoende duidelijk hoe u met de looi moest werlten? 

~ i~tÎ~~~~~, 
2 Was het u, na het lezen van de opdracht, duidelijk wat er van u verwacht werd? 

• )Q , omdat .. 
3 Was het u mateen duidelijk wat welke knop deed? (lopen, vliegen, naar de plattegrood, schetsen enz.) 

Js QUOtZQ ~ tX;. c1R ~~ \X»r ca:bttJ 
~- • · r 't 

4 Wat vond u van de mogelijkheden om door de omgeving te navigeren (knoppen op het &eherm, 

~~of WASD toetsen), en van welke optie heeft u zelf gebruik gemaakt? 

~~· _(JQ_Q.C.OG?e:Je(~t. . · LJ 81 Q • . k IÇRQ 
Glt.aeo n._d& __ QR.J.-...Û /poen en o<A6. za...t heb 0&1 
~t'.t:J ' • • 
~ Y.f#l--~--.. ---------------

5 Wat vond u van de tekenmogelijklteden? (lijnen trekken in verschillende kleuren en diktes, 

tekst toevoegen en verplaatsen en een stap terug gaan.) Waren deze toereikend, of mist u 

bepaalde functionaliteiten? 

tr:. ~ _ru_ '\':1\e,.\~ en 00 ~ .hooa&er 
Ql4 Je. lr.t._çQA I~ ~~eo :C.I)u~ W9C4.pc.. 



6 Vond u dal u de geslelde vragen kon beantwoorden met de mogelijkheden die deze tooi biedt? 

~,QQ_. __ . omdat ... ..2L.J.:~Üt:CO. ... Ji,1D.tn .. __ ~t.'ü.l~~L.Cr'.~Y".} __ 
W:Qr(j[~_CrL_~_.....:.:_:t.t~.-~----·------·------·----

7 Als er in uw eigen omgeving een soortgelijk vraagstuk zou liggen en de gemeente zou deze looi 

aan alle omwonenden ter beschikking stellen, bijvoorbeeld via internet of op een cd-rom die u in uw 

brievenbus ontvangt. zou u hier dan gebruik van maken? ~ 

JEL ....... · OMdM __ QQLC4L~J:octLJeóe[_<~L.'t. __ ... ______ _ 
J:~--=(S) __ t_~-_t~_jJQ1lC ..... ..bUL~.--l-lli.~.J::'~ 
-~!,e-~...QC(1é,;:__ ____________ .. _______________ .,, .... ________ _ 

8 Algemene opmerkingen. 
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- \".,t::-'(~;\ \_.u(:\ f'(J c>\..."'\1-- te,·c_·:k (~ 1 ?' c1~1t..l\. ,.cl 
lYx:·e.t: ·~..x,_t·ti::'-·, 

) 1:x::·:)tH-c.J. t-:
'· x 

') 
- pbrc_t\.''ld:: pro th~0r-- v' or'Y·I loL<-c"h·e \:e k:~r0.n k"<:-~he,-1 

······) "~ . .:.e:~l~~ t c~DJ'' n,cp try:1c:h') lt.:\~f-~n . 

cfl<,e"'-c( on .. , \tn...-t"·'-0{'t\ct f_;r--c.Jfc....p·,c..t...~;:,.-) c.Á.ff· Z.·, c\'-2.. 

\:"'JO\ \1\. ,~ "-3-t:- b - t.. c ( red·ü e h·"..,.., fY\J.:U- ~".~-t.A··r--t- , c&- I ~ . - ) ... ~~ - l:::'') -=· )\(-', ........ • } 

~ :::;> C-*?A:>\-u .. -tl c:üe. c-d (~-.-dl.:',... - r 0 ~ i_Cfn\-Ce r)et::A ~ qcsed.. J 
~_) J E' {fB'_:..~ ) (X{..) .. t01'1t-.c~h.)(:}-.... 

t---ekB•I.-: 'üx\ne-ro~e.:n 

· vwwti- kt JÎ(·i· rO.r.t okü je ~ 0p oGt.\'..J ~/~ Lt.Ul<k~h. 

~ ~t' U~ t { 00Jo;:y1 . 
- [ :.f"".x ~ ere n h "ef Gt'T\ 

q>lDt~-s\"':f~ (CO"'l. 

t-etv~' 

rhl:l.t ~- m~<:?lcj__.hEdEh -:) virv:·O-

cU',\~G\ t:t~.J {nceyn.pt eGt- 'ro+i:'f::'{;OE;jc:\c... 
... .../ ...J 

- ,~y>cep- ~ét::~io [f~1)1CU~-',I ud I~ J-?) L~:-v-1- h~) c;(0e.~ 

( tJk)L'-.1..0 l.-<.~~ €-LJ,'St (~ '.:X~h--é?t-5. b.f!r,-b.c_'lc. ~ yt~.f.~· 

- he.P-0· u<?t) ~~J cAan cb-l . ) {? 'L·..tc~.--' IWfE-.t ~Lu.A.ei'\ cr'Y\_ 1...9'd-{-).r 

1:--eJ<u.n n e-

Bt ~ CX\~\_-Je~B\ cp de t:xr::-rc;[;--.=J ef') Q~?Ct \_)Q,--.._ 

l--u:'0C-Ej'~ c-loc).r...c'?. 

- EJC"·0 
.. ,r Of-> 801 ,c:y.~)e~~cYV\(>A\. CXJQr ~ de'k~Js. 

~· -~ 0~ Dvh \10D~Ae- ~;e~e>.J..:. 



Respondent 3 

Vragen vooraf 

Geslacht ~ ~ 

2 Leeftijd "S2 

3 Hoeveel uur per dag gemiddeld, werkt u met een computer; 

Op werk-/schooldagen }l_ uur 

Op andere dagen J_ uur 

4 Werkt u met programma's als Phclklllhoo., Corel enz.? 

Ja, dagelijks 

Ja, regelmatig 

Ja, soms 

Nee, vrijwel nooit 

Nee, nooit 

5 lnwellce~bent~~studeNn? 

cro~~ 

Vragen achteraf 

Fidieve woning respondent: 

2 Was het u, na het lezen van de opdracht, duidelijk wat er van u verwacht werd? 

~ 0\, ,omdat 

5 Wat vond u van de tekenrnogetijkheden? Oijnen trekken in verschillende kleuren en diktes, 

tekst toevoegen en verplaatsen en een stap terug gaan.) Weren deze toereikend, at mist u 

~~ 

/Lq, leie ht1 fJrl< , 
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6 Vond u dat u de gestelde vragen kon beantwoorden met de mogelijkheden die deze tooi biedt? 

I ;:, , omdat 

7 Als er in uw eigen omgeving een soortgelijk vraagstuk zou liggen en de gemeente zou deze tooi 

aan alle omwonenden ter beschikking stellen, bijvoorbeeld via internet of op een cd-rom die u in uw 

brievenbus ontvangt, zou u hier dan gebruik van maken? . . / 

_j er_. omdat _ _L..s_ __ _::!_.~!_.:_.;._ ___ ~ q- -~" . C..--~---------
--~-e..::.<;~_<L.::::J...!.:,.- w i-4 J._../~:!L.J) f".d..::-.::.. .. ~'-1----,r--------------

8 Algemene opmerkingen . 

. :/..~--L-~.--6 . .::.~<-:l-'~--{__6__;:::...~:. ·--< __ ~c:-. /l' _0::::._<::;-_t. __ _ 
··'~? -t' .-~ ~r n ..- ;-(. /~=--··-----·-···--····----·---··--------------------

- ~.--. ~ locc~-e '"'\A't_2L u:'I\CÁ..C--1\ }" de p\c..--.l-4-c:?Öra.--..c.-( 

51"~=1-f'i.::- ~"\À.et ~c:k. ~ rreEJ: ~f',Cv-.._ Y\Cx. '--><·y·'"'e-, ( V.....'E-.::...l 

((CA_·\'"'- L-0~\ q',~) ) ' 

,jo.t~t- r'IA.'el- k-.c~ Se,'f?-..~yVJ r~ o.\e crr 
(<='J-6 [fl--ek6'0.- ~-eef-~ o.b ~ 

iV\O'C-Lü-t-- 1·n '(_e. ll\.0){--c.?\.r--F-e_ tr:.;:c)\. ~' ·w-P-er dcor-o\.G<cA--fe_ 

~ek-01\\(j . 

- ,_1:xo~.i-- cJ.oo.;-,no .. otl?.r c? ole-tad.S (bet.v.~-60 e_ ~cL ) . 



Respondent 4 

Vragen vooraf 

1 Geslacht ~ ~ \lfOUvJ 

2 Leeftijd 21 

3 Hoeveel uur per dag gemiddeld, werkt u met een computer; 

Op werk-/schooldagen ~uur 

Op andere dagen ...3., uur 

4 Wertd u met programma's als Phojioehl:liJ, 

Ja, dagelijks 

Ja, regelmatig 

Ja, soms 

Nee, Vlijwel nooit 

Nee, nooit 

Vragen achteraf 

1 Maakte het lntroductlefdmpje volgens u voldoende duldaNjk hoe u met da tooi moest werken? 

are ,CX!Mial aé ~:;e~\-tcm~~~ w~. hoe Je 

2 Was het u, na het lezen van da opdracht, duide&jk wat er van u verwacht werd? 

Ja-· omdat i{c... \.\>j<)\: bootei YUQr1~f!J o.l koNieo 
IJ. JOCH\ (.Q bcWVfej ect~J OO<t'l$\'e(J, ttk 
wop\t' aU €1'Cl Ot'e .... i-~hl.\,(2€u...· --------

3 Was het u meteen duidelijk wet welke knop deed? (lopen, vliegen, naar de plattegrond, sche!SetJ --) 

oee I • re 

4 Wat vond u van da mogelijkheden om door de omgeving te navigeren (knoppen op het schelm, 

\ 

pijltjes loetsen of WASO toetsen), en van welke optie heeft u zelf gebruik gemaakt? 

ngew\kkeld. omdal ik er otet {.U} \amm Me J\fk t.Vfrk.te 
met Q((e îZ'iOpm êi\ W\.08f1\J< loMM OM l=e l{l{4>!'qVÓ") 

5 Wat vond u van de tekenmogelijkheden? (lijnen trekken In verschilende kleuren en diktes, 

tekst toevoegen en verplaatsen en een stap terug gaan.) Waren deze toereikend, of mist u 

bepaalde functionaliteiten? 

ifJZ\f2;"Jg'GDo~g{~ )ZoudeT1 ~emawttefgkev lP('] 
/ 
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6 Vond u dat u de gestelde vragen kon beantwoorden met de mogelijkheden die deze tooi biedt? 

_M_. omdat ik._~_bef.e_ ___ ~f(J.-\~ _ill!l___h& ______ , 
··--·---···----PL~Jb..t.L.filt't ~oc~\-e. -------·------·---

7 Als er in uw eigen omgeving een soortgelijk vraagstuk zou liggen en de gemeente zou deze tooi 

aan aHe omwonenden ter beschikking stellen, bijvoorbeeld via internel of op een cd-rom die u in uw 

brievenbus ontvangt, zou u hier dan gebruik van maken? 

in ·~ -QlLdezL~ec_WQî.ill.-~~~~tJfMv .-2:ëû:td~~=ze~~i..s.L, ' . ' '·k_ __ 
____ J(Q,_1.__yv\è( ll f!l\_ ____ .. ____________ -·------

8 Algemene opmerldngen. 

--------------- ·-------

·-------- ------------------

1/1 k 
_. iAX-2-cl V\A~:;t- f'V'I2eJ' (~k te er 1 M.(J&.k- lA_U'~ e'î . 

d_ct:-:k: er 'o,.~ C:\J€.,.. orn ~ .S.C..-he.J--.(._('~ i;:e 

..." do.cht d(xr e- ECh k'fP eL~~ ~~ \:t..t.S..SEX\ 

b€9 \IJn (:!n • 

3D <?.f\ pl:::tl-t-~::rO·"Y{ 

) -~ ~keti _:y~ (ÁJ(-~- - -~l~}-~~3!.~?.·~-- ,·s er vu\~k ,'n &P )~?. 
[ w;-~_i- (c,y tor l-(2k<-?:' t _ _>:>:>~-- :i?!: ~'Eh c-p \.a:)"=Q::-0 
5~{:- rt-t'cl hce. è:.e. 6b Meet- .t-e.k&t.Q..r-- 0 p Q81 

plcxt- JveA ' . 

- c;{ u. LV'- i-- eJJB\ 0CO / . q_ e AO-. -v . ohJ, heJ.?-ft !'V-- C'....cr-. I u...LJ:

LU: Ir -€; (\~ weJ . 

c\r-l'èJt l"v& o(cvr c~t-- WC\ i- JE StJ-tGdrs· t ,·s vvC\~ ;e r:lel

.-:.) cJe ~:-hers iS i-toJ r.f20t.{.( ~c ... ~"' Y- ..- ·· j .f 1--n-tv,.J- 0-h n)J:J.J--

cArcc-te>c.,0t en <i_ .... ~ 

vt "d. v re&st- t-e.. ~<"Cl?~ 



Respondent 5 

Vragen vooraf 

Geslacht f3J GJ 
2 Leeflijd ,2 S: 

3 Hoeveel uur per dag gemiddeld, werkt u met een computer; 

I • . • .. ... 
'

r -.~· . -' . ' .. 
.\ .. .. 

- . r 
Op werk-/schooldagen _E_ uur 

Op andere dagen Luur 

4 Werkt u m:=·s als Photos~hop, Corel enz.? 

Ja, regelmatig 

Ja, soms 
Nee. vrijwel nooit 

Nee. nooit 

5 In welke sector bent u wertaaam/ studeren 1 

-~"W l\Aoc4 I .ju. cl......t 

Vragen achteraf 

... ~._:_:/I 

1 Maakte het introductiefilmpje volgens u voldoende duidelijk hoe u met de tooiiTIOe$1 werken? 

N.R , omdat --~~i&J:s_ ~ rud,---------
W \NU.4..45 M iJl_ o~ W ~ fAAIA , •·· IAL.!K wt.r 
.ryrAAtk. '-'4 1-~ Ie§. ~ y~~ 

2 Was het u, na het lezen van de opdracht, duidelijk wat er van u verwacht werd? 

-i-'t-, omdat _ ~ ~±! ~8:-~~~-----
- --f" ln>UK -~- _ ~ ~~ 
__ __ >.Á).i.c.bL.t ... .ar- w ,fA. .y.(,e - -·----- .., ________ _ 

3 Waa het u meieert dulclaltk a welke~ deed? (lopen, vliegen, naar de plattegrond, ld1etserl enz.) 

~. wt1. ~tJI.4 stpt (e ~Al' Laa..J.?,. ''"''1J 

4 Wat vond u van de mogelijkheden om door de omgeving te navigeren (knoppen op het scherm, 

pijltjes toetsen cl WASD toe18an), en van welke optie heeft u zelf gebruik gemaakt? 

~. omdat •• Vk ~ go ~ cN~c.". 1,WS- ~&<~__oV'f'. f'-'t 
~~loát.cw"•>-d ~Y\ - ë) . -
~?~kk "~~k ........ ""'-<~ 11(... -~.",C;Àu~__:1,__ _____ , 

5 Wat vond u van de tekanmogeUjkheden? (lijnen trekken In verschillende kleuren en diktes, 

tekst toevoegen en verplaatsen en een 5tap terug gaan.) W868n deze toereikend, cl mist u 

bepaalde funclionaliteiten? 

~d\oAIM."'- ~ ·, ~ u,. '1"' b... ~ .1:: *'ti~ 
I\JY1. 1Aajc, 

1 
.rtic ul:tev- g.. 4@1-48.e"" ltM 
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6 Vond u dat u de geslelde vragen kon beantwoorden met de mogelijkheden die deze tooi biedt? 

'· , __ ~ ... omdat '11.. l.r. i-'- CJ~ 1' J,gg__ k~ '"~.A-~· L. fP -r-.:=..:......." +---l!L'Y .. Lr.-; . -p-----·---==-r'-
·---~t.--....:?~<r\k ~~~--·--------·-

7 Als er in uw eigen omgeving een soortgelijk vraagstuk zou liggen en de gemeente zou deze tooi 

aan aHe omwonenden ter beschikking stellen, bijvoorbeeld via internet of op een cckom die u in uw 

brievenbus ontvangt, zou u hier dan gebruik van maken? 

-~·omdat -fL-~ ~~"'r_ "-""""~~ ~ _ 
Jw,y ~ I,J.t!_~ 3 ~ 11\.11-tAA Je. ~------

--------------·------·------
8 Algemene opmerkingen. 

----f2"~~ ~ +~--2-'D_~-~ .J1) o~.wl"j 
:=ll-~'':3 ~ ook. ~=~ -~l-!. i~ !&f-~4: ~: ,,~~~~ va--. 

--------~-.. --..:.·-------·---------------- 1-. 'D l"' ~D. 

- VVO..~Dr'"Y' p"~C\1--~ro""ol 

-~ :fJ.wOt b:J 0\l~)e 

'-.0-\.~ ~ Op otoJ- 9-

~~\.<..+ oU:~. 
- f\-\Á~t: Ot'êbtt {v.noh~ 

\.-ad. \'\A.~ door dD-t ~rol ( "tC:O~ \S. 

kov-- ~Of'"'der w ~ le3 o-v-er lt\:Eé] "f'r'€7;: ote ..sche.t::s ~noh~ 
l:eKS~ & e-8 ~yOc:?e 
U0"L~O\C-lr-~ o'OJ'- <j?J"ek€r0-o I~ lol~~ Y'\Q-...Q\o-. \.::-- ct.Q.__ 
scJr.e.t-s. ~Pa e fl'd-- <2f"'.. ts.. ~ 

- Jo.~r.--..er o(c ... r s;ohe.t:s: ,V:Q.k- uc .... n o.~'d..eJ-<2. kDY't- t-~ ~€A.. 

\s, 'f'V-..C\C\t-.. ~et b€tY:5f-l€À~ O(o..t- oo..r 9:o 1'.s. 



Respondent 6 

Vragen vooraf 

Geslacht ~ Q 
2 Leeftijd 5"4 

3 Hoeveel uur per dag gemiddeld, werkt u met een computer; 

Op werlc-lschooldagen _?__uur 

Op andere dagen .1_ uur 

4 W~t u m:=::s ~s ~~ Corel enz.? 

Ja. soms 

Nee, vrijwel nooit 

Nee, nooit 

5 In welke sector bent u werlaaam/ ~1 

a..~~ U.C I Y' ... 1:. t.i.t.... 

Vragen achteraf 

1 Maakte het introductiefilmpje volgens u vddoende duldeHjk hoe u met de looi moest werlcen? 

I'VloB ,omdat kt ,.>ot' *"'+lj: :;)Q~· w.A, 

3 Was het u meteen duidelijk wat welke knop deed? (lopen, vliegen, naar de plattegrond, schetsen enz.) 

I1R.t b..J •IQ ......... d d 

4 Wat vond u van de mogelijkheden om door de omgeving te navigeren (knoppen op het scherm, 

!)l~es loetsen of WASD toetsen), en van welke optie heeft u zelf gebruik gemaakt? 

~·-- . ~IJÏr<J .bcEtc 

s Wat vond u van de tekenmogelijkheden? (lijnen trekken In verschiftende kleuren en dildes, 

tekst toevoegen en verplaatsen en een slap terug gaan.) Waren deze toereikend, of mist u 

bepaalde funclionaliteilen? 

ha~\f .;1''*:~ ~~;ti 
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6 Vond u dat u de gestelde vragen kon beantwoorden met de mogelijkheden die deze tooi biedt? 

~omd~~-cr~~~--===:===--=-~~~===:====~:==~:==· 
·----------·-·-·------------·-·-------· 

7 Als er in uw eigen omgeving een soortgelijk vraagstuk zou liggen en de gemeente zou deze tooi 

aan alle omwonenden ter beschikking stellen, bijvoorbeeld via internet of op een cd-rom die u in uw 

brievenbus ontvangt, zou u hier dan gebruik van maken? 

C., ~~at '%-~:..-)L~--U<......='--'d..<• ,.........~~'--""::.<.·. _,.d...;K""' . ..___ 

J~·' 8&.0~---------------

8 Algemene opmeoongen . 

. JI.t. vwd l • .w lt.. !. """- l:i. rL_~~---lo<.·.._.........____.."....,."'""'""_......."""-f._,.,= 

\J\rcl-t \\f?t- ~~ 0'\11 I-e t:t:e\nr1ffi. 
1.0eet ru'e} hc.e h.er ~w r.e t-ek81~ -~ wok- wmolk 

i>Yeo'eD uer vue~ ) Mee ~D r~re_ ) makel ? 
~o~t:- \S sa;y;f~e k::R.tou.wi.:J , c{a_l\ hcoE)bou.w C-) 

ru::et )euk LDC!\ O'nl,...)()n_~d{?n a~re kon~/ .sc>cAJ i'PS'd 

eJ39'\ l!J-c 1'\.t'ek- moo·i ) , BeoiLlt\r ~et 5 roker t-e rVO-k0\ . 

-) ru'et- f9'n o(~r- J12 \)ÇQ1 ~~o~ h2.rv() f'n~ cvn otd.. 

~~ ~- Q t-E ue.rwgct-er-en . 

-~ 

2 u 4s t-e ~':) 

~elcbt.t ~ ) e vu ·er.s 0<~1'1 • 
rl\ U..L.\A ~ !tju91 • 

7f ?a3kt ru~ ~ 
~ h:x.~'fJQ_ j 

I 0\RJ V'"t:t ~d.oc"-.t e_ I. 

lDlto.h'e w.r- ~; 

~~o~ :Jet....X:Vn 

_.er-_5<?1'--~ s'h:to- ~ 
~ )IL{:. • 



Respondent 7 

Vragen vooraf 

1 Geslacht ~@ 
2 Leeftijd 41.. 
3 Hoeveel uur ~~iddeld, -.-kt u met een computer, 

Op ~s~dagen Q uur 

Op andere dagen 2,_ uur 

4 Werkt u met programma's als Ph!llaahoo., Corel enz.? 

Ja, dagelijks 

Ja, regelmatig 

Ja, soms 

Nee, vrijwel nooit 

Nee, nooit 

Vragen achteraf 

-=== .. -- -· 

4 Wat vond u van de mogelijkheden om door de omgeving te navigeren (knoppen op het achenn, 

pi~ljes toetsen of WASD toetsen)/'n_van welke optie heeft u zelf geb~k gemaakt?N JJc ~ 

-~ ~6\__lQ __ ~_-0~~~~/ 
~vv~~ 

5 Wat vond u van de tekenmogelijkheden? {lijnen trekken in verschiUende kleuren en diktes, 

tekst toevoegen en verplaatsen en een stap terug gaan.) Waren deze toereikend, d mist u 

bepaalde functionaliteiten? 

--~-~-~-~-'-·~~ 
~~~~Q~-~~ 

\"'-
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7 Als er in uw eigen omgeving een soortgelijk vraagstuk zou liggen en de gernMnte zou deze tooi 

- loco.h:a toèToo.J-) fh€-{d.frt 1'11 cpdr. 
- hoe u. e-ouer o{e-tk l: 1' ~tabEe) ei 
- kfiJ&=- ~(0 °En~J-er wel ~ 

-~0. ~~vch'e h<e je ~ ulr'~e-t 
CtkJ P5' over lov.>p ~1- pop-vp w~J- Ad ~~ 

pr~beert Ct./142 kr.Of>p &1 w•t: . 

vr~l-- '?:?'eh Of w&J- VAelMij~ o0en... 
- {ekSt b be 3rcot- ~ kvtr- ~ loter 

- ) en{::re.a. ~h:)Á ~'-'6" ~ r éJ l ~ '5t!Ak.. r.u.s ~ OtAol<L 

e- ~"eu\.0< ct~ t-e p~..S€1"' 

~\~ ®IV\ ·~ of- ~k . osp ciOErt. 

-Jt-r~fYNn{T\ ~\:0~~. 

~(-oeo\-eU{h ~" ~-€12L~'~ 



Resoondent 8 

Vragen vooraf 

1 Geslacht ~ Q 
2 Leeftijd ...,1,,.,\.___ 

3 Hoeveel uur per dag gemiddeld, werkt u met een computer; 

Op werk-/schooldagen J_ uur 

Op andere dagen ±uur 

4 Werkt u m~a,=:·s als Phcllolhop~, Corel enz.? 

Ja, regelmatig 

Ja, soms 

Nee, vrijwel nooit 

Nee, nooit 

5 In welke sector '(!l u werlczaam/ studeren? } 
.t.or9 ehandj COfJteft 70~ 

Vragen achteraf 

4 Wat vond u van de mogelijkheden om door de omgeving te navigeren (knoppen op het scherm, 

pijlljes toetsen of WASO lotlb!en), en vanwelke oplle hellil u zelf gebluik gemaald? 

~.omdat ro«tt gangk7acu;. 

5 Wat vond u van de tekenmogelijkheden? (Ujnen trekken In verschiUende kleuren en diktes, 

tekst toevoegen en verplaatsen en een stap terug gaan.) Waren deze toereikend, of mist u 

b~~de fun~ona;rn:rje I ~cJi.~M 1 MQ.ae.1C.j _~IA_ 
~fî{~- ·i&~:titn.=k-~ -JIJ. __gJ:1?.tL.Y ,_) _-:le_Lcff._~-----·-------··-------·--·---------·---·----
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7 Als er in uw eigen omgEIYing een soortgelijk vraagstuk zou Uggen en de gemeente zou deze tooi 

aan aUe omwonenden ter beschikking stellen, bijvoorbeeld via internet of op een cd-rom die u in uw 

brievenbus ontvangt, zou u hier dan gebruik van maken? 

:~ • omdat }J=~_hel~.lii-~---viL1L_.Q!l ... _~uu ~ te- dJ;_ L o pg fJ:fJJl._~ ~---(/.}._iliC~u· te ct ~_[- D-Bhl e0- 111\. 
~ bQ~ ong L-~------------------(1--

.. 

- olu.vJ ~ F\'\cl- eEr\ op ? op -t-oeks 6'\ 60"1~ ( ~ ç- lh tro) 

- weá f't'Ä ~~p!< ""'e;t- hoe te beco~n~. 

- her~~ ~-~e,.. l.\X>rv.h~ rv:e.t- •"" p\tttH-~r~j-e.. 
- ~.... V("""'1 ~e{~ ~ thQ.)-- f"''.U\'ca~·e. 

" b~ll\/\..~ ~ ,. ets ~€rf"'S. ~rl.AA· k ~ " . 

rou.olk- \101.\'\ t>tr~ 

~-r~~ 2. ~elfde_ ~0\AW&\. 

\--\on sttAoC.ef\~~ ~~ re~r ~ r-ees~~~ r"'r~ 
\?~n.~ vo.~~(~ ~ ~cJ\ -> ~el- ~ 

- ~~Enr €€/1t r~ ~w ouer V{ ~htt. ~ h~ . 

- ~·f:dliEh n-{À~ oJ,.;:, y._ cotc. flY'd ku""" Yeker1 ~ .. 

- ~ ~~ o.:J2r ~\A~ heaA 1-Q.kfhen hl~ 
~~~l~s ~~~. 
~ Vle";"~ ~~.e Wtl- hL.t ~~ ~ ·~ ~L 
\t:a. ..... ook r'1et:)~ lA.).(Äk(h ..... ~~ keg- ~ ~ ~0.,. "'O... 

opi')'\eru..~~ oio.t ob~~~ ~ ~'-~ t.oo.r scÀ...Quef'. 

- "'e..et'-1\M..tl dcor ~~ ~~ ~o~ ~~ LA:Plc~Qr..... 
()./'V\.. k2. \c:.t...th.r"\ê.r... ~,.... ~&\ • 




